Bargain DVDs

A special selection of feature films including Action/Adventure – Drama – Thriller Horror – Science Fiction – Children’s Movies – New and Classic Television Comedy – Historical and Biographical Documentaries – Blu-ray and much more!

OUR GUARANTEE

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All DVDs are new. Many are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days.
See more titles at erhbc.com/658
LIMITED QUANTITY 6887422 KILL KANE. Widescreen. Family man Ray Brooks (Vinnie Jones) seeks revenge when his wife and children are murdered by infamous gangsters. Unable to place his faith in the justice system, he decides to go vigilante, stalking the streets on a hunt for those who robbed him of his family. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6931782 THE ART OF THE STEAL. Widescreen. Crunch Calhoun (Kurt Russell), a third rate motorcycle daredevil and semi-reformed art thief, agrees to get his untrustworthy brother, Nicky (Matt Dillon), Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. E One.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6919160 DANTÉ’S PEAK/DAYLIGHT. Widescreen. Disaster strikes in two action-packed thrillers. Dante’s Peak favorite Pierce Brosnan and Linda Hamilton flee the fury of a deadly volcano in Dante’s Peak. Then, an explosion seals off a cover tunnel, trapping a group of survivors. Nick Nolte as Captain Doucett wreaks havoc upon his captors, and the ship they could have imagined. Stars Matthew McConaughey, Bill Paxton, and Harvey Keitel.
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Brenner, John Wayne, and Frank Sinatra. 138 minutes. Kino Lorber. Fighting machine, another conflict comes to light—the fight for Jewish American Mickey Marcus is called to the new state of Israel. He sets off on a frenzied voyage across tumultuous waters to find the legendary loot.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6652533 A VIKING SAGA: The Darkest Day. Widescreen. Cast into a violent and bloody world. Hereward sets off to avenge the death of his beloved. But in a world ruled by warriors that kill for what they want, the mission won't be easy.

FLAT TOP. Sterling Hayden plays Capt. John Crozier, who trains WWII carrier pilots while battling the kind but overly soft Collier. This war classic employs actual newsreel footage to add a gripping sense of realism to each epic battle. 85 minutes. Olive Films. Rated R. 106 minutes. Olive Films. Technicolor masterpiece stars the dashing Errol Flynn. Flynn triumphs as the titular hero, while Olivia de Havilland plays Maid Marian and Clive Brook becomes the villainous Prince John. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Over 6 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

HERCULES: Hallmark Entertainment. Fullscreen. This thrilling live-action tale adapts the epic saga of the young Hercules, mighty half-god son to Zeus and Alcmena, Princess of Thebes. Stars Paul Tei, Elizabeth Perkins, Timothy Dalton, Sean Astin, and Leese Sobinski. CC 127 minutes. Lions Gate. Pub. at $14.98


FAITH OF MY FATHERS. Widescreen. Based on a true story, this action epic stars Yul Brynner in one of his most colorful roles as a powerful Cossack chieftain determined to regain his land from treacherous Polish invaders. The conflict is only further complicated by an electrically charged anti-hero. Tony Curtis falls in love with a Polish girl. 122 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

SANDS OF THE KALAHARI. Widescreen. A plane crashes in the African desert after colliding with a swarm of locusts. The survivors use all their skills to fight off a lion and a leopard in an effort to keep the group from being eaten. The Fate of Lee Khan; Good Morning, Vietnam; The Hunt for Red October; The Last Action Hero; The Mission; MOONRAKER.
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6644309 ASSAULT ON A QUEEN. Widescreen. Frank Sinatra stars in this complex, thrilling thriller about a gang of clever mercenaries who plan to hold up the H.M.S. Queen Elizabeth using a refurbished WWII U-boat. Screenwriter Rob Seiling (The Twilight Zone) directed in this one of a kind high-seas caper. 106 minutes. Olive Films. SDH. 93 minutes. $5.95

590755 BEASTS OF THE SOUTHERN WILD. Widescreen. When a tough but loving father Wink (Owen Wilson) and his mysterious, fierce and determined six-year-old daughter (newcomer Quvenzhané Wallis) bravely sets out on a journey to save him. But Hushpuppy’s quest is hindered by a treacherous drug lord who sends the ice caps and unleashes an army of prehistoric beasts. Olive SDH. 93 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

2754924 JUNGLE GIRLS. A double-feature of 8-movie Jungle Girl” classics. The original (1932) starring Rochelle Hudson as the stunning female Tarzan heroine, and Sheena, Queen of the Jungle, 1955’s 16-episode serial starring pulp pin-up Queenie in B&W. Over 8 hours on two DVDs. Synergy. Pub. at $11.98 $9.95

6699890 THE DRIVER. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Known as the fastest getaway man in California, “The Driver” (Ryan O’Neal) is being relentlessly pursued by a detective (Bruce Dern) who wants nothing more than to take him down. CC. 89 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

753342X THE TEMPEST. Widescreen. Visionary director Julie Taymor’s modern retelling of Shakespeare’s classic masterpiece is an exciting, mystical and magical fantasy with Helen Mirren leading a star-studded cast including Russell Brand and Alfred Molina. Exiled to a magical island, the sorceress Prospera conjures up a storm that shipwrecks her enemies, and then unleashes her powers for revenge. English SDH. 110 minutes. Miragean. Pub. at $19.99 $7.95

ELVIS PRESLEY \ JIMNATION. Widescreen. Presley was an American rock and blues singer, actor, and cultural icon whose career spanned more than 30 years. He is widely known as "The King". His music included a diverse range of influences, and he is regarded as one of the most significant cultural icons of the 20th century. He is generally credited with being the first major mainstream recording artist who popularized the genres of rock and roll and blues. His 1954 debut single "Heartbreak Hotel" was a number one hit in the United States. In the late 1960s, he performed a series of sell-out concerts at the International Hotel in Las Vegas that helped him return to prominence. He was known for his distinctive voice, which was often described as an "exhilarating" combination of a baritone and falsetto. His performances of his songs were characterized by a unique blend of simple lyrics and complex arrangements. He is often referred to as "the King of Rock and Roll". His music has had a profound impact on popular culture, and he is widely regarded as one of the most influential figures in American music history. His legacy continues to inspire musicians and fans alike, and his influence can be heard in a wide range of genres around the world.

8708717 THE INGLORIOUS BASTARDS. The explosive 1978 EuroCult classic "The Hammer" Williamson and Bo Svenson star as the leaders of a gang of condemned criminals who escape from an Allied prison camp, only to find themselves on a suicide mission to Nazi occupied France. Includes a second DVD of bonus features, plus a bonus soundtrack CD. Not Rated. 99 minutes. Severin. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

5637875 DIRECT ACTION/KEY MAN/REACH/CONTACT. Widescreen. Three movies starring superstar Dolph Lundgren. In Direct Action Lundgren is a veteran cop falsely accused in a deadly drug scam and must prove his innocence. In Key Man, Lundgren leads a team of time travelers back in time to save humans from extinction. In Reach, Dropsie (Sondra Locke) is "busted" universe that melts the ice caps and unleashes an army of prehistoric beasts. Olive SDH. 93 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

5555555 MASTERLESS. Widescreen. Kane Johnson (Adam LaVorgna) is an architect struggling to balance his demanding career with caring for his ailing wife. In a netherworld of spirit warriors, an ancient Ronin fights a legion of masked demons. These battles parallel one another, as both men encounter challenges of love, devotion, and faith. 85 minutes. ARC Entertainment.

9202090 LONE SURVIVOR. Widescreen. The unforgettable true story of four U.S. Navy SEALs on a covert mission to neutralize a high-level al-Qaeda operative. The four men must make an impossible moral decision in the midst of a battle that leads them into an enemy ambush. Stars Mark Wahlberg, Taylor Kitsch, Ben Foster, Emile Hirsch, and Eric Bana. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes. $9.95

5904578 SNOW WHITE AND THE HUNTSMAN/ROBIN HOOD. Widescreen. Two classics come to the screen with this double feature of big-budget fairy-tales. Russell Crowe reunites with Ridley Scott for Robin Hood, telling the story of the man behind the legend. Then, Charlie Theron, Chris Hemsworth, and Kristen Stewart face off against an epic tale on one of our greatest fairytales with Snow White and the Huntsman. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $7.95

583225X MIRACLE AT ST. ANNA. Widescreen. Statedion in Tuscany, Italy, four members of the U.S. Army’s all-black 92nd Infantry Division, the Buffalo Soldiers, are trapped behind enemy lines after one of them risks his life to save a traumatized Italian boy. Separated from their unit, they find themselves in a harrowing and epic tale of the tragedy and triumph of war. Directed by Spike Lee. Rated R. English SDH. 160 minutes. Touchstone. $5.95

6843337 ONE OF OUR AIRCRAFT IS MISSING. From the legendary team of Michael Crichton and Ernie Pressburger comes the quintessential British WWII propaganda film. After an aerial attack forces them to abandon their aircraft over Holland, the crew must evade capture with the help of local villagers. Stars Hugh Burden and Eric Portman. In Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

6593954 CRIME STORY: THE PROTECTOR: Jackie Chan Double Feature. In Crime Story, Chan stars in one of his grittiest roles ever as a police detective racing against time to solve a kidnapping case. In Protector, Chan and a Danny Aiello star as a pair of NYPD cops sent to Hong Kong to catch a drug lord. Rated R. Dubbed in English. Over 3 hours. $9.95

6916431 BLACK SHAMPOO. Widescreen. Jonathan Knight is the owner of “Mr. Jonathons,” the most successful hair salon for women on the sunset strip. When Jonathan messes with the mob in an effort to protect his receptionist, from homicide, bloody retribution is only far away. This blaxploitation gem stars John Daniels and Tonya Boyd. Rated R. 85 minutes. VC Entertainment.

6812325 TROY-DIRECTOR’S CUT: Ultimate Collector’s Edition. Widescreen. Tells of the epic battle over Helen (Diane Kruger), the queen of Sparta, who was kidnapped by her lover Paris (Orlando Bloom). Also stars Brad Pitt, Peter O’Toole, Eric Bana, and Brian Cox. This box set includes a second disc of bonus features, a full-color 40-page book, 10 photo cards, and 20 bound print pages. Not Rated. Olive SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $20.98 $7.95

5714463 ROBOCOP 2. Widescreen. Two unstoppable cyborgs lock horns in a battle to the death with this sequel to the sci-fi masterpiece. With the help of the Fl. Bruce Dern co-stars as Kevin Dirkman, a homicidal maniac who joins Ma Barker’s gang. Directed by Roger Corman. Rated R. 85 minutes. OliveSD.

5691970 SNATCH. Widescreen. Dwayne Johnson plays a man determined to bring a Mexican cartel to its knees. After learning that his son faces ten years in a federal hole for drug possession, Johnson volunteers to become an undercover informant and infiltrate the cartel he’s convinced framed his boy. Also stars Susan Sarandon. English SDH. 112 minutes. Olive Films. $9.95

6916431 BLACK SHAMPOO. Widescreen. Jonathan Knight is the owner of “Mr. Jonathons,” the most successful hair salon for women on the sunset strip. When Jonathan messes with the mob in an effort to protect his receptionist, from homicide, bloody retribution is only far away. This blaxploitation gem stars John Daniels and Tonya Boyd. Rated R. 85 minutes. VC Entertainment.

5775040 BLOODY MAMA. Widescreen. Ma Barker (Shelley Winters) and her sons (Den Stroud, Robert De Niro, Clint Kmbrightmore, Robert Walden) leave the poverty of the Ozarks for a life of sadism, incest, murder, kidnapping, and mayhem. Widescreen. When the FBI, led by Virgil Earp (Kevin Costner), come to arrest them, the linked cars and 20 bound print pages. Not Rated. Olive SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $20.98 $7.95

5714463 ROBOCOP 2. Widescreen. Two unstoppable cyborgs lock horns in a battle to the death with this sequel to the sci-fi masterpiece. With the help of the Fl. Bruce Dern co-stars as Kevin Dirkman, a homicidal maniac who joins Ma Barker’s gang. Directed by Roger Corman. Rated R. 85 minutes. OliveSD.
Action/Adventure

5941687 CUTIE HONEY. Using her father’s invention, the buxom Cutie Honey can transform herself into a warrior of love. In this Japanese cult favorite, she takes on the Panther Claw organization and their plot to kidnap girls across Japan. Things take a turn when Panther Claw’s leader, the evil Lord Kanda, undergoes a near-death transformation device. In Japanese with English subtitles. 93 minutes. Bandai Entertainment. $5.95.

6948081 THE MAGIC SWORD. Widescreen. When the evil sorcerer Lodac (Basil Rathbone) kidnaps Princess Helen Helene (Anne Helm), the brave young George (Gary Lockwood) makes it his mission to save her—and earn her royal hand in marriage. Will George, Ya-Bom, and resolute, fearless Lodac’s ghastly ghosts and deadly demons? CC. 80 minutes. MGM. $6.95.

6757510 THE BUNKER/BATTLE EARTH/THE COLOMBIAN CONNECTION. It’s three times the action in three brutal adventures. Ken Shamrock charges into the Vietnam War in The Bunker: mankind engages invading alien forces in Battle Earth; and Tom Szumore stars in The Colombian Connection, about a former cop who rides his mercenary badge to the South American jungle. (Rated R). Over 4 hours. Inception Media Group. $4.95.

5862556 ZORRO’S FIGHTING LEGION. CHAPTER 1: The Golden God. This 1939 classic from the Flash Gordon Serial in 12 chapters, stars Reed Hadley and Sheila D’Arco. Mexico has just won its independence from Spain, and President Juarez depends on a steady flow of gold ore to establish the credit of the fledgling nation. It’s up to Zorro to protect the shipments. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95.

6792901 BATTLE CREEK BRAWL/CITY HUNTER. Jackie Chan Double Feature. Battle Creek Brawl is Jackie Chan’s first crossover movie into the international arena. (Rated R). City Hunter finds Chan as R. Ryo Saeba, who’s hired to find the runaway daughter of a publishing tycoon. Dubbed and in Cantonese with English subtitles. Over 3 hours. Shout Factory. Pub. at $12.99. $3.95.

6911111 EPIC FANTASY COLLECTION: 5 Mini-Series Gift Set. This 5 movie collection includes Tin Man, The 10th Kingdom, The Odyssey, Merlin, and Gulliver’s Travels. 21 hours on five DVDs. Mill Creek. $9.95.

6931804 THE DAY. Widescreen. Open war against humanity's races. Five survivors—lost and on the run. The pursuit is relentless, the bullets are dwindling and the battle is everywhere. The Day has come. Stars Shawn Ashmore, Ashley Bell, and Michael Eklund. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. E-One. $4.95.

2663902 SWORD AND SORCERY COLLECTION: Roger Corman’s Cult Classics. Widescreen. Richard Hill is a medieval warlord who sets off on a journey to the most challenging battle of his life and is<table>
NULL
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★6565364 THE INVISIBLE MONSTER. All 12 chapters of the heart-pounding serial. An evil genius who calls himself 'The Phantom Ruler' is bent on creating an army of invisible soldiers to take over the planet. Only Investigator Lane Carson (Richard Webb) and Detective Carol Richards (Alene Towner) stand in his way. In B&W. 167 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

★6703984 RHINELAND 1945. Widescreen. Set in the battle known as the last great conflict in the West, this epic tells the story of a young replacement thrown into an under-powered mine platoon. A turned-out lieutenant and a bitter sergeant are the only ones who play into the brutality of W.W.II's final moments. 93 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $11.95

★6830969 GO TELL THE SPARTANS. Widescreen. Burt Lancaster plays a hard boiled major in command of a gbrievous W.T.O. unit. The war was still in its infancy but American soldiers were merely "advisers," yet the ambushes, the betrayals and the brutality were all very real in this classic film containing confrontations. Rated R. 115 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95

★6943020 THE DEVIL'S DOGS OF KILO COMPANY. A company of marines deep behind enemy lines on a top secret mission are out manned and out gunned as they fight their way through a nightmarish landscape. 70 minutes. Shami Media. Pub. at $19.95

★698978 CRASHOUT. Widescreen. Six ruthless convicts break out of prison and frantically try to avoid an extensive manhunt. After barely surviving the hunt, the men take refuge in a farmhouse. But even in the thick of all this danger, they slowly begin to realize that it's not the law they need to worry about–but each other. Directed by William Bendix, and Luther Adler. In B&W. 89 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

★6951457 BLACK EAGLE/LIONHEART. Double the Jean-Claude Van Damme action with Black Eagle & Lion Heart (costarring Kirk Douglas and Tony Curtis) when seven Eastern European democracies from a ruthless coup d'etat by the country's military leader. It's one man versus an army in this action-packed thriller, starring Tom Hopper and Amy Huberman. 96 minutes. M.O. Pictures.


★6080622 SEVEN. Widescreen. A cartel of seven crime bosses unionize and plan to take over the state of Hawaii. Government intelligence agent Drew Sevano (William Shatner) is hired to "handle" the situation however he sees fit. Drew enlist seven old friends to help, creating Sevano's Seven, and death is their way of life. Rated R. 101 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

★6592400 KRAKATOA, EAST OF JAVA. Widescreen. In 1883, Captain Chris Hanson (Maximilian Schell) of the Batavia Queen embarks on a perilous search for sunken treasure off the island of Krakatoa. To add to his problems, he will have to contend with a horde of convicts, a greedy crew–and a catastrophic volcanic explosion. With Diane Baker and Sal Mineo. 131 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

★6818582 DEAD EYE FOR A WARRIOR. Widescreen. A police detective Sean Kane (Chuck Norris) is any criminal’s worst nightmare: a cop who’s just as lethal with his lightning-quick martial arts moves as he is with his night vision revolver. When his partner is murdered, Kane quits the force and seeks vengeance. Also stars Christopher Lee. Rated R. 106 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

★6871984 DELUGE. Widescreen. Earthquakes in the Pacific send a massive tsunami towards the continents, reducing New York City to rubble. Martin Webster (Sindney Blackmer) survives but is separated from his family. Pairing up with a headstrong young woman, they continue their journey to rebuild civilization and cultivate a new post-apocalyptic moral code amidst the pillagers and vigilantes who remain. In B&W. 70 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

★687314X NO RETREAT, NO SURRENDER. Widescreen. At his lowest emotional ebb, Jason (Kurt McKinney), is visited by Bruce Lee’s spirit offering to teach him all of his closely guarded secrets. His training is quickly put to the test when a crime syndicate attempts to kill him in his training school. He is forced into a no-surrender match with The Russian Butcher” (Jean-Claude Van Damme), 85 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

★6872041 THE HOT TOUCH. Widescreen. In the future, the great criminal drama becomes embroiled in a blackmail plan to duplicate valuable paintings lost in WWII, which leads to a web of deceit and romantic intrigue. A tense thriller! Also stars Maria-Franca Prier and Melvyn Douglas. Not rated. 92 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95

★6971355 CERTAIN FURY. Widescreen. Tatum O’Neal and Irene Cara are Scarlet and Tracy, two women caught up in a brutal escape of mistaken identity, accused of a crime they didn’t commit. In a melle of carnage, they are mistaken for gun-toting killer hookers and are hustled and pursued by cops bent on revenge and hot-tempered hoodlums with killer instincts alike. Rated R. 87 minutes.

★2821109 BULLETS, BOMBS AND BABES: 12 Film Set. Formerly titled Girls, Guns & G-Strings, this set collects 12 films: The Dallas Connection; Day of the Warrior; Do or Die; Fit to Kill; Gun! Gun! Gun! Hard Hunted; Hard Ticket to Hawaii; Malibu Express; Picasso Trigger; Savage Beach; and Return to Savage Beach. Rated R. Over 18 hours on three double-sided DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95

★6986692 THE BRAIN. Widescreen. A train has been commissioned to transport NATO funds from Paris to Brussels, and criminals on both sides plan a hijack. On the French side, gangsters Brock and Anato, on the British is “The Brain” (David Niven), a brilliant super criminal. Only Scanapicco (Elia Wallach), a malicious gangster, can stop them. In French with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

★6975469 MONTE CARLO. Fullscreen. As WWII rages, Monte Carlo has become a refuge for famous international spies, Katia Petrovna (Jean Arthur), and Anatole, on the British is “The Brain” (David Niven), a brilliant super criminal. Only Scanapicco (Elia Wallach), a malicious gangster, can stop them. In French with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

★6976955 UPTIGHT. Widescreen. Days after the assassination of Martin Luther King, an idealistic FBI agent is assigned to infiltrate a notorious black gang to gather information to help the police get a break on the case. Directed by Paul Muni.

★2821052 5 CLASSIC WAR FILMS. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Light the fuse to five star-studded war epics. It’s all guts and glory in Company of Heroes with Paul Muni; The Al Prisoner with Alec Guinness; Bitter Victory with Richard Burton; Castle Keep with Burt Lancaster (Rated R); and Young Winston with Robert Shaw. Over 9 hours on two double-sided DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $17.95

★2803186 SICARIO. Widescreen. After an idealistic FBI agent is recruited by a government task force official to pursue a drug lord, she begins a perilous mission that forces her to question everything she believes. Stars Emily Blunt, Benicio Del Toro, and Josh Brolin. English subtitles. 115 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

★2803134 THE LAST WITCH HUNTER. Widescreen. Vin Diesel is Kaulder, an immortal witch hunter who has spent centuries tracking down those who practice evil magic. When historically powerful Queen witch, Kaulder becomes humanity’s last hope. Also stars Rose Leslie, Michael Caine, and Elijah Wood. English SDH. 106 minutes. EOne. Pub. at $17.95
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**Action/Adventure**

- **6644872 DRAGONFLY SQUADRON.** Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. [$14.95](#)
- **5973155 ICMAN.** Widescreen. Well Go USA. $4.95
- **6656767 SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE.** Widescreen. Century Fox. $5.95
- **5761018 OUTLANDER/WOLFHUD.** Widescreen. [SOLD OUT](#)
- **6648282 CUT-THROATS NINE/JOSHUA.** Widescreen. Warrego. $3.95
- **6648401 FOXBAT.** Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. $5.95
- **5973244 SUPREMACY.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. [$14.95](#)
- **6639525 BEACHHEAD.** Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. [$9.95](#)
- **5793279 WHITE VENGEANCE.** Widescreen. Well Go USA. $3.95
- **6745180 THE SCRIBBLER.** Widescreen. Phase 4 Films. $4.95
- **6564176 RUNNING SCARED.** Widescreen. New Line Home Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. [$14.95](#)
- **7213377 ALLIES.** Widescreen. E One. Pub. at $19.99. [$5.95](#)
- **676875X 1-SPY/S.W.A.T.** Fullscreen. Olive Films. $5.95
- **5700108 CARIBE.** Fullscreen. Trinity. $3.95

---

**Westerns**

- **6947948 HIGH PLAINS DRIFTER.** Widescreen. Clint Eastwood returns to his familiar Old West stamping grounds and assumed role as ‘The Man with No Name.’ This time, the Stranger mysteriously disappears out of the heat of the desert and rides into the lawless town of Lago. He’s hired by the townspeople to provide protection from three ruthless outlaws, resulting in a pulse-pounding climax. Rated R, 106 minutes. Universal.[$5.95](#)
- **5839157 THE HATEFUL EIGHT.** Widescreen. Quentin Tarantino’s brutal and award-winning western trek to a wintry Wyoming landscape as a blizzard moves in. Seeking refuge at a stagecoach stopover is a rogue’s gallery of bounty hunters, fugitives, former soldiers, and a hangman. As the storm settles in, so does the truth come out. Not everyone—maybe no one—will be getting out alive. Stars Kurt Russell, Jennifer Jason Leigh, Samuel L. Jackson, Tim Roth, and Bruce Dern. Rated R. English SDH, 167 minutes. E One. [$6.95](#)
- **6560806 THE COMANCHEORS/ THE LAST WAGON/ THE CULPEPER CATTLE CO./ BROKEN LANCE.** Four classic westerns from the ‘50s, ‘60s, and ‘70s, featuring big name stars like John Wayne, Spencer Tracy, Robert Wagner, Gary Grimes, and Richard Widmark. Saddle up for The Comancheros; The Last Wagon; The Culpepper Cattle Co.; and Broken Lance. English SDH. Over 6 hours on four DVDs. [SOLD OUT](#)
- **6948278 THE RARE BREAD.** Widescreen. In the 1880s, Englishwoman Martha Price and her daughter Hilary come to America to sell their prize Hereford bull at a auction. When he is purchased by Brown, a wild Scotsman, the women hire a footloose cowhand to help transport the bull to its new owner. So begins an adventure that tests the mettle of all involved. Stars Maureen O’Hara and James Stewart. 97 minutes. Universal. [$6.95](#)
- **6995636 THE LONGEST DRIVE.** Fullscreen. The Beaudine brothers (Kurt Russell and Tim Matheson) refuse a rancher’s invitation to join him on his cattle drive. But when he’s shot, they change their minds, joining a posse of riders on a hazard-filled journey to Colorado. 1,000 miles in 112 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99. [$5.95](#)
- **6644732 DARK COMMAND.** In this pre-Civil War saga, Confederate renegade William Cantrell (Walker Pidgeon) clashes with the new Kansas City marshal, Bob Seton (Surley Atkinson). As Cantrell seeks Seton’s girl (Clair Trevor) and manipulates her into marriage. Also stars Roy Rogers. In B&W. 94 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. [$9.95](#)
- **675959X THE SALVATION.** Widescreen. Mads Mikkelsen unleashes a maelstrom of bloodshed in this tale of revenge in the Wild West. When he lays waste to the scoundrels who killed his wife and son, a Danish ex-soldier incurs the wrath of a sadistic bounty hunter hunting him down. Also stars Eva Green. Rated R. English SDH. 92 minutes. IFC Films. Pub. at $24.94. [$4.95](#)
- **6947409 4 FOR TEXAS: Frank Sinatra Collection.** Widescreen. Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin play with the Wild West’s lack of gambling and romance. It’s 4 for Texas as the two stars, joined by Anita Ekberg and Ursula Andress, vie for one big prize: to possess the boy claiming to be the son of Galveston’s 115 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. [SOLD OUT](#)
- **LIMITED QUANTITY 694809X MAJOR DUNDEE.** Widescreen. In 1864, due to frequent Apache raids from Mexico into the U.S., a Union officer decides to illegally cross the border and destroy the Apache, using a mixed army of Union troops, Confederate POWs, civilian mercenaries, and scouts. Directed by Sam Peckinpah. Starring Charlton Heston, Richard Harris and James Coburn. CC. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Warner Home Video. [$7.95](#)
- **6950851 WHISPERING SMITH.** Universal Western Collection. Fullscreen. Luke ‘Whispering’ Smith (Alan Ladd) is a no-nonsense railroad detective who learns his friend, Murray Sinclair (Robert Preston), has been fired from his railroad job. Seeking vengeance, he confronts how Barney Rebstock (Donald Crisp) wreaks trains. Now, Smith must find and bring his old friend to justice—at any cost. 89 minutes. Universal. [$6.95](#)
- **6947099 SABATA.** Widescreen. Who he is and where he comes from, no one knows. But the Western legend of Daughtery thinks he knows too much. And they want to silence him—forever. Get ready for fast-paced, explosive action as Lee Van Cleef stars as Sabata, the mysterious, steel-eyed gunslinger. Also stars William Berger. CC. 106 minutes. MGM. [$6.95](#)
- **6947395 100 RIFLES.** Widescreen. When an American policeman named Lydecker (Jim Brown) comes to Mexico to catch a band of crystal smugglers, he finds himself detained by both an Indian revolution against the Mexican government—and the luscinous liquor of the gregarious (Robert Mitchum). Rated R. CC. 109 minutes. 20th Century Fox. [SOLD OUT](#)
- **6996363 THE LONGEST TRAIL.** Fullscreen. The Beaudine brothers (Kurt Russell and Tim Matheson) refuse a rancher’s invitation to join him on his cattle drive. But when he’s shot, they change their minds, joining a posse of riders on a hazard-filled journey to Colorado. 1,000 miles in 112 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99. [$5.95](#)
- **6644848 DISTANT DRUMS.** In this spaghetti western epic, that almost unknown John Wayne. This sweeping pioneer adventure also stars tyreke Power Sr. and Marguerite Churchill. Directed by Raoul Walsh. CC. In B&W. 108 minutes. 20th Century Fox. [$6.95](#)
- **6947429 ADIOS, SABATA.** Widescreen. In this spaghetti western, Mexican revolutionaries determined to be free of European tyranny, hire gunslinger Sabata (Yul Brynner) to rob a transport of Austrian gold in order to buy weapons and shame the brutal Colonel Skimmel. The robbery goes well, until the gang discovers that Skimmel tracked him and kept them for himself. CC. 105 minutes. MGM. [$9.95](#)
- **66515X GUN THE MAN DOWN.** Widescreen. Left behind by his scheming partners, wounded bank robber Rem Anderson (James Arness) is captured and sent to prison. When he gets out, Rem is on the hunt for the men who made off with his share of the loot, as well as his girlfriend (Angie Dickinson). In B&W. 76 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $11.95. [$6.95](#)
- **6691157 THE LAWLESS NINETIES.** John Wayne stars as a federal agent determined to break up the corrupt Wyoming territorial police machine run by Charles K. Plummer (Harry Woods). Plummer’s men murder and rob and serve as a corrupt vigilante army by night, bent on killing anyone who opposes his reign. Also stars Ann Rutherford. In B&W. 56 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. [$9.95](#)

---
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**Westerns**

**6573932 THE ULTIMATE WESTERN COLLECTION.** Collects six time-honored tales of daring adventurers on the wild frontier. Stars like Clint Eastwood, Yul Brynner, John Wayne, James C oburn, and Henry Fonda star in Jesse James; The Magnificent Seven; The Comancheros; The Spoilers; The Ugly; The Undeleted; and Duck, You Sucker (aka A Fistful of Dynamite). Over 13 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $49.98...

**$11.95

**6643513 THE RETURN OF A MAN CALLED HORSE.** Widescreen. Richard Harris reprises his role as Horse, in this Irvin Kershner-directed sequel. When the Yellow Hand Sioux tribe is forced off their sacred ground by government-backed ranchers, Horse must choose to restore power to its rightful owners and to free those who have been enslaved. 126 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95...

**$11.95

**6671518 WYoming OUTLAW.** Another rollicking adventure in the B-movie western series The Three Mesquiteers, this 1939 classic was the seventh of eight entries featuring John Wayne. The trio of heroes come to the aid of a young widowed homesteader, Parker, who is being pursued into the mountains of Wyoming after a jailbreak. In B&W. 56 minutes...

**$9.95

**6667978 shelf EXPRESS.** Fullscreen. Dead set on initiating a rebellion against the U.S., two ruthless killers (Henry Brandon and Stuart Randall) employ devious schemes to prevent Buffalo Bill (Heston) and Wild Bill Hickock (Forrest Tucker) from getting the legendary Pony Express on its feet. 101 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95...

**$19.95

**6760836 WESTERN OUTLAWS.** Movie Collection. Fullscreen. Head out west with 50 gun-toting adventures, featuring stars like Marlon Brando, Jack Palance, John Wayne, Randolph Scott, Lee Van Cleef, and Audie Murphy. Coming from between the 1930s and the 1970s, these wide-ranging classics include 3 Bullets for Ringo; Any Gun Can Play; Colorado Sundown; Cry Blood, Apache; Dead for a Dollar; Django; McLintock!; One-Eyed Jacks; and many more. Some films Rated R. In Color and B&W. Over 76 hours on ten DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98...

**$14.95

**6650690 SONG OF SLEAFACE.** Widescreen. In this comedy-western sequel, Bob Hope stars as Junior Potter, son of the late Painless Peter Potter, who heads out west to claim his father’s inheritance. Jane Russell plays gunfighter Mike “The Torch” Delroy, who, with Roy Rogers and his legendary horse Trigger, must save his hapless hero time and time again. 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95...

**$11.95

**6673877 PALS OF THE SADDLE.** Fullscreen. Another rollicking adventure in the B-movie western series The Three Mesquiteers, this 1938 classic marks the first of eight entries starring John Wayne. Stony Brooke, Tucker Stone, Susan Moore, and Lullaby Judd are chasing after foreign soldiers who are trying to steal and smuggle a deadly chemical out of the United States. Also stars Ray Corrigan and Max Terhune. In B&W. 55 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95...

**$19.95

**6633338 SHALAKO.** Widescreen. Based on the novel by Louis L’Amour, this rollicking 1968 western stars Sean Connery as the gutsy and solitary gunfighter of the title. When he saves a beaver called Bill (played by a man from Colorado: Gun Fury; The Black Dakotas; J.W. Cooper; A Lawless Street; The Tall T, Decision at Sundown; Buchanan Rides Alone; Ride Lonesome; and more. Over 26 hours on six DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $24.98...

**$14.95

**6683662 THE AMERICAN.** Widescreen. Glenn Ford stars in this modern-day “Southwestern” as Sam Dent, a rancher who travels to South America to deliver a cargo of valuable Brahms to a Brazilian rancher who has hired Sam to protect his cargo. Also stars Cesar Romero as a dashing and jovial bandito, Frank Lovejoy, Abe Lane, and Ursula Thiess. 85 minutes...

**$11.95

**6787409 SANTA FE STAMPEDE.** Fullscreen. The third of John Wayne’s eight The Mesquiteers films finds our heroes invited to share in the good fortune of their prospector friend who’s found gold. But the town’s crooked mayor and his ruthless henchmen have their own ideas. When our heroes arrive, they find their friend murdered and Story Broke (Wayne) is charged with the murder. Olive Films. Pub. at $11.95...

**$9.95

**6871095 CANADIAN PACIFIC.** Fullscreen. Sheriff Ted Osborne (Will Wright) is a man desperately trying to save the railroad with the help of a demoli
tion expert. Opposing him is a band of trappers who sabotage the railroad and incite the local Native Americans to rebel against the project. Also stars Jane Wyatt. 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95...

**$17.95

**672328 SUNSET IN THE WEST.** Fullscreen. Sheriff Ted Osborne (Will Wright) is a man desperately trying to save the railroad with the help of a demolition expert. Opposing him is a band of trappers who sabotage the railroad and incite the local Native Americans to rebel against the project. Also stars Jane Wyatt. 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95...

**$11.95

**2814218 THE DUEL.** Widescreen. A Texan and a Mexican strove to investigate a series of murders in a small town and uncovers a dark secret about the town’s charismatic leader (Woody Harmon). Directed by R. English. DVD. 110 minutes. E One...

**$5.95

**SOLD OUT.**

**6787567 A FISTFUL OF DOLLARS.** From the raucous international box office phenomenon, this hard-hitting epic stunned audiences with its violence, gritty realism and tongue in cheek humor. A lean cobra-quick gunfighter (Clint Eastwood) arrives in a grim and dusty border town where two rival bands of smugglers terrorize the impoverished citizens. Also stars Marianne Koch. Rated R. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.99...

**PRICE CUT to $11.95

**6770219 A MURDER TO PRAY.** A SECOND TO DIE! Widescreen. When Clay McCord (Alex Cord), the fastest draw in the West, gets the shots in his shaking arm, he decides to hang up his guns for good. But riding the straight and narrow may be more dangerous than he ever imagined—especially when his only hope for survival lies in the hands of a shady sheriff. Rated R. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.99...

**PRICE CUT to $11.95

**6770570 DUSTEN, Widescreen. Lions Gate.**...
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6890075 STRANGE BREW. Widescreen. The McKenzie brothers, Doug (Dave Thomas) and Bob (Rick Moranis), beer up under misfortune and they try to avoid a greedy-costing scheme of a diabolical brewmeister (Max von Sydow). Also stars Paul Dooley. CC. 90 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

679548X THE SAPHEAD. Fullscreen. Based on the popular stage play, Buster Keaton’s first silent feature as a dandy in film, he is a dandy, who is a dandy, who is a dandy, whose dandy. When his dandyism fails him, he is a dandy, who is a dandy, who is a dandy, whose dandy. Also stars Robert Benchley and Arthur Lake. MGM. 77 minutes. $4.95

5926211 SEX AND THE SINGLE GIRL. Widescreen. Sex-obsessed and cash-strapped, the self-proclaimed single gal gets forced to marry an old, fat son of a bitch. Also stars Diane Keaton and Andy Kaufman. Columbia. 88 minutes. $4.95

6448459 CAVEMAN. Widescreen. As the leader of a rag-tag group of cavemen, Atouk (Ringo Starr) has his work cut out for him when he sets his sights on the beautiful Lana (Barbara Bach). Trouble is, Lana belongs to Tonda (John Matuszak), the leader of the “superior” cavemen. Undeterred, Atouk sets out to win Lana’s hand by any means necessary. Also stars Richard Boone, Kay Parker, and John Dehner. Anchor Bay. $4.95

6887287 BULWORTH. Widescreen. Believing his career is over, Senator Jay Bulworth (Warren Beatty) takes an enormous insurance policy and a contract on his own life. But his impending death fills him with an outrageous desire to break the rules and tell it like it is. Suddenly, it’s the surprise political favorite and now must find the hitman who’s out to kill him! Rated R. 108 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

562467 SHADOWS AND FOG. Widescreen. Recruited by an inept mob of vigilantes, Kleinman (Woody Allen), a cowardly clerk, is forced to search for a notorious murderer—only to stumble upon a feisty sword-wielding, Irma (Mia Farrow), running amok from the circus. Together, they’re launched into a mysterious world of shadows and fog.” In B&W. 85 minutes. $5.95

629692 COMIC BOOK MARTY. Widescreen. Marty (Colin Farrell) just needs some inspiration and focus to finish his screenplay. He gets a distraction he needs when his best friend—a part-time actor and dog-stealer—becomes the target of a psychotic gangster. From the director of In Bruges. Also stars Sam Rockwell, Woody Harrelson, and Christopher Walken. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99

5925651 STRANGE BEDFELLOWS. Widescreen. Two lifelong friends (Michael Caton and John Matuszak) have discovered a way to save big money come tax time. All they have to do is pretend they’re a loving gay couple. It seems so simple, but when a meddling tax inspector comes to investigate, all hell breaks loose in this out-and-out comedy. Rated R. 84 minutes. Screen Media Films. $3.95

6442444 ZAPPED! Widescreen. When a lab accident leaves high school student Barney Springboro (Scott Baio) with telekinetic powers, it sets the stage for a comedy of errors that’s encouraged by his hormonally driven friend Peyton (Wylie Aames). Barney exacts revenge on school bullies, chews a little at sports, and makes out with the ladies. The kids in the know laugh. Also stars David Huddleston, Butch Patrick, and John Fujioka. MGM. Pub. at $14.99

5972450 STEAMBOAT BILL, JR. Ultimate 2-Disc Edition. One of the silent comedy’s best! Buster Keaton stars as a visionary, a showboat, a dreamboat who’s out to save the town from the Yank. Great for Keaton lovers. Also stars Josephine Croweldon, Fats Puglia, and Arch Johnson. In B&W. 67 minutes. Kino Lorber. $7.95

3569020 CELEBRITY SEX TAPE. A group of college cohorts secretly record a wounded-in-the-heat sex tape of a celebrity and use it to put out their 2-DVD show. What they aren’t expecting is to end up dressing in drag, breaking into Carmen Electra’s hotel room and starring in a new scandalous sex show. Also stars Josh Gad. Not Rated. English SDH. 88 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

674118 THE HAPPY GILMORE/BILLY MADISON COLLECTION. Fullscreen. Adam Sandler stars in two over the top comedy classics. In Happy Gilmore he doesn’t just play golf, he destroys it. Also stars David Spade and Rob Schneider in the hit movie Billy Madison. In Billy Madison he’s the heir to the Madison Hotel millions, but to earn his father’s respect, good ol’ Billy must repeat all 12 grades of school in 24 weeks! Also stars Bridgette Wilson. English SDH. Three hours on 2 DVDs. $3.95

356911X MIKE. In a sexy comedy in the tradition of Superbad of American Pie teenagers discover the age-old fantasy of getting rambunctious with an experienced and sexy older woman. Stars Jack Black and Leslie Mann. 90 minutes. Audible Asylum. $7.95

6901344 EVER AFTER/NEVER BEEN KISSED. Drew Barrymore is in top form in these two movie classics. In Ever After she stars with Anjelica Huston in an enchanting adventure about having the courage to make your dreams come true. Never Been Kissed is a humorous romantic comedy about a reporter that goes undercover as a student to learn about today’s teens. Also stars David Schwimmer, Dina Meyer, and Diane Lane. 178 minutes. $9.95

6911620 GINGER & FRED. Widescreen. Film legend Federico Fellini skewers society in general and TV in particular. Features Amelia and Pippo (Giulietta Masina and Marcello Mastroianni) with recombinations of the classic “Ginger & Fred” routine along with celebrity look-alikes, an audience of TV personalities, and Fred Astaire. This wild, irreverent look at celebrity culture, a cow with 18 teats, an inventor of edible panties, and more. In Italian with English subtitles. 127 minutes. Warner Home Video. $9.95

6880444 BLAZE. Widescreen. Paul Newman stars as a fiery, eccentric governor who falls head over heels in love with dazzling Blaze Starr (Lois Davidovich), an innocent New Orleans striptease with a heart of gold. As they navigate a maze between two office holders he holds and the woman he loves, he chooses both, igniting an outrageous scandal. Directed by Ron Shelton. Rated R. 120 minutes. Kino Lorber. $7.95

5947625 SUICIDE KINGS/WAGONS EAST! Widescreen. When Avery’s sister is kidnapped in Suicide Kings he and his friends concoct a bold scheme: abduct a retired mob boss and force him to help find the girl. Rated R. 136 minutes. Also stars Christopher Walken and Denis Leary. WAGONS EAST! stars John Candy as a drunken wagon master lenghten a entire town from the Old West back east. What could possibly go wrong? Also stars Richard Lewis. Over three hours. Lions Gate. $3.95
Comedy

6633439 LLOYD THE CONQUEROR. Widescree. To keep his financial aid, community college slangster (Dean Williams) gets roped into an epic Live Action Role-Playing battle by his Medieval Lit professor (Mike Smith). Enlisting the help of a “Self Defense for Women” instructor (Crgan Morris) and a local perchase (Brian Posehn), Lloyd prepares for the fake battle of his life. Rated R. 98 minutes. $2.95

6957586 THE LOVE GOD? Widow. Don Knotts stars as a mild-mannered editor turned playboy in this quirky comedy featuring characters such as his best friend’s ex-wife, his wife’s father, and the bird-watcher’s magazine, The Peacock, is in a financial crisis. Desperate to stay aloft, Abner takes on new partners who have plans to turn it into a sexy gentleman’s magazine. With Anne Francis and Ed O’Brien. 110 minutes. Universal. $14.95

5857465 TOWN & COUNTRY. Fullscreen & Widescree. When revelations of his best friend’s affair drive a wealthy architect to question his own life and marriage, the two pals go on a cross-country odyssey in search of some meaning to their rapidly disintegrating life. This romantic comedy features an all-star cast: Warren Beatty, Diane Keaton, Goldie Hawn, Andie MacDowell, Elliott Gould, and Nastassja Kinski. Rated R. CC. 105 minutes. Alliance. $4.95

★ 6872336 TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN. Wide screen. Woody Allen made his debut as writer, director and star in this delightful satire full of hilarious gags. The Virgil Stockwell, a struggling musician who turns to larceny as a writer, director and star in this delightful satire full of hilarious gags. The Virgil Stockwell, a struggling musician who turns to larceny as a

★ 680955X MAFIA! Widow. Parody film legend Jim Abrahams takes America’s greatest gangster films with this hilarious comedy spoof. Lloyd Bridges stars as a clumsy Gambino, engaged trying to choose his sons’ “right” to his father’s fortune, breaks out between his two sons: one a war hero (Jay Mohr) and the other a raving lunatic. Also stars Christina Applegate. 87 minutes. Kino Lorber. At $11.95

★ 6821448 THE LUCILLE BANK COLLECTION. Hollywood Profiles. This unique collection features highlights from Lucie’s incredible film and television career including four feature films: Her Husband’s Affairs; Miss Grant Takes Richmond; The Fuller Brush Girl; and Fuller Brush Girl. Includes also 10 outrageous TV episodes and two documentaries. In Color and B&W. Over 10 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. At $14.98

★ 6991839 IRRECONCILABLE DIFFERENCES. Widescree. Award-winning writers Albert (Ryan O’Neal) and Lucy (Shelley Long) watch as their marriage crumbles as Albert’s Hollywood career prosers and he falls in love with his leading actress (Sharon Stone). Tired of her patents’ behavior, nine-year-old Casey (Drew Barrymore) hires a lawyer (Allen Garfield) and tries to file for divorce. 113 minutes. Olive Films. At $19.95

6948030 LEATHERHEAD. Widescree. Dodge Connelly (Garage Clooney), captain of a struggling squad of barroom barhovers, has only one hope to save his team: recruit college football star Carter Rutherford. But when a feisty reporter (Renée Zellweger) starts snooping around, she turns the two teammates into instant rivals. English. Universal. At $14.98

6901336 A DIRTY SQME. The Futter Version. Widescree. After an accidental concussion awakens the carnal urges of a convenience store owner (Tracy Ullman), the people of Baltimore become pitted against each other in a battle of decency vs. depravity. Johnny Knoxville, Selma Blair, and Chris Isaak also star in this comedy, Rated R. CC. 88 minutes. New Line Home. Enter. At $27.95

★ 6970026 CABIN BOY. Widow. After graduating from finishing school as a well-bred “Fancy Lad,” Nathaniel Mayweather prepares for a big trip to Hawaii. But his plans are dashed when he mistakenly boards a fishing boat manned by a ragtag crew of salty shipmates, and only one of them has his hopeless Cabin Boy. Starring Chris Elliott. 80 minutes. Kino Lorber. At $14.95

★ 6951511 SHOWDOWN. Widow. Somewhere in the middle of the desert sits the Bar None Dude Ranch, a cathouse for all men and women. With the law in their pocket their on-site business is probably their best. But some don’t appreciate this lesson—namely the rugby coach. 95 minutes. Breaking Glass. $11.95

★ 696432X WELCOME TO ME. A woman with borderline personality disorder wins the lottery—and much to the dismay of her parents—the telephone number of a local TV station–uses the winnings to fund her lifelong dream of becoming the next Oprah. Stars Kristen Wiig, James Marsden, Tim Robbins, Joan Cusack and Jennifer Jason Leigh. Rated R. English SDH. 87 minutes. D-Films. $7.95

6670350 SUPER TROOPERS/THERE’S SOMETHING ABOUT MARY/GRANDMAS BOY/THE GIRL NEXT DOOR. Widow. Four randalling, Jenny McCarthy, and best friend (David Burns) orders him to deliver a body to share their home with no one. 100 minutes. Olive Films. At $24.95

6981615 THE ALMIGHTY COMEDY COLLECTION. Widow. In Bruce Almighty, a down on his luck reporter (Jim Carrey) gets the ultimate promotion from the Big Guy upstairs (Morgan Freeman) to see what happens when unrequited love goes too far in There’s Something About Mary, step into the life of a vampire that lives with his grandmother in Grandma’s Boy, and discover the joys of having a porn star for a neighbor in The Girl Next Door. Rated R and Unrated. English SDH. Seven hours on 4 DVDs, one double-sided. 20th Century Fox. $17.95

★ 6902553 EVIL BONG 777. Widow. The weed weirdos are back in Charles Band’s 7th smoke-soaked entry in Full Moon’s beloved horror comedy series starring everyone’s favorite High Priest of herb, Ebbe the Evil Bong. For the latest adventure, Band has dragged his merry troop of misfits to Sin City. Unrated. 60 minutes. Adult only! Mill Creek. At $9.95

★ 6644899 ERIK THE VIKING. Widow. The kings of silent comedy return in this film. Erik the Viking (Tim Allen) is in a financial crisis. To keep his financial aid, community college slangster (Dean Williams) gets roped into an epic Live Action Role-Playing battle by his Medieval Lit professor (Mike Smith). Enlisting the help of a “Self Defense for Women” instructor (Crgan Morris) and a local perchase (Brian Posehn), Lloyd prepares for the fake battle of his life. Rated R. 98 minutes. $2.95

★ 6656590 THE MAGIC CHRISTIAN. Widow. Comedy legend Peter Sellers is Sir Guy Grand, the richest man in the world. On a whim, he decides to adopt a homeless youth (Christopher Walken) and turns him into a series of madcap escapades, lampooning the snobbery and hypocrisy of modern society along the way. Also stars Richard Attenborough, Christopher Lee, and Peter Gilmore. 107 minutes. Kino Lorber. At $19.95

★ 6975887 ONCE UPON A CRIME. Widow. Lewis and Young are two Americans attempting to return a lost dog to its Monte Carlo socialite owner for a reward. But when they encounter each other, they become the prime suspects. Directed by Eugene Levy. Starring John Candy, James Belushi, and Cybill Shepherd. 94 minutes. Kino Lorber. At $14.95

★ 6775720 HANDSOME DEVIL. Widow. Neel, the bullied outsider, and Conor, the new boy and star athlete, are forced to team up together in their boarding school. The two seem destined to be enemies, until an English teacher, Mr. Sherry, teaches them the value of finding a friend. But some don’t appreciate this lesson—namely the rugby coach. 95 minutes. Breaking Glass. $11.95

★ 6961298 BABA FEVER. Widow. This raunchy, girl-powered comedy collection features Dorothy Bridges and all of her friends, three ladies on a quest to defeat their biological clocks and have a baby. No stone is left unturned as these women will do absolutely anything to get pregnant and show Mother Nature who’s boss! Rated R. 84 minutes. Wowow. At $19.95

★ 6588425 THE FORD AT FOX AND FRIENDS. Widow. John F. Kennedy’s America. Comedies. Fullscreen. John Ford set the standard for filmmaking in every genre he touched. See his remarkable influence on the world of comedy with six classics: Up the River; Judge Priest; Steamboat Round the Bend; When Willie Comes Marching Home; and What Price Glory? Stars include Humphrey Bogart, Spencer Tracy, Will Rogers, James Cagney and more. Over 8 hours on four DVDs, two double-sided. 20th Century Fox. $14.95

★ 6644455 BOY, DID I GET A WRONG NUMBER! Widow. Real estate agent Tim Meade (Bob Hope) dials the wrong number when he’s attempting to sell a house to a misfit (Elke Sommer). Seeing his new contact as a way to build interest in a cabin property, Tim offers her a getaway from the bright lights of Hollywood. But will Tim’s acid-tongued housekeeper (Phyllis Diller) see the in the way? 99 minutes. Olive Films. At $24.95

★ 5911842 SCAVENGER HUNT. Widow. The nutty and newly-departed collection of guests have left their mark on this ensemble. If his 15 potential feasts must participate in a scavenger hunt, and whoever finds all the items first wins his entire estate. Zaniness ensues with an all-star cast including Tim Allen, Christoph Waltz, Adam Carolla, John C. Reilly, MacDowell, Vincent Price, Arnold Schwarzenegger, and many more. 116 minutes. Kino Lorber. At $19.95

★ 6396448 GAME SHOW MODELS. Widow. Leaving his performance artist girlfriend behind, Stuart accepts a job working for a top record label. Trouble arises when his boss concocts the idea of doing a sex themed game show. Meanwhile, Stuart begins a relationship with the client of the label’s new superstar. Three hours with a second disc of bonus features. Adults only. At $22.98

★ 6948704 KNOCK ON WIDESCREE. Widow. When neurotic ventriloquist Danny Kaye finds himself unable to control the words coming out of his dummy, it nearly results in a nervous breakdown. His manager and best friend (Don Murray) orders him to see a famous psychiatrist in Zurich, setting in motion a zany adventure of secret weapons, international spies and one beautiful woman. 103 minutes. Olive Films. At $11.95

★ 6726143 WHEN COMEDY WAS KING. Widow. The kings of silent comedy return in this compilation reprising some of their greatest moments. Comic geniuses like Laurel & Hardy, Charlie Chaplin, Bob Hope, Harpo Marx, Fatty Arbuckle, Harry Langdon, the Keystone Cops and others work their magic in a program of hilarious restored footage. 81 minutes. Sprocket Vault. At $19.95
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★ 6643525 ROCK-A-BYE BABY. Widescreen. TV repairman Clayton Poole (Jerry Lewis) becomes father of three infant girls, given over to him by high school sweetheart turned actress Carla Naples (Marilyn Maxwell). Whether it's changing diapers, warming bottles, or singing off-key lullabies, this overwhelmed new dad will have you laughing until it hurts. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95.

★ 6691890 IT'S ONLY MONEY. Widescreen. Lester March (Jerry Lewis) is a 25-year-old orphan who dreams of someday becoming a private detective like his friend and role model Pete Flint ( Jesse White). When Lester learns that an elderly woman has hired him to find a lost ring in an electronic empire she is searching for the heir to her estate, he decides to take on the case himself. In Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95.

★ 5645623 LITTLE FAUSS AND BIG HALSTY. Widescreen. Barred from racing due to his on-track behavior, arrogant motorcyclist Big Halsey Knox (Robert Redford) convinces humble novice cyclist Little Faux (Michael J. Pollard) to let him use his bike. Halsey then sells their team to a stunt driver and profits from the stunt, all the while employing the skills of the young rider. In Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95.

★ 6700001 SING A LONG TO THE SATELLITE OF LOVE. Widescreen. Joel and his rusty robot satellite are called upon by the king of planets to help prevent the End of the World. In Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

*** 6703622 TURNABOUT. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

★ 6706939 MR. B’S LOST SHORTS. Widescreen. Mr. B’s lost shorts are found by a young boy, who is now a teen, who decides to give Mr. B a new money-making scheme. In Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95.

★ 5865218 THE MAN WHO LOST HIS HEAD. Widescreen. When Charlie (Buddy Hackett) gets tangled in an intricate love triangle, it is up to his best friend to strike the back on ante to prevent his friend from losing his head. In Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

★ 6657677 IT’S ONLY MONEY. Widescreen. Lester March (Jerry Lewis) is a 25-year-old orphan who dreams of someday becoming a private detective like his friend and role model Pete Flint ( Jesse White). When Lester learns that an elderly woman has hired him to find a lost ring in an electronic empire she is searching for the heir to her estate, he decides to take on the case himself. In Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95.

★ 6891179 STARDOM. Widescreen. Follow the story of newfound superhero Tina Mendhal ( Jessica Pare) as seen through the eyes of the cameras who follow her every move as she catapults from small-town life to celebrity status. With Robert Lepage, Thomas Gibson, Andy Anton and Frank Langella. English SDH. 105 minutes. Adults only. Asylum. $5.95.


★ 6897585 OSCAR. Widescreen. After promising his dying father that he’ll quit his life of crime, Chicago’s #1 gangster “Snaps” Provolone realizes that it’s easier said than done. Starring Sylvester Stallone, Chazz Palminteri, and Tim Curry. 109 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

★ 5576787 THE SATELLITE OF LOVE. Widescreen. Joel and his rusty robot satellite are called upon by the king of planets to help prevent the End of the World. In Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

★ 6706965 THE MAN WHO LOST HIS HEAD. Widescreen. When Charlie (Buddy Hackett) gets tangled in an intricate love triangle, it is up to his best friend to strike the back on ante to prevent his friend from losing his head. In Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

★ 6703622 TURNABOUT. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

★ 5645623 LITTLE FAUSS AND BIG HALSTY. Widescreen. Barred from racing due to his on-track behavior, arrogant motorcyclist Big Halsey Knox (Robert Redford) convinces humble novice cyclist Little Faux (Michael J. Pollard) to let him use his bike. Halsey then sells their team to a stunt driver and profits from the stunt, all the while employing the skills of the young rider. In Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95.

★ 5820570 MR. B’S LOST SHORTS. Widescreen. Mr. B’s lost shorts are found by a young boy, who is now a teen, who decides to give Mr. B a new money-making scheme. In Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95.

★ 6706939 MR. B’S LOST SHORTS. Widescreen. Mr. B’s lost shorts are found by a young boy, who is now a teen, who decides to give Mr. B a new money-making scheme. In Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

★ 6703622 TURNABOUT. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

★ 6657677 IT’S ONLY MONEY. Widescreen. Lester March (Jerry Lewis) is a 25-year-old orphan who dreams of someday becoming a private detective like his friend and role model Pete Flint ( Jesse White). When Lester learns that an elderly woman has hired him to find a lost ring in an electronic empire she is searching for the heir to her estate, he decides to take on the case himself. In Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95.


★ 6897585 OSCAR. Widescreen. After promising his dying father that he’ll quit his life of crime, Chicago’s #1 gangster “Snaps” Provolone realizes that it’s easier said than done. Starring Sylvester Stallone, Chazz Palminteri, and Tim Curry. 109 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

★ 5645623 LITTLE FAUSS AND BIG HALSTY. Widescreen. Barred from racing due to his on-track behavior, arrogant motorcyclist Big Halsey Knox (Robert Redford) convinces humble novice cyclist Little Faux (Michael J. Pollard) to let him use his bike. Halsey then sells their team to a stunt driver and profits from the stunt, all the while employing the skills of the young rider. In Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95.

★ 6703622 TURNABOUT. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

★ 5645623 LITTLE FAUSS AND BIG HALSTY. Widescreen. Barred from racing due to his on-track behavior, arrogant motorcyclist Big Halsey Knox (Robert Redford) convinces humble novice cyclist Little Faux (Michael J. Pollard) to let him use his bike. Halsey then sells their team to a stunt driver and profits from the stunt, all the while employing the skills of the young rider. In Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95.

★ 6703622 TURNABOUT. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

★ 6657677 IT’S ONLY MONEY. Widescreen. Lester March (Jerry Lewis) is a 25-year-old orphan who dreams of someday becoming a private detective like his friend and role model Pete Flint ( Jesse White). When Lester learns that an elderly woman has hired him to find a lost ring in an electronic empire she is searching for the heir to her estate, he decides to take on the case himself. In Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95.


★ 6897585 OSCAR. Widescreen. After promising his dying father that he’ll quit his life of crime, Chicago’s #1 gangster “Snaps” Provolone realizes that it’s easier said than done. Starring Sylvester Stallone, Chazz Palminteri, and Tim Curry. 109 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95.

★ 5645623 LITTLE FAUSS AND BIG HALSTY. Widescreen. Barred from racing due to his on-track behavior, arrogant motorcyclist Big Halsey Knox (Robert Redford) convinces humble novice cyclist Little Faux (Michael J. Pollard) to let him use his bike. Halsey then sells their team to a stunt driver and profits from the stunt, all the while employing the skills of the young rider. In Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95.
Drama

657364
FIRST FEATURES

20th Century Fox. The epic story of the ancient civilization of Egypt, from the rise of the Pharaohs, through the reign of the great pharaohs, to the fall of Rome. Starring Ralph Fiennes and Joely Richardson. Available on DVD and Blu-ray.

659543
MURPHY’S ROMANCE.

Widescreen. The epic story of a young man who falls in love with a beautiful woman, only to lose her to another man. Starring Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton. Available on DVD and Blu-ray.

655061
GENTLEMEN PREFER BLONDES/HOW TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE/SIX YEARS IN CHINA/THERE’S NO BUSINESS LIKE SHOW BUSINESS.

Widescreen. The epic story of a young man who discovers that his rich uncle has left him a fortune. Starring Audra McDonald and Richard Gere. Available on DVD and Blu-ray.

664944
KISS ME FOR ME.

Widescreen. The epic story of a young man who falls in love with a beautiful woman, only to lose her to another man. Starring Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton. Available on DVD and Blu-ray.

668246
THE GOSPEL OF LUXE.

Widescreen. The epic story of a young man who discovers that his rich uncle has left him a fortune. Starring Audra McDonald and Richard Gere. Available on DVD and Blu-ray.

669473
THE AFRICAN QUEEN.

Widescreen. The epic story of a young man who falls in love with a beautiful woman, only to lose her to another man. Starring Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton. Available on DVD and Blu-ray.

680939
ELIZABETH TAYLOR.

Widescreen. The epic story of a young man who discovers that his rich uncle has left him a fortune. Starring Audra McDonald and Richard Gere. Available on DVD and Blu-ray.

680972
THE LAST TIME I SAW PARIS.

Widescreen. The epic story of a young man who falls in love with a beautiful woman, only to lose her to another man. Starring Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton. Available on DVD and Blu-ray.
Dramas

**6892648 SERENA.** Widescreen. George and Serena Pemberton (Bradley Cooper and Jennifer Lawrence), who plan to chuck new-veals, begin to build a timber empire. With power and influence now in their hands, the Pembertons refuse to let anyone stand in the way of their inflated love and ambitions until George's hidden past. Rated R. English SDH. 110 minutes. Magnolia Home Entertain. $5.95

**3640450 THE ENGLISH PATIENT.** Widescreen. Winner of nine Academy Awards including Best Picture, this film tells the story of a mysterious stranger (Ralph Fiennes) is cared for by allies unaware of his dangerous past. Yet, as the mystery of his identity is revealed, an incredible tale of past love and adventure unfolds. Also stars Juliette Binoche, Kristen Scott Thomas, Colin Firth, and Willem Dafoe. Rated R. English SDH. 162 minutes. E One. $6.95

**6916193 THE BEST OF EVERYTHING.** This film follows the lives, loves and dreams of three young career women (Hope Lange, Suzy Parker and Diane Baker), who land jobs at a glamorous Manhattan publishing company. Stephen Boyd, Brian Attenborough and John Robben in their lives and Joan Crawford plays a bitter fortune. Rated R. English language. 122 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

**6945432 COMPLETE UNKNOWN.** Widescreen. After Richard (Keanu Reeves), a merchant's son, returns home from fighting in the Napoleonic Wars, he becomes infatuated with his half-sister she never knew. Bonding with a young man who's lost his way, Richard finds himself at odds with his old life. Rated R. English language. 121 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**6947824 THE ELECTRIC HORSEMAN.** Widescreen. Robert Redford plays an ex-world champion cowboy, reduced to huckstering breakfast food in a suit studded with flashing lights. Jane Fonda is a chic, sharp TV newswoman who does anything for a good story. When he rides out of a Las Vegas casino astride a million dollar horse she's intrigued. Soon, she's fallen in love with the cowboy and his convictions. 121 minutes. Widescreen. SOLD OUT

**6947794 DEAD AGAIN.** Widescreen. Mike Church (Kenneth Branagh) is an L.A. gourmetseu with knocked-off wigs and tracking down missing persons. But Church doesn't have a clue when he's hired to help a beautiful amnesiac victim (Emma Thompson), who's the object of blood-curdling nightmares. The source of the nightmares might lie in a past-life connection to a murderer--in 1948. In Color and B&W. English SDH. 107 minutes. Paramount. $6.95

**5844681 SONNY.** Widescreen. Meet Sonny (James Franco) and the beautiful Sabeth. Traveling across Europe together, Faber's captivated in the magical domain of a fearsome specter of colonialism, this sensual tale follows military nurse Lily Macintosh, desperate to be part of the British upper class of 1948. Set against the harsh South Indian coastline, this intoxicating Merchant Ivory production stars Greta Scacchi, Madhur Jaffrey and James Wilby. Rated R. 124 minutes. D' Films. $6.95

**5864813 STONEWALL.** Widescreen. Director Roland Emmerich weaves an intimate and remarkable history into this film about the birth of the modern Gay Rights movement which found its voice at the Stonewall Inn in 1969. Stars Jeremy Irvine, Jonny Beauchamp, Jonathan Rhys Meyers and Ron Perlman. Rated R. 129 minutes. D’ Films. $6.95

**6959750 A DANGEROUS METHOD.** Widescreen. Carl Jung (Michael Fassbender) has just begun his psychiatric career, having written and directing this powerful 1948 saga that pits pious and repressed father (Walter Huston) and liberal Yuppie (Humphrey Bogart). In B&W. CC. 126 minutes, plus a second disc of extras: photo galleries, Humphrey Bogart film trailers, and more. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $25.95

**5863205 A WOMAN, A GUN AND A NOODLE SHOP.** Widescreen. It looks like a perfect plan: the affair will come to a cruel but satisfying end and when a Chinese noodle shop owner plots his adulterous wife and her lover. But the lover has a lethal plan of his own. Rated R. In Chinese with English subtitles. 99 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95

**599800X WELCOME TO NEW YORK.** Widescreen. A sex-addicted French financier, a fateful hotel room encounter, and a scandal that would rock the world: the professional seduction of an Oscar-winning performance in this timely saga of sin and sleaze from the boundary pushing director Abel Ferrara. 106 minutes. Adults only. MPAA. Pub. at $24.98. $2.95

**6884539 CALL GIRL.** Widescreen. Maria, a high-class call girl, is hired to seduce a local politician in an attempt to obtain his permission to build a luxury resort on protected land. Meanwhile two detectives come upon the case and begin to make arrests. Rated R. In Portuguese with English subtitles. 145 minutes. Metrod. Media. $5.95

**7507300 JOSEPH: Close to Jesus.** Widescreen. Noted for its integrity and respect for Scripture, this film about an American secretary in the 1960's, taken from the writings of Sacred Scripture, is chosen by God to be the earthly father of Jesus. Yet, the Bible reveals little detail about his paternal role. In this award-nominated film, Joseph becomes a compassionate figure in the scripture-based tale drawn from the youth of Jesus. Stars Tusci Moretti. CC. 98 minutes. $4.95

**687335X FLORESCENT NIGHTINGALE.** Full screen. This stirring drama is based on the life of Florence Nightingale, an aristocratic woman who defied Victorian society to reform nursing education and outline the nursing profession as it is known today. This classic TV movie stars Jaclyn Smith, Claire Bloom, Timothy Dalton, and Jeremy Brett. CC. 140 minutes, plus feature film trailer at $9.99. $5.95

**6811590 FOREIGN INTRIGUE/THE QUIET AMERICAN.** Two classics of gripping drama abound. In Foreign Intrigue, Robert Mitchum portrays a press agent in Europe investigating the death of a client who was blackmailing traitors (100 minutes). Then, The Quiet American follows an American in war-torn Saigon who saves the life of a journalist, only to be betrayed (Stars Michael Caine, Colin Blakely and Bob Peiner. Directed by Mike Nichols. Rated R. 102 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98. $4.95

**6959644 SLAVES OF NEW YORK.** Widescreen. Eleanor (Bernadette Peters), a rising hat designer who lives with her successful but abusive artist boyfriend. The high cost of rent makes Eleanor and most of their fellow loft dwellers slaves to their relationships. Tapped in cramped apartments and gunmen, they wonder New York City looking for the one thing that will set them free. Rated R. CC. 124 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**6948154 NORTH DALLAS FORTY.** Widescreen. Nick Note stars as an aging football player. Through a woman he meets, is drawn away from the masculine, violent world in which he has lived so long. In doing so, he finds himself at odds with his own principles. Stars Michael Caine, Christopher Walken, Mac Davis, Charles Durning and Dayle Haddon. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. $6.95

**5892195 GOOD WILL HUNTING.** Widescreen. Will Hunting (Matt Damon) is a headstrong, working-class genius. After one too many run-ins with the law, Will’s last chance for redemption is a psychology professor brought in to help him escape a (soccer-winning performance). Co-starring Minnie Driver, Gus Van Sant’s powerful drama also won the Academy Award for Best Original Screenplay. Rated R. CC. 126 minutes. Entertainment One. $5.95
Adventures of Superman, Set amid the glamour, scandal and corruption is the basis for this celebrated crime thriller.

574119X AMERICAN CRIME. Widescreen. Directed by John Wells. Set in 1870s California, it is the story of a young man named Cassie Parker, played by actress Emily VanCamp, who is forced to leave her old life behind when her family is murdered. $7.95

679587 FRONT OF THE CLASS. Widescreen. The triumphant life story of Brad Cohen, a man who overcomes the obstacles of Tourette Syndrome to become a Pulitzer Prize-winning author. $5.95

762557X THE BIG SLEEP. Widescreen. Philip Marlowe, played by Robert Mitchum, is a private detective who takes on a case that appears to be a routine blackmail, but the world-weary private eye underneath it is a story that spirals into murder and madness. $7.95

685949 AMERICAN CRIME. Widescreen. Directed by John Wells. Set in 1870s California, it is the story of a young man named Cassie Parker, played by actress Emily VanCamp, who is forced to leave her old life behind when her family is murdered. $7.95

6833101 CHINA CRY. After the defeat of the Japanese during WWII, Sung Neng Yee (Nora Lam) joins the Communists believing they are the liberators of China. When she falls in love with Hong, the Communist officials decide to break her of any bourgeois tendencies. Based on the true story of Norah Lam. $5.95

5871135 GETTING GOTTI. Fullscreen. Lorraine Bracco stars as Diane Giacalone in the chilling true story of the Assistant District Attorney who brought down the Gambino crime family. It was not an easy case with uncooperative FBI agents and bureaucrats in her way, but she determined to find justice. Also stars Tony Denison and Lacey Chabert. Rated R. 94 minutes. $11.95

6877842 SEPARATE TABLES. Widescreen. Welcome to the Beauregard Hotel, where the guests all share one trait: they are all in love. The Major (David Niven), who hides a dark secret; Sibyl Railet-Bell (Deborah Kerr), a shy, neurotic old maid; John Malcolm (Burt Lancaster), a disenchanted widower; and Ann Shankland (Rita Hayworth), deeply terrified of growing old alone. Winner of two Academy Awards. In B&W. 100 minutes. $9.95

6610020 MADE-FOR-TV BIOPICTS. Four made-for-TV biopics. Jennifer Love Hewitt stars in the Autobiography Story. Vanessa Marano and Lacey Chabert lead the Inspiring Brooke Ellison Story. Eric McCormack plays the infamous serial killer in the Unsolved Case of the Hillside Strangler. And Gidon Adlon and Sam Vann plays the story of the most famous of all American presidents, Abraham Lincoln. $9.95

6991688 HOPE AND GLORY. Widescreen. John Boorman’s autobiographical film is a nostalgic and gently comic remembrance of England during the turbulent years of World War II. $6.95

6771017 BYE BYE BAYBEE. Fullscreen. Winner of 1955’s Best Picture Academy Award. Despite all his efforts, his 34-year-old best friend Marty Piletti (Ernest Borgnine) remains painfully shy around the opposite sex. When his brother (John Conforte) finally arrives, friends and family ruthlessly search for fault. But ultimately, it’s up to Marty to follow his heart. In B&W. 90 minutes. $9.95

664449X BROTHERHOOD. Widescreen. Former Danish servicemen Lars and Jimmie meet while training in a neo-Nazi group. Long attraction between the two men soon becomes too strong to ignore, and though they feel torn between ideology and emotions, they begin a dangerous secret relationship. Not Rated. In Danish with English subtitles. 101 minutes. $14.95

6881792 A DOUBLE LIFE. Fullscreen. Helmed by master director George Cukor, this brooding noir stars a mesmerizing Ronald Colman as veteran thespian Anthony Wilkerson, who begins to mental illness during a run of Othello. His courtly manners and reputation have a winning charm that endear him to both audiences and women, including his love interest in the film. $14.95

6637587 THE DOOR IN THE FLOOR. Widescreen. Jeff Bridges and Kim Basinger star in this provocative drama, following a pivotal summer in the lives of a famous children’s book author and his beautiful wife. Into their shared marriage comes a young assistant, who soon becomes a catalyst for their crumbling household. Rated R. 111 minutes. $9.95

6682126 THE RUSSELL GIRL. Wide screen. Bregman stars as a beautiful woman trapped by a burning secret and torn by blazing desire. Stars Bregman, Millicent, and Billy Wirth. 105 minutes. Adults only. Vision International. $7.95

694745X THE ANGEL LEVINE. Fullscreen & Widescreen. What if a child could not get worse? If he could not get better? If he had no life? If he could not die? A young child with a mysterious name, honey (Halley Belknap), appears, claiming to be his Jewish guardian angel. CC. 106 minutes on a double-sided DVD. MGM. $6.95

6900986 THE RUSSELL GIRL. Fullscreen. Sarah took a job in a Chicago think tank. She had no idea that her life was about to change...the loss of her dear friend, the accident that she blames on herself, Sarah decides to return home and her story becomes a journey toward forgiveness and hope for the future. Stars Amber Tamblyn, Jennifer Ehle, and Henry Czerny. CC. 98 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

6848209 CONFESSIONS OF TOMORROW. Widescreen. Recruited by disgraced cop David Burke (Ed Begley) to help with a bank heist, Slater (Robert Ryan) and Ingram (Harry Belafonte) become bitter rivals. When he becomes involved in a seamy world of crime, Slater’s now the most wanted man in the world. But a pivotal moment will send both men toward a cataclysmic outcome that is anything but black and white. In B&W. 96 minutes. $11.95

6985694 RED SHOE DIARIES. Writer director Zaiman King delivers his most provocative film yet with this stylish, steamy, and erotically charged story of a beautiful woman trapped by a burning secret and torn by blazing desire. Stars Bregman, Millicent, and Billy Wirth. 105 minutes. Adults only. Vision International. $7.95
Dramas

6915922 BAD HURT. Widescreen. Life for the Kendalls has been burdened by grief and illness, so when an old neighbor finds one child with special needs and another with PTSD, the family struggles for a sense of stability at home in their Staten Island, New York, basement. When a secret from the past is revealed, it threatens to tear them apart. Stars Karen Allen and Michael Flatley. Screen Media Films. 1 hour 10 minutes. $1.95

6913832 FIRSTBORN. Widescreen. Terri Garret stars as a young divorced mother, trying to balance her relationship with her kids and her drifter boyfriend (Peter Weller). The boy is the first born in the Garret household. He is and need to somehow save their mother from his clutches. Also stars Christopher Collet and Coree Wadman. 103 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

6922489 TRUTH. Widescreen. Based on the book Truth and Dolly by Mary Mapes, this is the incredible true story of Mapes (Cate Blanchett), CBS News Journalist and Dan Rather’s producer, who broke the Abu Ghraib prison abuse story, among others. Rated R. English SDH. 125 minutes. E.O. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

5912373 LUNA. Widescreen. Bernardo Bertolucci’s drama explores the troubled life of teenager Joe Silver, engaged in an incestuous liaison with his mother. After witnessing his father’s suicide, mother and son move to Italy, where Joe is drawn into the world of heroin dealers, Jill Clayburgh and Matthew Barry. Rated R. 142 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

5844155 WILD ORCHID. Widescreen. From director Zaim King comes a tale of sex, drugs, and romance set against the backdrop of the rich and powerful. Whisked away to Rio de Janeiro, Emily (Carre Otis) meets a handsome and mysterious millionaire (Mickey Rourke) who challenges her to explore her sexuality like never before. Also stars Jacqueline Bisset. Rated R. Total 105 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

6948111 MIDNIGHT EXPRESS. Widescreen. Busted for attempting to smuggle hashish out of Istanbul, American college student Billy Hayes (Dennis Patrick) finds himself in the New Orleans federal prison. After four years of torture, Billy is about to be released when his parole is denied. Only his inner courage and the support of his fellow inmate (John Hurt) give him the strength to escape his living hell. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes. Columbia Pictures. Pub. at $24.95. $6.95

6854372 IPHIGENIA. Widescreen. The tale of Euripides comes to the screen with this 1978 Academy Award nominee for Best Foreign Language film. Believed to be cursed for his of playing a deily, Agamemnon (Costa Kazantzidis) becomes a venomous oracle that he must sacrifice his daughter Iphigenia (Tatiana Papatassou) to enable a crucial mission to Troy. In Greek with English subtitles. 130 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95

6923894 CAROL. Widescreen. Therese Belivet (Rooney Mara), a young woman working as a clerk in a department store in 1950s New York, meets Carol (Cate Blanchette), an alluring woman trapped in a loveless marriage. Carol breaks free from the confines of marriage, her husband begins to question her competence as a mother. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. E.O. Pub. at $19.95. $5.95

6938159 SPARKLE. Widescreen. Sparkle (Jordin Sparks) has been warned against the pitfalls of the music industry by her protective mother (Whitney Houston), yet her talent is too strong and ambitious Stix (Derek Luke). A timeless story of the bonds of family, the trials of success, and the power of music. English SDH. 116 minutes. Sony Pictures. $6.95

5791148 THE NOTE COLLECTION. Widescreen. Based on the novel by Angela Hunt, The Note tells the story of newspaper columnist Peyton MacQuoter, who discovers a note written by a passenger of a tragic plane crash. He sets about finding the victims and learns that the friend she was for, Peyton ends up on her own search–for love. Includes the original and two sequels, all starring Gene Francis and Ted McGinley. Over 180 minutes. Sony Pictures. $7.95

6926787 I SHOT ANDY WARHOL. Widescreen. Valerie Solanis (Lili Taylor) has come to New York with one goal in mind–to spread the gospel of her radical feminism. Desperate to get a break for her audience, she chooses the (unprotected) (Jared Harris) glamorous sex and drug laced Factory scene. But her zeal soon swerves out of control and leads to a bizarre obsession with the artist. Rated R. 103 minutes. MGM. $5.95

692025X THE YOUNG MESSIAH. Widescreen. When Jesus’ divine beauty begins to unfold in His early years, He turns to his parents for answers—but Mary and Joseph are afraid to reveal the truth. Follow the young Messiah’s extraordinary journey from Egypt to Nazareth, where his true destiny will at last be revealed. English SDH. 111 minutes. E.O. $5.95

4530892 4HOURS ON TWO DVDS. Mill Creek. Pub. at $8.95

5873390 VANESSA. Widescreen. The tantalizing Olivia Pascal stars as the titular teen who journeys from curious convent virgin to prisoner of a lavish Hong Kong brothel. Along the way, she discovers that the boundaries of love are more than just sexual and shocking extremes of pleasure, pain and even black magic perversion. Totally uncensored, featuring Eva Garden, Astrid Pruyne, and Anton Dilllng. 92 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $23.95

6644651 COME BACK TO THE 5 & DIME JIMMY DEAN, JIMMY DEAN. Widescreen. Agnetha reenact their teenage hangout, a rural Texas drugstore, 20 years after the death of their beloved idol. But much has changed over the years and both are given the opportunity to expose secrets and heal wounds born long ago. Directed by Robert Altman. Stars Sandy Dennis, Cher, Karen Black, and Kathy Bates. 110 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.95. $13.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Dramas

693507 WITH CHILD. After his wife dies, Auden Price—a blue collar construction worker—meets their four month old daughter. While grieving and against the advice of his overbearing sister in law, Auden decides to go it alone. 87 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

686251 LOVE FINDS YOU IN CHARMS. Widescreen. Emma Miller would seem to have it all, beauty, a loving Amish family and a marriage proposal from the community’s most eligible man. But, she yearns for adventure and to see what the world has to offer. While spending the summer with her cousin in Ohio, she meets Andy, a handsome blog editor. She finds herself pulled between two worlds and two men. English SDH. 93 minutes. Anchor Bay. $7.95

679549 INSTITUTION BENJAMIN. Widescreen. Upon enrolling at the Institute Benjamin—a dilapidated boarding school for the training of servants—Jakob (Mark Ryland) becomes embroiled in the world of the enigmatic siblings who run it; the sadistic Johannes Benjamina (Sophie Bishop) and his sorrowful sister Alice (Larisa Kiit). English SDH. In B&W. 104 minutes. Zeitgeist. $5.95

684530 HURRY SUNDOWN. Widescreen. Otto Preminger directs the epic adaptation of K.B. Gilmour’s novel. Henry Warren (Michael Caine) is a racist landowner who is buying up all available land in a Georgia farming town. Blocking his path are sharecroppers Rod McDowell (John Phillip Law) and Reeve Scott (Robert Hooks), one white and one black. Also stars Jane Fonda and Faye Dunaway. 142 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

692933 ANSWERS TO NOTHING. Widescreen. When an unfaithful teenage girl goes missing in Los Angeles, a character actor’s life is upended as he is unleashed that will affect several strangers, all struggling to find their own paths to redemption. Stars Dane Cook, Barbara Hershey and Julie Benz. Rated R. 124 minutes. E One. $5.95

681939 INHERIT THE WIND. Widescreen. The controversial subject of evolution versus creation causes two polar opposites to engage in one explosive battle of beliefs. Attorney Clarence Darrow (Spencer Tracy) faces off against fundamentalist leader William Jennings Bryan (Hoot Gibson) in a small Tennessee town where a teacher has been brought to trial for teaching Darwinism. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

697406 RETURN TO ME. Widescreen. The story of a wealthy real estate agent (David Duchovny) is turned upside down when his wife, Elizabeth (Joely Richardson) is suddenly killed in a car accident. Her heart is transplanted into Grace Briggs (Minnie Driver) and she begins a chance meeting they begin to date, neither of them knowing their true connection. 115 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

684533X IMPROMPTU. Widescreen. In the thriller director, James Lapine’s film theatrical debut, he brings to the screen a galaxy of 19th-century artists—composers Frederic Chopin (Hugh Grant) and Franz Liszt (Julian Sark) and singer Jenny Lind (Claire Patinkin), and painter Eugene Delacroix (Ralph Brown)—for a period piece of music, love, and a marriage proposal from the young man who loves her. English SDH. 87 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

685488 JULIUS CAESAR. Widescreen. This 1970 adaptation of William Shakespeare’s timeless classic features brilliant performances by an all-star cast including Charlton Heston, Jason Robards, and John Gielgud. As Caesar, the mighty ruler of the Roman Empire, but jealous rivals in the Roman Senate wish to rob him of his power—by taking his life. 117 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

687215 THE MIGRANTS. Fullscreen. Their only crime was to be born poor. Their only chance lay in their hearts. They rise every morning with the sun and work the fields all day. Clorihce Leachman, Sissy Spacek and Ron Howard star in this story of a simple family, a family that worked hard, loved each other and hoped their hard work would produce a better life for them. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. $14.95

671436 127 HOURS. Widescreen. From the visionary colossus story that shocked the world. When a falling boulder traps Aron Ralston (James Franco) in a remote Utah canyon, a thrill-seeker’s adventure becomes the harrowing challenge of a lifetime—one that can change him forever. English SDH. 94 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

6959490 EQUITY. Widescreen. A female investment banker (Anna Gunn), fighting to rise to the top of the corporate ladder at a competitive Wall Street firm, navigates a controversial tech IPO in the post-financial crisis world, where loyalties are suspect, regulations are tight, but pressure to bring in “big money” remains high. Also stars James Purefoy. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Sony Pictures. $7.95

6862497 INDIGNATION. Widescreen. After Marcus (Logan Lerman), a brilliant working-class college student from New Jersey, arrives at a small, conservative college in Ohio, he becomes infatuated with a beautiful classmate, Olivia (Sarah Gadon). Their attraction sparks a torrid encounter with consequences Marcus never imagined. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. Lions Gate. $7.95

6599249 TRUE BELIEVER/ONE YOU. Widescreen. Robert Downing Jr. co-stars with James Woods in True Believer, a murder mystery about a lawyer and his client, tackling critical civil rights cases in the 60s and 70s (Raymond). Then he has a role in the television hit, One Day at a Time, a romantic comedy about a woman who meets the man she’s destined to be with—just ten days before she’s due to marry someone else. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95

669405 THE BLUE HOUR. 2 Disc. Fullscreen. In 1920s France with the stock market in bankruptcy, the French with English subtitles. 113 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6645326 THE NIGHT OF THE TERROR. Widescreen. A wealth of fine performances, professional life in crisis, TV commercial director Paul Groves (Peter Fonda) begins to experiment with LSD to free himself artistically. Roger Corman directed this strange and hallucinogenic tale following a drug-culture everydayman on his path to enlightenment. Also stars Bruce Dern and Dennis Hopper. Rated R. English SDH. 112 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

6973868 POLICE. Widescreen. Gerard Depardieu stars as a tough French detective who finds himself torn between his profession and his heart when he finds himself romantically involved with a suspect (Sophie Marceau)—who also happens to be a suspect in his investigation of a drug smuggling syndicate. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 113 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

6873507 HANDS OF STONE. Widescreen. Follows the life of Roberto Duran (Robin De Niro) the Panamanian fighter who, with the help of his trainer Ray Arcel (Robert De Niro) made his professional debut in 1963 as a 16 year old and retired in 2002 at the age of 50. English SDH. 111 minutes. E One. $5.95

693846 RESURRECTING MCCINNIS. A struggling author is confronted by memories of his long dead brother. His wife suggests they throw a party to celebrate on what would’ve been his brother’s 50th birthday. Over the course of dinner revelations of sexuality, race, love, life and death until at a feverish pace and emotional explosions uncover secrets that have been buried for decades. 85 minutes. MVD Visual. $2.95

6931561 LIFE OF PI. Widescreen. Embark on the adventure of a lifetime in this masterpiece from Ang Lee, based on the best-selling novel. After a cataclysmic shipwreck, young Pi Patel finds himself stranded on a lifeboat with only one other passenger. Bengal tiger, Richard Parker, English subtitles. 200 minutes. Fox. $5.95

687231X THE STUD. Widescreen. Fontaine (Joan Collins) is a bored housewife and the owner of London’s hottest club. Tony Blake manages the club, but also doubles as Fontaine’s body boy. But when Fontaine’s headquarter grabs Tony’s attention, it will be a battle of seduction, as Fontaine stops at nothing to make sure nobody takes her man. Rated R. 90 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6628843 SILKWOOD. Karen Silkwood (Meryl Streep) and her two best friends (Linda Hunt and Mariette Hartley) work at the Kerr McGee nuclear facility in southeastern Oklahoma. When Karen discovers she’s been exposed to radiation, it becomes her quest to inspire the company’s scientists to conduct an investigation. But could her campaign for change end up costing her everything? Directed by Mike Nichols. Rated R. 131 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6872399 TITANIC. Fullscreen. For years Titanic was withheld from release (largely because its scenes of panic might be demonizing to wartime audiences), though some of the effects footage did appear, uncredited, in the 1958 British film A Night to Remember. In 2014, this film takes its place among the most important disaster films of the 20th century. In German with English subtitles. 86 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

645931 TROPIC OF CANCER. Widescreen. Based on Henry Miller’s scandalous and surrealistic novel, this racy film transports us to 1960s Paris, where Miller (Rip Torn) barhops and bed-hops through the city while struggling to find his voice as a writer. Also stars Ellen Burstyn and James Callahan. Rated NC-17. 87 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

6979653 HIGH SCHOOL CONFIDENTIAL. Fullscreen. Jack Arnold’s 1958 classic is the quintessential juvenile delinquency film, celebrating the sex, drugs, and rock ‘n’ roll it claims to condemn. Russ Tamblyn stars as Tony, the new kid at Santa Bell High, whose cocky attitude and ambitious weed-dealing enable him to infiltrate the gang of a local narcotic (Kookie Koogan). In B&W. 85 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

683316 SAINT JACK. Widescreen. Jack Flowers (Ben Gazzara) is a street savvy American living in Singapore, and like all Americans, has a dream—to open the best restaurant in town. But of course his dream doesn’t come easy, and takes a lot of moves and a lot of hustle on Jack’s part. Rated R. 115 minutes. Scorpio. Pub. at $19.95 $14.96

Queen mental health of Britain's King George III, this historical starting. 97 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98

Carradine also star. 105 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $14.95

about silence and betrayal–rivalry and revenge. Colin Firth and Keith hours on three DVDs. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

6954413

THE MADNESS OF KING GEORGE. 98 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

* $14.95

6977371

THE QUIET MAN. Rated R. CC. 90 minutes. HBO. Wide screen . It's six

697724 JULIUS CAESAR. The growing ambition of Julius Caesar is a source of major concern to his close friend Brutus. Cassius persuades him to participate in his plot to assassinate Caesar. Despite mostly poorly written dialogue and a hilarious opening production number featuring Helen Keller (Patty Duke) connect with the outside world through sheer willpower and compassion. In B&W. 106 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

6963493 THE QUIET MAN. When he accidentally kills an opponent in the ring, Sean Thornton (John Wayne) flees to the Irish town of his youth, where he meets and falls in love with the fiery Mary Kate (Maureen O'Hara). When they are denied a traditional Irish wedding, they're forced to face adulthood when tragedy... 1947. Black & White. 129 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

6814392 THE WICKED WIDOW. Widescreen. Lady Barbara Skelton (Faye Dunaway), a beautiful 17th-century English socialite, finds her life extremely dull. In order to escape her banal existence, Barbara begins an affair with the Handsome Captain (Alan Bates), and together they enter into a life of crime. Rated R. 98 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

6991741 I ONLY WANT YOU TO LOVE ME. Widescreen. Director Werner Fassbinder delivers a true-crime story adapted from the book Life Sentence, having grown up with dominating parents who never believed in his worth, a young newcomer to New York City with his bride and starts anew. But as pressures continue their assault, it's only a matter of time before he snaps. Not Rated. In German with English subtitles. 110 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

689111X TURN AROUND JAKE. After losing it all Jacob Zager (Janet Lamaster) escapes L.A. to the last place he wants to be—his childhood home in rural Texas. Now Jacob, an unemployed ex-con, has to be a caretaker for his declarative, Twins. An ex-con who tries to keep the suicidal woman on the line and landscape. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

6868833 CORNBREAD, EARL AND ME. Widescreen. Laurence Fishburne III, Terrie Turner, and Keith Wilkes star in a tale set against the gritty urban sprawl of Chicago, playing adolescent friends who are forced to face adulthood when tragedy begins to strike. This little-known 1974 gem also features Rosalind Cash, Moses Gunn, Madge Sinclair and Antonio Fargas. In B&W. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

6870102 THE 6 DEGREES COLLECTION. Widescreen. It's six degrees of sizzling hot Bacon, Kevin Bacon that is, with this diverse collection of films from the award-winning writer/director, Kevin Bacon: The Big Picture; Flatliners; Hollow Man; Tapped; In the Cut; and Where the Truth Lies. Most Rated R. Over 11 hours on two DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

6912148 BOY ON A DOLPHIN. Widescreen. On the Greek island of Hydra, Phaedra (Sophia Loren in her American film debut), a sponge diver, finds a gold statue of a very young boy. In order to restore the statue, Arthur (Ken Howard), an epileptic, and Warren (Robert Morgan), a gay paraplegic, set up house together in a rented property owned by an eccentric heiress (Kay Thompson). Time goes by, the two friends—the son of the socialist peasant and the fiery Mary Kate (Maureen O'Hara). When they are denied a traditional Irish wedding, they're forced to face adulthood when tragedy... 1947. Black & White. 129 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

6945668 MACBETH. Fullscreen. Orson Welles' atmospheric 1948 adaptation of the William Shakespeare tragedy tells the tale of a presumptuous Scottish prince whose quest for power leads to patricide. Originally cut to 89 minutes. This little-known 1974 gem also features Rosalind Cash, Moses Gunn, Madge Sinclair and Antonio Fargas. In B&W. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

6973531 MY SON JOHN. Fullscreen. C.S. Forester's gripping thriller follows this heartfelt Academy Award-nominated drama about a conservative religious couple (Helen Hayes and Dean Jagger) that suspects their oldest son (Robert Walker) to be a communist. Things go from bad to worse when an FBI agent (Van Heflin) arrives, revealing that the young man indeed may be a spy. 1952. In Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

269378X THREE SISTERS. Widescreen. Nearly a 1000 miles away from their beloved Moscow, Chekhov's Three Sisters—Olga (Jeanette Nolan), Masha (Joan Plowright), and Irina (Louise Pen nell) live in a dispirited world infected by yesterday's Anonymous. As the two lost souls fall in love, they grapple with an unavoidable obstacle: Ray is married. In B&W. 113 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

6843906 TELL ME THAT YOU LOVE ME, JUNIE MOON. Widescreen. Considered risqué by society, hospital mates Junie Moon (Liza Minnelli), a scarred veteran of the Vietnam War, and Dean Jagger) that suspects their oldest son (Robert Walker) to be a communist. Things go from bad to worse when an FBI agent (Van Heflin) arrives, revealing that the young man indeed may be a spy. 1952. In Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

6821472 SEASONS OF THE HEART. Widescreen. At the height of the publishing and execution phase, literary and artistic failures and authentically constructed drama brings together a cast of more than 300 Kiowa and Comanche actors to tell a true story of the Kiowa and Comanche people who try to keep the suicidal woman on the line and landscape. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

6778980 THE DAUGHTER OF DAWN. Fullscreen. Thought to be lost for nearly a century, this epic film from Spanish filmmaker Luis Bunuel and authentically constructed drama brings together a cast of more than 300 Kiowa and Comanche actors to tell a true story of the Kiowa and Comanche people who try to keep the suicidal woman on the line and landscape. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

696309X LEGACY. Fullscreen. Joan Hotchkis stars in this adaptation of her celebrated play, telling the story of Bissie Hargrove, an affluent, career-absorbed matron who tries to keep the suicidal woman on the line and landscape. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95


6766470 THE LEGEND OF THE MOUNTAIN. Widescreen. In this masterpiece from director Kung Hu, a traveling scholar is tasked with translating a Buddhist sutra said to have immense power over the spirits of the afterlife. Riding on a donkey, he loses his way in the mountains, encountering ghostly presences amid a haunting fantasy of color, light and landscape. In Mandarin with English subtitles. Over three hours. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95

119.50
Shambles, is on the verge of ending his life when a mysterious figure
Also stars Edie Falco and Matt Malloy. Rated R. 90 minutes.

* Rated R. 101 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

TRUTH: The Hal Hartley Collection.
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680792S JESUS. Widescreen. Breaking Glass. $9.95
$64399X TRY AND GET ME! Fullscreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95
$67942I MISSISSIPPI GRIND. Widescreen. $15.95
$6969034 ANESTHESIA. Widescreen. $4.95
$676010 ANIMAL FACTORY. Widescreen. An soldier $24.95
$683842I THE SOUTHERNER. Fullscreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $13.95
$6814387 WOMAN OF STRAW. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $13.95
$699450 DREAMLAND. Widescreen. $4.95
$664358X RICH KIDS. Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95
$6644586 CAPTIVE. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95
$6691517 FRAGMENTS. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $3.95
$6595586 EVERYBODY'S FINE. Widescreen. Miramax. $5.95
$6692540 SLACK BAY. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $3.95
$459388X BEL AMI. Widescreen. Sony Pictures. $14.99 $9.95
$6692468 POP AYE. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95
$6593652 FAR FROM MEN. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95
$6561088 PERSON OF INTEREST. Artistic Entertainment. $5.95
$5745256 TALKING TO HEAVEN. Widescreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $6.95
$5741055 MOLLY MAXWELL. Widescreen. E One. $4.95
$6643783 SMOOTH TALK. Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95
$5590708 JULU BELLE. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $13.95
$5626152 EVA DOESN'T SLEEP. Widescreen. Film Movement. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

Thrillers

6907490 AFTER LIFE. Widescreen. After a horrific car accident, Anna (Christina Ricci) wakes up to find the local funeral director, Eliot Deacon (Liam Neeson) preparing her body for her funeral. Confused and terrified, Anna feels still very much alive. As the funeral nears, Anna’s boyfriend gets confused when trying to tell the disturbing truth about Eliot, but will it be too late? English SDH. 103 minutes. E One.

4598431 JESSE STONE: No Remorse. Widescreen. Suspended from the Paradise Police Force, Jesse Stone (Tom Selleck) is drawn back into the fold by a mysterious series of related murders in Boston. Before long, he’s following the tracks of the city’s most notorious crime boss, Gino Fish. For Fish and for Jesse, this will be a last chance to make the mercy of his own life. Based on the bestselling novels by Robert B. Parker. CC. English SDH. 98 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

6952263 THE INFORMERS. Based on the novel by Bret Easton Ellis, this intertwining tale unfolds in 1980s L.A.: a city where the 1% playantisocial games. The downside is, where the 1% playantisocial games. The downside is, every kid, where the 1% playantisocial games. The downside is, every kid, where the 1% playantisocial games. The downside is, every kid, where the 1% playantisocial games. The downside is, every kid, where the 1% playantisocial games. The downside is, every kid, where the 1% playantisocial games. The downside is, every kid, where the 1% playantisocial games. The downside is, every kid, where the 1% playantisocial games. The downside is, every kid, where the 1% playantisocial games. The downside is, every kid. CC. English SDH. 106 minutes. E One. $9.95

6975769 KILLING SEASON. Widescreen. In the Appalachian mountains, a reclusive American military veteran (Robert De Niro) and a European tourist (John Travolta) strike up an unlikely friendship. The tourist’s true intentions come to light, it ignites a battle across America’s most forbidding landscape, two hunters, one-on-one. English SDH. 110 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

6582289 FROM HELL. Widescreen. While Jack the Ripper ruled the streets of London, terror reigned. His crimes were unspeakable. His blood lust, unquenchable. His identity, unknown—until now. Stars Johnny Depp and Heather Graham. Rated R. CC. 122 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

6947669 CAPE FEAR. Widescreen. Sam is a police detective who comes true when the criminal he helped put away returns to stalk his beautiful young wife and teenage daughter. Despite help from the local police and his own family, Sam is powerless to keep Max from playing his sadistic game of cat and mouse. Stars Gregory Peck, Robert Mitchum and Polly Bergen. In B&W. 106 minutes. Universal. $6.95

697001X OPEN WINDOWS. A jilted fan (Elle Woods) soon finds herself pulled into a deadly game of cat and mouse when he accepts the opportunity to spy on his idol’s (Tai) laptop. Soon he realizes this decision will put both himself and the actress in serious danger. 110 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95

6988997 CHILD 44. Widescreen. After a friend’s son is found dead, Soviet secret police officer Alex Demid (Gary Oldman) suspects his superiors are covering up the truth. When Leo dares to raise questions, he is exiled to a provincial outpost. There, he soon discovers other mysterious deaths and convinces his new boss (Gary Oldman) that a deranged serial killer is on the loose. Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. Summit. Pub. at $14.98 $6.95

692428X TINKER, TAILOR, SOLDIER, Spy. Widescreen. Set at the height of the Cold War, a disgraced British spy (Gary Oldman) is called back to service. He struggles to prove his worth and stem the tide of the notorious-eyes-are watching you. Rated R. English SDH. 126 minutes. E One. $5.95

Limited Edition

6693169 SECRET IN THEIR EYES. Widescreen. Rising FBI investigators Ray (Chiwetel Ejiofor) and Jessica (Julia Roberts), along with their district attorney-supervisor are charged with the murder and await the trial of the failed wife of Jesse Stone’s daughter. Now, 13 years later, Ray uncovers a new lead that can resolve the case, but no one is prepared for the shocking secret that follows. English SDH. 111 minutes. E One. $5.95

Limited Edition

6698912 DEATH ON THE NILE. Widescreen. Agatha Christie’s most famous sleuth, brought to life by Peter Ustinov in this 1978 mystery. When a newlyweds heir is found murdered on board a luxurious cruise down the Nile, Hercule Poirot takes the case. Can he identify the killer—and the reason for the disastrous deed—before his ship reaches its destination? Also stars Jane Birkin, Bettie Davis, and David Niven. 140 minutes. Cannon. Special Edition. Pub. at $19.98 $9.95


Limited Edition

5658232 SAY NOTHING. Fullscreen. When a beautiful cheerleader (Sasha Grey) turns up missing, the opportunity to spy on his favorite actress (Sasha Grey) via his laptop. Soon he realizes this decision will put both himself and the actress in serious danger. 110 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95

Limited Edition

5779758 THE GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO. Widescreen. Under police guard in the hospital, Lisbeth Salander (Noomi Rapace) is charged with murder and awaits the trial that has the country gripped. Cut off from all communication, the outside world, she must rely on journalist and former lover Mikael Blomkvist (Michael Nyqvist) to prove her innocence. Rated R. In Swedish with English subtitles. 147 minutes. E One. $9.95

1991510 SOVIET SPIES: 5 Movie Collection. Widescreen. International espionage is the menu on with this collection of five star-studded thrillers: The Russian Specialist with Ernest Borgnine; Little nickel with Sidney Poitier and River Phoenix; Man on a String with Ernest Borgnine (in B&W); and A Dandy in Aspic with Laurence Harvey, Tom Courtenay, and Mia Farrow. Some everything seems fine. But the passionate stranger has no intention of being forgotten. English SDH. 94 minutes. Alliance. $3.95

9675663 JESSE STONE: Innocents Lost. Widescreen. Cindy Van Alden was like a daughter to Jesse Stone (Tom Selleck). Now she’s dead. Although all signs point to a suicidal drug overdose, Jesse knows her friend better than that. Based on the bestselling novels by Robert B. Parker. Also stars Kathy Baker and Stephen Macht. English SDH. 91 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $5.95

9338352 DEAD MOVIE. Widescreen. Playing the Arkansas bag man for the Mississippi back country, John Parsons discovers that each of his neighbors has been brutally murdered. With no phone, no car and no help, the opportunity to spy on his favorite actress (Sasha Grey) via his laptop. Soon he realizes this decision will put both himself and the actress in serious danger. 110 minutes. Cinedigm. $3.95

9806964 PRETTY POLLY. Widescreen. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/658
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625448 DEAD MAN DOWN. Widescreen. Victor (Colin Farrell), a professional killer and right hand man to an underground crime lord (Terence Howard) in New York City, is seduced and blackmailed by a crime victim seeking retribution. Their chemistry and intense relationship lead them to execute a violent and cathartic plan for revenge. Rated R. 2 hrs 18 min. Sony Pictures. $5.95.

6645542 LA BELLE CAPTIVE. After encountering a mysterious woman (Gabrielle Laluzer) at a smoke-filled nightclub, secret agent Walker Ramon (Charlie Sheen) finds the woman lying bound on a country road. He takes her to an isolated mansion, setting in motion this mesmerizing tale of erotic fantasy, film noir, and horror. Not Rated. In French with English subtitles. 89 minutes. Wellspring Media. $5.95.

6262411 FIRST KILL. Widescreen. Wall Street broker Will (Hayden Christensen) takes his family on a vacation to the cabin where he grew up. The trip has a deadly turn when they witness the murder of a crooked police officer as a bank robbery goes awry. When Will’s son is taken hostage by the criminals, Will is forced to help them evade the police chief (Bruce Willis) investigating the murder. Rated R. CC. 102 minutes. Lions Gate. $7.95.

6262492 NIGHT MOVES. The stories of three radical environmentalists coming together to execute the most intense protest of their lives: the explosion of a hydroelectric dam. Haron (Peter Sarsgaard) is a former Marine, radicalized by tours of duty overseas and is bent on mayhem; his underling, a beautiful but dangerous Lil Palmer. In Spanish with French subtitles. 106 minutes. Wellspring Media. $5.95.

6263468 BADGE OF HONOR. When a single mother (Alfre Woodard) and her two young children are tormented by an increasingly strange and intense presence in their quiet suburban home, she turns to her scientist boyfriend to take on the violent forces that paranormal experts are too frightened to face. Unrated. 86 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. $9.95.

6273675 THE DIABOLICAL. Widescreen. A family with a secret to keep returns to his native Liverpool for the funeral of his childhood friend—but there are guests on the loose. His old geography teacher, now a bitter and paranoid old man, is determined to end the family’s past by any means possible. Rated R. 101 minutes. Green Apple. $5.95.

6910022 D.O.A. Remake/Rewind. The classic noir noir remake, in one DVD! First it’s the 1950s noir classic D.O.A starring Edmond O’Brien, Pamela Britton and Beverly Garland, telling the tale of a man who has 48 hours to find the man who murdered his wife. Then Dennis Quaid, Meg Ryan, and Daniel Stern update the original in a riveting 1988 remake (Rated R). In Color and B&W. Three hours. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95.

694128X BANNER OF HONOR. On her first day on the job, Internal Affairs detective Jessica Dawson (Mena Suvari) witnesses a young woman being stabbed to death in a nearby apartment. When the police can’t find a body, they assume that she killed herself in her way. In B&W. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95.

6937150 LIMITED QUANTITY. 4621174 PASSION. Widescreen. Director Brian De Palma helms an erotic thriller fueled by sex, scheme, and–cold-blooded murder. No one problem: she’s way out of his league. She sells the invention to the Nazis. Includes Color and restored B&W versions. 68 minutes. Legend Films. $9.95.

6901425 HIGHWAYMEN. Widescreen. Two diverse but similar young cycles of violence and revenge in this edgy thriller. Rennie Clay (Jim Caviezel) has devoted his life to tracking down a psychopath (Colombia) who is responsible for murdering his son. With Sedona (Kristina Korsholm), there’s just one problem: she’s way out of his league. No one problem: she’s way out of his league. Rated R. 102 minutes. EOne.

6271133 THE EMPLOYER. Widescreen. Five candidates are vying for the same job for a mega-corporation whose business practices are shrouded in mystery. The night before the interview the CEO informs them they will be tested, only to find themselves drugged and trapped in a room fighting for survival and only one candidate will get the job. Stars Malcolm McDowell, Udo Kier, Ed Asner, Alex Donnelley, and William Hurt. Rated R. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95.

5965802 THE RIVERMAN. Widescreen. Seattle’s “Green River Killer” continues his reign of terror: 48 women have been brutally murdered, and authorities don’t have a single lead. With nowhere to go, they enlist the help of an unlikely ally–serial killer Ted Bundy. Based on a true story. Rated R. 91 minutes. North American Motion Pic. $5.95.

6880711 RED LIGHTS. Widescreen. It’s a summer holiday weekend in Paris. Antoine and his lawyer wife Helene are off to the south of France to pick up their children from camp. But along the way they quarrel, and when they stop for Antoine to have a drink, Helene vanishes. In French with English subtitles. 106 minutes. Wellspring Media. $5.95.

6862411 FIRST KILL. Widescreen. Wall Street broker Will (Hayden Christensen) takes his family on a vacation to the cabin where he grew up. The trip has a deadly turn when they witness the murder of a crooked police officer as a bank robbery goes awry. When Will’s son is taken hostage by the criminals, Will is forced to help them evade the police chief (Bruce Willis) investigating the murder. Rated R. CC. 102 minutes. Lions Gate. $7.95.

6862402 NIGHT MOVES. The stories of three radical environmentalists coming together to execute the most intense protest of their lives: the explosion of a hydroelectric dam. Haron (Peter Sarsgaard) is a former Marine, radicalized by tours of duty overseas and is bent on mayhem; his underling, a beautiful but dangerous Lil Palmer. In Spanish with French subtitles. 106 minutes. Wellspring Media. $5.95.

6644643 CLOAK AND DAGGER. From legendary director Fritz Lang comes this engrossing spy thriller years ahead of its time. Gary Cooper is an American physicist, parachuted into war-torn Nazi Germany to obtain military secrets. But the deeper he probe, the deadlier his mission becomes especially when he gets involved with the beautiful but dangerous Lilli Palmer. In Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95.

6962558 V FOR VENDetta. V–a working-class girl who must determine if her hero has become the very menace he’s fighting against. Who is the man who hides his scarred face behind a mask? Rated R. 132 minutes. Warner Bros. $6.95.

6725635 SEVERAL'S RULE. Widescreen. Nicolas (Alain Kaser) is hopelessly in love with Sevda (Kristina Kohnthom). There’s just one problem: she’s way out of his league. She ultimately yields to his advances, but with the caveat that he must allow her a monthly “free pass” for a lift. He agrees, never realizing a crazed stalker is on her heels. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Green Apple. $4.95.

6581870 SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE SECRET WEAPON. Fullscreen. Basil Rathbone portrays the legendary detective on a mission against his greatest nemesis, Professor Moriarty. Moriarty has kidnapped the inventor of a new war-time bomb, and threatens to sell the right to governments for a great price. Stars Helen Mirren, Sam Worthington, and Jessica Chastain. Rated R. English SDH, 112 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $3.95.

6797121 THE DEBT. Widescreen. In 1966, three Mossad agents were assigned to assassinate an East Berlin, a mission accomplished at great risk and personal cost—or was it? Thirty years later, surprising revelations compel a retired team member to take things in his own hands. Stars Helen Mirren, Sam Worthington, and Jessica Chastain. Rated R. English SDH, 112 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95. $3.95.

6725619 THE RED CORVETTE. Widescreen. After failing English, sullen high school senior Cindy Reese is forced to enroll in summer school. There she meets Bella Fagone, a sultry but vulnerable beauty who will give Cindy’s life a major jumpstart. In New York’s night life of sex, drugs, and–colder blooded murder. Not Rated. 103 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95.

6655195 THRILL SEEKERS. Widescreen. While investigating a string of burglars, reporter Tom Findlay discovers that a mysterious man appeared on the scene of each tragic event. Teaming with a beautiful journalist, Tom uncovers that ambition and murder are the disasters for profit. Stars Martin Sheen, Casper Van Dien, and Catherine Bell. Rated R. 108 minutes. Olive Films. $3.95.

6644929 EXTREMITIES. Widescreen. Pam Draper (Barbara Stanwyck) witnesses a young woman being stabbed to death in a nearby apartment. When the police can’t find a body, they assume that she killed herself in her way. In B&W. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $24.95.

6987044 DARK CITY. Fullscreen. After losing his company’s cash in a crooked card game, a stranger in Chicago commits suicide. The group of gamblers worries about the dangers of catching the check, but those concerns become the least of their worries. Deuce’s partner, the man who found him murdered by the stranger’s deranged and vengeful brother, takes his place and avenge. Stars Charlton Heston, Dean Jagger, and Lizabeth Scott. In B&W. 98 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95.

See more titles at erhbc.com/658
Thrillers

**6644880 THE ENFORCER.** Humphrey Bogart plays a crusading District Attorney out to convict the head of a multi-million dollar racket. But when his star witness is killed, Bogart has little time to find the evidence he needs to bring down the mob boss. Told in a series of flashbacks, this stylishly directed thriller is based on actual Murder Inc. trials. In B&W, 87 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**6976670 STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT.** Fullscreen. In this first film noir directed by the legendary Anthony Mann, a Marine sergeant (William Holden) discovers his love for a woman only through correspondence. When he returns home, he visits the young woman’s mansion, only to find it invaded by a woman claiming to be her mother. But something just doesn’t feel right. In B&W, 56 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**6966438 THE ONION FIELD.** Widescreen. LAPD officers Kent Heting and Ian Campbell pull over a vehicle for making an illegal U-turn and find themselves held at gunpoint by two seasoned armed robbers. Forced to give up their guns and drive to a deserted road, both officers realize they are being led to their execution. But one manages to escape. Stars James Woods, John Cazale, and James Caan. Rated R. 122 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**6981585 10:30 PM SUMMER.** Widescreen. A restless married couple and a friend embark on a road trip through Spain. After witnessing her husband and friend making love, the distraught wife spots a young man—and a man for a crime—hiding in his motel room. Compelled to help the murderer elude the authorities, the couple that wishes to make her life more exciting. Stars Ronny Schneider. Unrated. CC, 85 minutes. MGM. $9.95

**6965474 THE CAVALIER’S VALENTINE.** Fullscreen. Romanus Ledbetter, a mischievous but loopy middle-aged man, hides from personal demons in a New York City church. When he discovers a dead body, he sets out to expose the killer. But how can he prove he’s right when everyone thinks he’s insane? Starring Samuel L. Jackson. Rated R. 96 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**6575285 BAD BLOOD.** Fullscreen. Tells the true story of Stanley Graham and his wife Dorothy, outcasts in a small New Zealand village in 1938. Facing from financial hardship, a brush with prison, and hostilities with the locals, Graham goes on a killing spree that sparks one of the most bizarre manhunts in history. Stars Jack Thompson, Carol Burns, and Dennis Lill. 105 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

**6644694 CRY DANGER.** Ex-con Rocky Mulloy (Dick Powell) is released from prison and seeks the real culprit in the crime he was framed for—and the $100,000 bankroll he had allegedly stolen. To complicate matters, Rocky’s old flame (Rhonda Fleming) is now married to his best friend Danny (Regis Toomey), a tough-as-nails honest cop. B&W, 79 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

**6852432 PHANTOM HALO.** Widescreen. Young Samuel and his uncle, a Becket hustler to keep their fractured family aloof despite their drunken, out of work father’s raging gambling habit. When their father gets in debt, the Becket empire crumbles under a counterfeit ring, and pulls the biggest scam of their lives. Rated R. CC, 89 minutes. ARC Entertainment. $4.95

**6871151 MOTHER, MAY I SLEEP DANGEROUSLY.** Widescreen. When a little girl disappears, the family’s only clue is that someone has entered the family’s home. The film features the 1966 classic and the 2016 reimagining! A woman (Tori Spelling) falls in love with a charming college classmate, only to discover he’s a deadly psychopath. With a story by James Franco, who also has a starring role, the updated classic features a vampire love story that brings a whole new meaning to sleeping with danger. 176 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**6875405 INTO THE ARMS OF STRANGERS.** Two years ago, Andy Baker suffered a tragic accident. In the last two days, memories have started to creep back, triggered by family portraits and strange locations. But what those memories reveal is not only conjectured—it’s downright disturbing. Stars Chris Harris. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Vanguard. $3.95

**9066598 JULIE DARLING.** Widescreen. She’s sweet, she’s 16, and she sincerely loves her father. Will you if you love him too? From the makers of Chained Heat comes the sleazy tale of a teenage girl who caused her mother’s death. Now, she’s arranging a similarly gruesome death for her mother’s paramour (Isabelle Mejias and Sybil Danning). Rated R. $7.95

**6923879 THE WOMAN IN THE WINDOW.** Fullscreen. In this 1944 gripping thriller, Richard Wanley (Edward G. Robinson) is no criminal—at least not until he meets “the woman in the window” (Joan Bennett) and engages in an innocent flirtation—and inadvertently commits a shocking crime. But that’s just the beginning of his problems! In B&W, 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6872301 STONE COLD DEAD.** Widescreen. Detective Boyce (Richard Crenna) is called to a murder scene to find a select group of prostitutes as victims, and gets police with photos of the victims at the exact moments of their deaths. He enlists the help of a streetwise policewoman (Delilah) who goes undercover as they slowly piece together the few elusive clues and evade the sniper that will change his life forever. Stars Ronny Schneider. Unrated. CC, 85 minutes. MGM. $9.95

**687399X THE RED MENACE.** Widescreen. Based on the book by John Hersey, this anti-Communist propaganda was an incendiary sensation in its time, and the first full-length film concerning Communist infiltration in America. When a disoriented ex-soldier (Robert Rockwell) returns to the Veteran’s Bureau, the allure of the high society and the country with the woman he loves–as he is determined to start fresh by fleeing not notorious gangsters, escapes from prison, and a ruthless fight for survival. Rated R. 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $39.95 $14.95

**6960185 HOUSE DIARY: BEAST.** Widescreen. A doctor develops a new scientific breakthrough in female psychotherapy: the “Dream Ring,” a device that he uses to record the thoughts and dreams. But the device has more sinister uses too, as it is used to record the sexual and violent fantasies of one disturbed patient. A twisted tale of Japanese erotica. B&W, 87 minutes. Impulse. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**68862 THE FILTH THAT BURNS.** Widescreen. When a childless couple adopts an abandoned little girl, they discover a happiness they’ve never known before. But their new life is being shaken because she’s naturally a dangerous pair of outlaws—reappear to claim what’s theirs. Stars Daryl Hannah and Keith Carradine. Rated R. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**687468 SHAME THE DEVIL.** Widescreen. A London detective, James, is on a journey to track down a serial killer who uses the truth as the determinant for survival. If you escape, you’re dead. If you’re caught, James’ life becomes increasingly intertwined with that of the killer, becoming clear that this is a complex story that he is very much a part of. Not Rated. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6876425 SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR.** Fullscreen. Joan Bennett stars as a socialite, to their members a brutal mercenary to pursue them and he’ll stop at nothing to take back the precious icon. Rated R. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $39.95 $14.95

**906824 BODY OF DECEIT.** An accident in Malta leaves ghostwriter Alice with memory loss. Suffering from writer’s block, she returns to the island to recover when she meets the sensual Saral. As they bond, a shady stranger begins to taint the sexy story with mystery. Stars Kristanna Loken and Sara Givaty. Rated R. 92 minutes. MVV Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**68114X THE RAIN.** Widescreen. Ray Sharkey plays Detective Vicente Capra of the LAPD whose job is discovering the identity of a serial killer murdering rich single ladies when the rain falls. He gets help from his partner (Michael Chiklis) and an all business FBI agent (David Beecroft). Rated R. 93 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. SOLD OUT

**6988439 THE ATOMIC CITY.** Widescreen. Nuclear physicist Frank Thompson, Carol Burns, and Denis Lill. 105 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**687255 THE SALAMANDER.** Widescreen. In the dark underbelly of Wall street, the ex-soldier (Robert Rockwell) gets no help from the Veteran’s Bureau, the allure of high society, and the country with the woman he loves—until he meets “the woman in the window.” Rated R. 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $39.95 $14.95

**2819538 DONKEY PUNCH.** It’s party time on the Mediterranean and three hot girls are out to lose themselves in a hedonistic whirlwind of sun soaked, booze drenched, depraved fun. But then the evening suddenly erupts into a drug fueled frenzy of bizarre sex acts, savage violence, and a ruthless fight for survival. Rated R. 99 minutes. Mongrel Media. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**2803224 THE WORDS.** Rory Jansen has achieved his every goal: a loving wife, critical success, and a best selling novel. The only problem, he’s risking everything he values because his success is not entirely his own. Stars Bradley Cooper, Zoe Saldana, and Olivia Wilde. English SDH, 97 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**688478 THE SECOND WIND.** As Gustave Minda, one of France’s most notorious gangsters, escapes from prison, he is determined to start fresh by fleeing the country. But the kind of man he loves—as he chases one last score to make it work. The job is a success, but complications arise, forcing Gustave to fight for his honor. In French with English subtitles. 155 minutes. Mongrel Media. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**689593X ESCAPE UNDER PRESSURE.** Widescreen. A wealthy and ruthless collector covets a valuable statue and will stop at nothing to win it. When Chloe and John (Rob Lowe) rescue her from the scheming hands of an art dealer, a nutty collector commissions a brutal mercenary to pursue them and he’ll stop at nothing to take back the precious icon. Rated R. CC, 91 minutes. HBO. PRICE CUT to $3.95
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**6920233 SAW: The Complete Movie Collection.** Widescreen. Includes all seven unrated films from the most successful horror franchise in movie history now available in one complete collection for the first time. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. $14.98.

**699968 THE LAST SEG.** Widescreen. A seductive lethal vampire sect leader has been battling famed vampire hunter Van Helsing’s descendant (Noah Taylor) for decades. But now she and her bloodthirsty followers face extinction unless they can find a willing victim who will ensure their future survival. Also stars Natalie Brown. Unrated. 99 minutes. Genius Products. $3.95.

**LIMITED EDITION 6655271 TREEHOUSE.** Widescreen. When a young girl returns home from school to find her house ransacked and her brother missing, the only clues she finds are the blood-stained socks and shoes left behind by the woods. When the girl ends up vanishing as well, it sparks curiosity in two brothers, who venture into the woods and find an old treehouse—a structure inhabited by unimaginable evil. Not Rated. 101 minutes. E One. $4.95.

**6995709 “I SAW WHAT YOU DID”.** With her parents away on an overnight trip, Libby and her friend amuse themselves by calling up strangers and whispering, “I saw what you did.” When Libby dials Steve Maske (A.J. Laramie) and learns he just murdered his wife, his jealous neighbor (Joan Crawford) listens in—a conversation that ends with a killer determined to silence them all. In B&W. English SDH. 83 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

**LIMITED EDITION 6956037 MOVIES KILLER CRITTERS DOUBLE FEATURE, VOLUME 10.** Widescreen. Monstrous creatures lurk in two chilling films. First, a group of post-apocalyptic bikers encounter an abandoned laboratory filled with thousands of super-intelligent, flesh-hungry Rats. Then a trio of would-be kidnappers encounter a pack of unstoppable psychopaths terrorizing the same town which is now beset by cow mutants. 42 minutes. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Allsold Out.

**LIMITED EDITION 6744850 ALL THE BOYS MANDY LANE.** Widescreen. Amber Heard stars as Mandy Lane, an untouchable Texas high school beauty who is invited by her classmates to a weekend getaway at a secluded cabin by the woods. When the girl ends up vanishing as well, it sparks curiosity in two brothers, who venture into the woods and find an old treehouse—a structure inhabited by unimaginable evil. Not Rated. 101 minutes. E One. $4.95.

**6916783 SWAMP DEVIL.** Widescreen. When a young woman returns to the Southern swamp that is her hometown, a killer crocodile wreaks havoc on her friends and family. When the girl ends up vanishing as well, it sparks curiosity in two brothers, who venture into the woods and find an old treehouse—a structure inhabited by unimaginable evil. Not Rated. 101 minutes. E One. $4.95.

**6915638 CROC/SEA BEAST/SHARK SWARM: Maneater Series.** Widescreen. Blood stains the water in three aquatic creature features. In Croc, a killer crocodile wreaks havoc on a group of college friends. In Sea Beast, a mythic beast from the ocean depths wreaks havoc on a beach resort. In Shark, a fisherman discovers a swarm of predatory sharks in the world’s most dangerous waters. All horrors include Michael Madsen and Daryl Hannah. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. Vivendi Entertainment. $14.93.

**6925337 CANDY STRIPERS/SHE CREATURE.** Widescreen. In Candy Stripers, an alien spacecraft lands in a small town and its passengers are on a mission to take over the world. In She Creature a group of Irish countryside encounter a man who possesses a real, live mermaid. But this creature is as dangerous as nothing can prepare them for the horror that awaits. Rated R. CC. 177 minutes. Sony Pictures. $6.95.

**6991415 THE DEVIL’S CANDY.** Widescreen. A struggling artist moves with his family to a rural town. When the house they bought at an unbelievable price comes with a grisly history, their dream home turns into a nightmare as disturbing demonic occurrences take place. In Ray, the home’s former resident, who’s destined to do the devil’s bidding. Unrated. Rated R. CC. 100 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95.

**5823498 MORELLA’S BLOOD FLOOD.** Widescreen. The creepy Morella hosts a triple-header of young English holiday-makers and one by one these pleasure seekers begin to disappear. Rated R. 87 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95.

**6932829 BLOOD REDD.** Every full moon another body appears. Every time it’s a woman. As a forensic pathologist Morrison Clark closes in on the killer’s trail he realizes time is running out because tonight is the night of the full moon. A night that belongs to a werewolf. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95.


**LIMITED EDITION 6924253 SHARK NIGHT.** Widescreen. Arriving by boat at their dream destination, a pack of unstoppable psychopaths terrorizing the same town which is now beset by cow mutants. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. $3.95.

**663997 THE HORROR COLLECTION, VOLUME 2: 40 Films.** The thrills, chills, and spilt of great horror cinema—all in one set! Stars like Jack Palance, Boris Karloff, and George Zucco lead such films as Attack of the Giant Leeches; Night of the Blood Beast; Beasts of Blood; The Honeymoon Killers; The Green Slime; Italian Style; The Eye of the Crocodile; Maniac; and Horror of the Spider Island. Not Rated. Most in B&W. Forty-six hours on 10 DVDs. Adults only. Echo Bridge. Pub. at $24.99. $6.95.

**6959563 7 BELOW.** Widescreen. A group of young men prepare for the annual tour bus accident and must ride out a storm in a foreboding house. Conflicting strange visions and unexplainable happenings,加上恐怖角色的恐惧、心理和其他人的恐惧，开始在一次一次的恐怖中不断被扰乱。Rated R. CC. 101 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95.

**6812090 ROBO CROC.** Widescreen. A top-secret unmanned spacecraft disintegrates on re-entry. Its payload crashes into a 100-foot crocodile habitat exhibit of an amusement park. Following pre-programmed instructions, the nanotech-based combat drone inside finds a hole, butchers a 10-foot crocodile, transforming the creature into a lethal killing machine. 90 minutes. Origin Releasing. $5.95.

**6991110 CABIN FEVER.** Widescreen. Eli Roth presents this reboot of his instant classic cabin horror film as a reunion trip to a remote cabin in the woods with a terrifying and bloodthirsty faceless monster who’s only passion is—kill. Rated R. CC. 99 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $14.98. $3.95.

**6910686 EVIL REMAINS/NATURE’S GRAVE/GONE DARK.** In Evil Remains a group of friends revisit an abandoned property to disprove ancient myths and panic, violence and terror erupts. A camping trip for a young couple turns into a fight for their marriage and their lives as they venture deeper into the lands of the dead. In Grave. In Gone Dark an undercover drug agent’s double life begins to unravel and she must do whatever it takes to stay alive. All Rated R. Over 4 hours on two DVDs, one double-sided. Screen比率: 1.85:1. $3.95.

**LIMITED EDITION 674513X THE ORPHANAGE.** Widescreen. After his parents’ deaths, 10-year-old orphan Perry French is assigned to Millwood Orphanage and Boarding School for Boys. Not Rated. 101 minutes. E One. $4.95.

**LIMITED EDITION 6959561 THE VIOLENT KIND.** Widescreen. When a young boy, the only witness of a murder, is chased by the killer, it becomes clear the killer is something other than human. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $14.98. $3.95.

**LIMITED EDITION 6862611 JEEPERS CREEPERS/JEEPERS CREEPERS 2.** Widescreen. You keep your eyes closed. But still, he’ll get what he wants—and what he wants is—bruce yourself for the horror that is Jeepers Creepers. Then not Jeepers Creepers II when a bus carrying a team of high school athletes breaks down they soon discover an opponent they can’t defeat—and may not survive. Both Rated R. CC. One box. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Echo Bridge. Pub. at $24.99. $6.95.

**LIMITED EDITION 665578X WIND CHILL.** Widescreen. No one can control. 91 minutes. E One. $4.95.


Antoinette Bower: Rated R. 85 minutes. Scorpion.

and time is running out. Rated R. English SDH. 99 minutes.

Lukers/Die Sister, Die! Widescren. Lukers follows a beautiful cellist whose demonic childhood may have returned, plunging her into a horrific series of events. Starring Roberta Findlay. Rated R. 85 minutes. In Die Sister, Die, a man hires a nurse for his ailing sister, but not to care for her—to murder her! Starring Robert Picardo. Rated R. 98 minutes. MVD Visual.


CHEF Ronnie is a double life, she cooks award-winning meals by day, but at night she is a professional assassin, killing those who threaten her friends. Starring Ronnie May. Rated R. 90 minutes. Scream Entertainment.

**6641555 POLTERGEIST II AND III.** Widescreen. "They're here!" in two creepy sequels to one of the scariest movies ever made. The Freeling family has escaped their haunted home, but the spirits of the dead remain hell-bent on luring daughter Carol Anne to "the other side" in Poltergeist II and Poltergeist III: Eighties Shriek! Over 3 hours on two double-sided DVD. MGM. $5.95

**5942012 BLACK DAHLIA.** Widescreen. A young rookie cop and his team discover dismembered female bodies in L.A. —murders that bear a resemblance to the Black Dahlia cold case of 1947. A copycat serial killer is trying to bring his ultimate fantasy to life, and this rookie will have to enter his lair of torture, terror, and death. Not Rated. 81 minutes. Adults only, Lion's Gate. $3.95

**6852416 NIGHT WATCH.** Widescreen. Russia's supernatural thriller! The forces of Light and Darkness have co-existed in a delicate balance for hundreds of years—until now. An immortal with special powers will come to switch sides, shattering the balance and unleashing an apocalyptic war unlike any the world has ever known. Rated R. CC. 114 minutes. Widescreeen. In the glory days of the 1970s and 1980s horror with this four-pack of gruesome classics featuring some of the biggest names in horror. You'll want to leave the lights on for these spine-tingling tales of terror. The Funhouse; Don Coscarelli's Phantasm II; Wes Craven's The Serpent and the Rainbow; and the campy cult favorite Sssssss. Most Rated R. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $9.95

**5916615 DAY OF THE DEAD: Collector's Edition.** Widescreen. In the third film in George A. Romero's continuing saga of the undead, a group of scientists and soldiers have taken refuge in an underground missile silo where they try to escape a brain-eating horror that walks the earth above. Scream Factory brings a bevy of new special features to this fresh transfer of the horror classic unlikely to please any fan. Rated 101 minutes. Shoot Factory. Pub. at $16.95

**6826881 A LITTLE BIT ZOMBIE.** Widescreen. A mild-mannered HR manager becomes infected with a virus during a weekend getaway with his sister, his best friend and his fiancée. While he attempts to fulfill his overwhelming desire for brains he must elude an obsessed zombie hunter hot on his trail and avoid the wrath of his bridda-in-law to be. Rated R. 87 minutes. Phase 4 Films.

**6901328 CULT HORROR COLLECTION: 4 Movie Marathon.** Widescreen. Camp back into the glory days of 1970s and 1980s horror with these four-pack of gruesome classics featuring some of the biggest names in horror! Rated R. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $9.95

**5972682 NIGHT OF THE DEMONS 2.** Widescreen. It's Halloween and the teenagers from St. Rita's High School want to party at the neighborhood's haunted house. But what was intended as an innocent evening of fun and games turns into a hell raising, life threatening ordeal. Rated R. 95 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

**65H0452 MORGAN.** Fullscreen. Angie Summers has just arrived at a Hollywood modeling and escort service. Guided by the mysterious Morgan, Angie is seduced by the glamorous world of the Paramount Hotel. The service's escort contract is just an abundant source for satisfying a craving for blood. Rated R. 80 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

**6852548 WRONG TURN 4: Bloody Beginnings.** Widescreen. An isolated mountain town is terrorized by a group of escaped prisoners from a California prison. The rapacious meat-eating cannibals turn on their captors. Decades later, a group of teenagers on a weekend camping trip must face a grisly escape from the now-abandoned hotel after a blazing—fierce encounters the former patients. Unrated. English SDH. 93 minutes. Adults only. 20th Century Fox.

**6597601 REPO! The Genetic Opera.** Widescreen. In the not so distant future, a worldwide epidemic of organ failures devastates the planet. Out of the tragedy, a savior emerges: GENECO, a biotech company that offers organ transplants—for a steep price. Those who refuse have their payments are scheduled for repossession and hunted by the REPO man. Stars Alex Vega and Sarah Brightman. Rated R. 97 minutes. Maple Pictures. $3.95

**5793179 THE BEAST OF XMOOR.** Widescreen. The impulsive Georgie drags her unwilling boyfriend Matt to the remote English countryside to prove the existence of the legendary Beast of Xmoor. There they meet Fox, an eccentric hunter who agrees to be their guide. He also believes in the creature—and knows it has tasted human flesh. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. MGM. $5.95

**5867321 TIKI.** Fullscreen. Amy moves from her beloved Hawaiian Islands to study drama on the mainland, but a gang of envious co-eds plots to make her life a living hell. With her heartless prank twin puts Amy into a coma, her Aunt Maela arrives with a special Tiki doll—designed to kill. With Amy's spirit driving the doll, the bodies begin to pile up. Unrated. Adults only. Retromedia. $4.95

**6090197 CAMP MASSACRE.** Ten contestants appear on a competitive summer boot camp reality show geared towards weight-loss. As the competition grows more intense, the contestants realize they are losing competitors. As contestants disappear in the night, it becomes apparent that a killer is on the loose and one million dollars is at stake. MVD Visual. $5.95

**5964901 THE RECALL.** A group of friends on a weekend trip to a remote cabin on a lake notice an eerie cloud floating high above their place. That night a beam of otherworldly light shreds down from the sky and abducts a number of them. The ones that remain must rely on a mysterious local hunter to survive. Stars R.J. Mitte and Wesley Snipes. 90 minutes. DT Films. $4.95

**6938338 HABBRINGER.** Twelve-year-old Mira Gonzaga has been having terrible dreams. When night falls, warnings from her deceased grandmother and visions of things to come haunt her dreams. When nearby fracking operations begin to infiltrate her family’s water supply, a transformation begins and her worst nightmares become real. 94 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

**5972862 NIGHT OF THE DEMONS 2.** Widescreen. It’s Halloween and the teenagers from St. Rita’s High School want to party at the neighborhood’s haunted house. But what was intended as an innocent evening of fun and games turns into a hell raising, life threatening ordeal. Rated R. 95 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.95

**6631444 PURE TERROR: 50 Movies.** These terror classics from the 1940s through the 1980s are sure to tickle your shatter box! Stars like Bela Lugosi, Paul Naschy, Barbara Steele, John Carradine, and John Saxon get creepy for Bloody Pit of Horror, The Devil’s Nightmare, The Yellow Bastard, Weird Wolf, Night Fright; Manos: Hands of Fate; and more. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. Over sixty-eight hours on 12 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98

**3853355 FROM ASIA WITH LUST, VOLUME 1.** A double feature of Japanese sex and violence featuring adult star Miyuki Yokoyama. In Camp, two virginal sisters looking for a weekend getaway are trapped, brutalized, and raped by sadistic captors. Then, any driver’s worst nightmare comes true in Hitchhike, a tale of abuse, murder, and revenge. In Japanese with English subtitles. 146 minutes. Toei. Pub. at $11.95

**359927 FROM ASIA WITH LUST, VOLUME 2.** A double feature of Japanese sex and violence featuring adult star Miyuki Yokoyama. In L straight, a delicious treat turns into a police officer for protection from an obsessed fan, only to learn that her defender is the man she fears most. In Weekend, an aspiring model is lured into a trap set by a kinky snuff website. In Japanese with English subtitles. 141 minutes. Toei. Pub. at $11.95

**6809146 AT GRANNY’S HOUSE.** An elderly woman, known as “Granny,” reluctantly accepts the mysterious Rebecca Torrance as her live-in caregiver. Soon, the two form a strange bond when Rebecca tells Granny the idea of turning her home into a guest house for travelers, the house becomes a macabre place of death and love. Unrated. 85 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $9.95

**691599X ELLIE HOPKINS: Cannibal Hunter.** Widescreen. When a mysterious family moves in and her neighbors start disappearing, aspiring detective Ellie Hopkins takes the case. The deeper she digs, the more gruesome the details get; has Ellie discovered a tribe of cannibals? Stars Jaime Winstone, Rupert Evans, and Ray Winstone. Rated R. 89 minutes. Screen Media Films. Pub. at $14.93

**6938493 URBAN CANNIBAL MASSACRE.** For years the Jones family has survived by abducting and cannibalizing the homeless off the streets of Cheasapeake. Their right for survival is complicated when their daughter falls in love with one of the captives. She must decide between keeping up the family’s cannibalistic ways or helping her love escape before he’s the Jones’ next meal. $3.95

**6429505 EVIL COME, EVIL GO/HOH! YOU BEAUTIFUL DOLL/WIDOW BLUE!** Three feltip illustrator-cum-perverts are as botulical, bizarre and dark as Walt Disney, the auteur behind some of the wildest X-rated films to come out of Troma Team. Pub. at $14.95

**6938313 REC 3: Genesis.** Widescreen. Koldo and Clara are about to celebrate the biggest day in their lives: their wedding. Everything appears to be running smoothly until some of the guests start showing signs of a strange illness. Soon it, the bride and groom find themselves in the middle of a hellish torrent of violence. Rated R. In Spanish with English subtitles. 80 minutes. E One. $4.95

**6939547 NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD.** Widescreen. In an isolated southern small town, flesh and blood are no barrier for a savage zombie attack. As the cannibalistic monsters swarm, a savvi brings modern technology to this colorful remake of George Romero’s 1968 cult classic. Seven strangers are trapped in an isolated farmhouse, and as the cannibalistic zombies awaken by a radioactive space probe, wage a relentless attack, killing and eating everyone in their path. Rated R. CC. 86 minutes. Columbia.
**6809294** SHE WOLF RISING. Gina Skylar, the reigning queen of horror, lures Jake Bubur, her number one fan, into the decadent world of illusions to help find her producer’s stolen film footage. Jake sees her vulnerability and beauty and cannot resist her. When Gina’s true nature is revealed she forges ahead and deals with the demons to help them. Unrated. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. $5.95

*6976511* TALES THAT WINNER MADNESS. Widescreen. Stroll down the corridors of a mental asylum, where your mind won’t believe what you’re seeing. This anthology of pulp horror tales, helmed by the ever-reliable horror master, Freddie Francis, features a quartet of eerie vignettes involving patients of a certifiable insane-care psychiatrist Donald Pleasence. Rated R. 90 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

$11.95

**6781522** THE MUMMY. Fullscreen. Horror icon Boris Karloff delivers a legendary performance as the Egyptian mummy, Imhotep, who is accidentally revived by a team of archaeologists after 3,000 years. Alive again, he sets out on an obsessive—and deadly—quest to find his lost love. English SDH. In B&W. 74 minutes. Universal. $5.95

*6576726* LOVE LETTERS OF A PORTUGUESE NUN. Widescreen. Directed by Jess Franco and loosely based on the letters of a 17th-century nun, this is the story of teenager Maria, thrust into a convent secretly run by Satanists. Descending into a maelstrom of sex and violence, she ends up in the Inquisition and condemned to death. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**6917305** THE POWER. Widescreen. An Aztec idol is stolen from a professor and ends up in the experimental hands of three high-school students who use it to get in touch with the spirit world. When the Aztec god possesses the body of a young man who snatched the idol for his own devices, the horrors of the Deadcast are unleashed. Rated R. 84 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $16.95

$5.95

*6644864* DR. TERROR’S HOUSE OF HORRORS. Widescreen. Five strangers on a train find their paths intertwined when a sixth passenger brings an ominous deck of Tarot cards aboard. The fortunes that are foretold unfold in a terrifying vignette of the supernatural: werewolves, voodoo, vampires, creeping spirits. Stars Christopher Lee, Roy Castle, Donald Sutherland and Peter Cushing. Not Rated. In B&W. 98 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

$11.95

**6778569** 28 DAYS LATER/JOE RIDE THE HILLS HAVE EYES/WORM TUN. Four grisly horror hits: Zombies run wild in Danny Boyle’s 28 Days Later; a vengeful trucker hunts three friends in Joy Ride; a mutated cannibal feeds in the 2006 remake of The Hills Have Eyes; and a nightmare unfurls on an Appalachian road in Worm Tunn. Stars include Cillian Murphy, Steve Zahn, Eliza Dushku and others. All Rated R. Over 6 hours on four DVDs, one double-sided, 20th Century Fox.

$5.95

**6725651** SNOW WHITE: A Tale of Terror/DARKMAN II: The Return of Durant/FIRESIDE. A fairytale favorite gets a creepy twist in Snow White: A Tale of Terror, with Sigourney Weaver and Sam Neill, Sam Raimi’s original Evil Dead crossed with Darkman II: The Return of Durant; and Stephen King’s eerie tale of pyrokinesis lives on in Fireside 2: Rekindled, with Malcolm McDowell and Dennis Hopper. Six hours. TGG. Pub. at $15.98

$4.95

*6656567* THE JAIL: The Women’s Cell. Widescreen. Writer-director Bruno Mattei returns to the genre that established his reputation as a true maestro of EuroSleaze. When a group of women are sentenced to a jungle hell camp, they find themselves in a sweaty nightmare of sadistic guards, menacing lesbians, and rampant nudity—not to mention jaw-dropping violence and depravity. 98 minutes. Adults only. Interscreen. Pub. at $19.98

$14.95

**6938286** ALTERED SPIRITS. Four young people go to the desert to have a spiritual experience, and instead find themselves in a parallel dimension fighting 500 year-old evil spirits who want to steal their bodies! They must escape before the sun sets or risk being stranded forever in this new parallel dimension. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

**8884776** THE SHRINE. Widescreen. After a young American backpacker goes missing in Europe, his parents find his dismembered remains and link his disappearance to a remote village. They travel there hoping to investigate, but soon encounter a series of bizarre occurrences and a number of ominous bodies. Rated R. 85 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

*6621171* CURSE OF THE CROMIN ALTAR. A forgotten chiller from 1968 featuring Boris Karloff and Christopher Lee. Robert Manning visits the remote country house where his recently vanished brother was last heard from. While his host seems welcoming, Manning detects an air of menace. And that menace has a name: Livinia Morley, Black Witch of Greymarsh. In B&W. 67 minutes. Cheezy Flicks. Pub. at $9.95

$7.95

**6988676** THE BOOGENS. Widescreen. In a small town filled with twisted legends, a long-abandoned mine has been re-opened by a group of minors. The dark and forgotten caverns seem relatively harmless, but what the unsuspecting miners of this tiny town don’t know is that a sinister and unseen creature has been unleashed. Rated R. 96 minutes. Olive Pub. at $24.95

$11.95

**6806680** THE PACT 2. Widescreen. This stunning sequel to the 2014 hit Night of the Judas Killer has been terrorizing the neighborhood and the actions of this new killer mirror June Abbott’s (Camilla Luddington) own nightmares. Horror continues as June sets off on a quest to uncover the horrifying truth of the Judas Killer’s master plan. Unrated. English SDH. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95

$12.95

**6802410** HOT TUB PARTY. The sisters of Delta Omega have won a free weekend at a luxurious hotel and spa. But their plans for a fun and steamy party turn into a grim nightmarish experience when they check in to the hotel and crashes their party. Features voice over from legendary scream queen Brinke Stevens. Not Rated. 67 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $2.95

$2.95

**6841682** CHILDREN OF THE CORN III, IV, V. Widescreen. Soon after a couple adopts a pair of twins, it becomes alarmingly clear that there is much more to the children than meets the eye in Children of the Corn III. In Children of the Corn IV a young medical student must solve the terrifying mystery that plagues the children, before a sinister stranger claims their souls. Six college students find themselves lost in a deserted town, a town that hides a murderous cult of children in Children of the Corn V. Over four hours. Alliance. $6.95

**6884903** THE WINDMILL. Widescreen. A group of unsuspecting tourists awaken a mysterious evil while on a trip through the Dutch countryside. Rated R. 72 minutes. SRS Cinema. Pub. at $2.95

$4.95

**6993850** NOTHING SACRED. A pair of twins named Blue and Delilah, separated at birth, meet for the first time at their mother’s death bed. Their mother tells the twins that a cursed-forest in his new home prophesy. The prophecy foretold long ago that they would avenge her death by killing the dark sorcerer Chambers. 90 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

**6983272** THE BLAIR WITCH PROJECT: Special Edition. Fullscreen. In October of 1994, three student filmmakers disappeared in the woods near Burkittsville, Maryland, while shooting a documentary. A year later their footage was found and turns the experience unlike any other, this found footage horror classic was a phenomenon in its time and remains one of our most terrifying films even today. Rated R. 87 minutes. Artisan. $5.95

**6665101** HAUNTING OF THE INNOCENT. Widescreen. Tom and Brenda have the perfect life together, until a violent attack casts them into a spiral of chaos and fear. To escape the nightmares that follow, they take their son to live with Brenda’s parents, but little do they know—their supernatural forces—will only make things much, much worse. Stars Judd Nelson.

**5753272** SORCERESS. Widescreen. Sensual and gratuitous nudity abound in this digitally remastered edition of Jim Wynorski’s uncensored classic (aka Tempress). To help her husband’s career, sexy witch (Julie Strain) enters a competition with black magic. When the scheme fails, her victim is left crippled, and his wife is left plotting her own magical revenge. English SDH. 89 minutes. Adults only. Synapse. Pub. at $19.95

$13.95

**6429475** BRUTALIZATION. Sylvia Kristel of Emmanuelle fame stars in this nasty piece of European exploitation, in which a gang of wealthy maniacs break into peaceful homes and rape scores while using their husbands’ faces to watch. Inspector van der Walk (Bryan Marshall) is determined to make them pay for their crimes. 98 minutes. Adults only. One 7. Pub. at $17.95

$17.95

**5512727** LAST HOUSE ON THE BLOCK. Widescreen. An example of EuroSleaze horror combines the genres of sicko-psycho thriller with the unholy depravity of “nursingpliance.” Ray Lovecock stars as the leader of a gang of bank robbers who invade a seaside villa, only to discover five teenage schoolgirls, their nun teacher (Florinda Boldan), and a nightmare of sexual assault and horrific revenge. Also stars Laura Trotter and Sherry Buchanan. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Killer Weekend. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**6917240** DEVIL'S EXPRESS. Widescreen. Luke, a Master Martial Artist, convinces a student to accompany him to Hong Kong and while there they come across a series of murders that holds a horrific demon. Luke’s student steals it and brings it back to New York to have the demon come to life and torment the city in this sickeningly twisted classic. Stars eye-popping violence. Rated R. 91 minutes. Code Red. $5.95

**6840878** THE NIGHT OF THE VIRGIN. At a New Year’s Eve party, Nico, a naive twenty year old, sets out ready to lose his virginity at all costs that same night. In the middle of the city, his gay cousin, Connor, a cunning and attractive mature woman, in Spanish with English subtitles. 116 minutes. Adults only. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**6806684** LATE PHASES: Night of the Lone Wolf. Widescreen. Blind war veteran Ambrose McKinley (Nick Damico) has recently moved to Crescent Bay, a seemingly peaceful community. But Connor, his new house neighbor he hears his elderly neighbor attacked by something he’s convinced isn’t human. When he’s stonewalled by both the police and the townspeople, he decides to fight the beast. Rated R. 96 minutes. Dark Sky. $4.95

**6973340** MISFIT. Widescreen. A young teenage girl is horrified bullied at school and abused at home. She is befriended by a homicidal killer who teaches her how to get revenge on her attackers using torture. Not Rated. 89 minutes. Shami Media. Pub. at $17.95

$13.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/658
**1825186** THE **HUNTER OF MORELLA.** Widescreen. Letterbox. Renato Salvatori's revenge tale of a young woman against being possessed by the spirit of her wicked mother, Morella, a satanic she-wolf guiltied of witchcraft, adultery and murder! With evil governors Lana Clarkson and her lover, Maria Ford aided in the possession. Maria and her dad (J. McCallum) and casts a curse on their baby. Rated R. 80 minutes. Scorpion. Pub. at $19.95

**6725430** HANGMAN'S CURSE. Fullscreen & Widescreen. At Rogers High School, something terrible has been unleashed. As students’ lives are claimed by a deadly power, Nate and Sarah Springfield (David Keith and Mel Harris), along with their two teenage children, race to protect the student body from the mysterious forces around them. 106 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95
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**66308X SEX SLAVES OF THE SS.** This depraved exploitation classic is set in the fading days of the man’s world. Ensnared in his castle laboratory, the Third Reich’s foremost genetic engineer continues his invaluable research on the female sexual response. Along with his sexuially ambiguous sidekick Fritz, the doctor conducts a series of experiments on three hot-blooded female prisoners. Includes the bonus feature Women of Vengeance. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub. at $29.95.$23.95

**667263 BREAKDOWN LANE.** Widowed. When Kirby Lane’s SVN stalls in the desert, the brutal elements are least of her troubles. A horde of the undead is closing in around her, and the only person who can help her is Max, an Emergency Car Service Rep trapped in his office by the zombie apocalypse. Not Rated. 76 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

**6694281 IMPULSE.** Widescreen. When Jennifer (Meg Tilly) and her boyfriend Stuart (Tim Matheson) return to her idyllic hometown, they discover that all boundaries of normality have been crossed by the actions of the normally kind townspeople who are suddenly driven to extremes of violent behavior. They attempt to get to the bottom of the chaos before it destroys them. Rated R. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6689588 SOFT MATTER.** Widescreen. Two graffiti artists break into an abandoned, reportedly haunted research facility in hopes of creating a ghost-themed art installation. Instead, they soon discover that it is anything but empty. What starts as an exploratory seance ends in bloody mayhem. CC. 81 minutes. Breaking Glass. $14.95

**6807990 THE BASEMENT.** Widescreen. After a huge house party, a group of international students looking for a thrill decide to investigate an abandoned basement. However, they soon discover that it is anything but empty. What starts as an exploratory seance ends in bloody mayhem. CC. 81 minutes. Breaking Glass. $14.95

**699293 VODDOO.** When Dani, an innocent southern girl, vacations to Los Angeles to evade her increasingly complicated life, she learns that escaping her past, and evil, is never as easy as it seems. Her journeying out of the literal pits of damnation as Dani is subjected to inhuman tortures both emotional and physical by a host of demons. Unrated. 83 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $17.95

**6986714 A BUCKET OF BLOOD.** Widescreen. The masterful Roger Corman delivers on every level in a film packed with notable character actors including cult favorites Orson Welles, John Agar, Gloria Talbott, and Arthur Shields. In B&W. 66 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

**6872009 KILL, BABY...KILL!** Widescreen. A darksome rural village to perform an autopsy on a young woman, but his efforts are frustrated by the superstitious townspeople, who live in fear of their own dark past. When the girl’s childhood friend, Dr. Eswai exposes the barbaric rituals of the villagers, only to discover something even more horrifying. Directed by Mario Bava. 83 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**6872409 WHOEVER SLEW AUNTY ROO?** Widescreen. Auntie Roo (Shelley Winters) just needs a break. After the mysterious disappearance of her daughter, she has been looking for a “dead ringer” replacement. And this time she found one from the local cemetery. Who is going to do the job with the pesky brother when she discovers Roo’s terrible secret in the attic. Pub. at $24.95 $13.95

**6822665 THE VAMPIRE’S GHOST.** Fullscreen. In the African port town of Gukuda, the undead are restless in this 1945 classic. Webb Fallon (John Abbot) having fallen under the curse of the vampire, is unable to find eternal peace. The trouble priest (Grant Withers) and friends could very well be his next victims. In B&W. 59 minutes. Olive SOLD OUT

**6863243 THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA.** Fullscreen. Features the 1929 theatrical version starring Lon Chaney, presented at two historically-accurate projection speeds, each with different soundtrack options. Includes the 1925 theatrical cut and lengthy excerpts of the 1930 sound version. In Color and B&W. 284 minutes on two DVDs. Kino Lorber. SOLD OUT

**2821850 LAKE FEAR 2: THE SWAMP.** For one unlucky group of thrill-seeking spring-breakers, their adventure leads to the black waters of the Florida Everglades—a place with tens of thousands of flesh-ripping alligators. Beyond the shores of the traditional predators is another phenomenon—one with two legs and an insatiable thirst for killing. Unrated. 80 minutes. EOne. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**281207X THE BRIDE’S INITIATION.** Widescreen. A lusty young couple find themselves kidnapped by their匆忙 church and taken to Dracula’s secret layer, to be used in diabolical rites to keep the Court alive. Strange bumps in the night escalate into a horrific nightmare. From the writer of your Next. 78 minutes. Screen Media Films. SOLD OUT

**6938345 FIELD FREAK.** Charles is a writer, desperately trying to pen his next book and needs a place free of distractions. Little does he know, his entire family is being watched. Strange bumps in the night escalate into a nerve-wracking encounter for Charles’s wife. But when the bodies start to pile up around her, the cop realizes that they may be facing a real life vampire in sunny Miami. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Osiris Entertainment. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

**6938284 666: THE RITUAL.** When a group of medical students at a prestigious university go to take their final exams, they find themselves in the company of a bloody satanic ritual led by their professor. It’s up to two of the students to save the whole class—or die trying. 79 minutes. Tomcat Films. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**6993302 BLOOD RITES.** When a drug deal goes bad for Jason and Nikki, Jason disappears and Nikki is trapped in a barren desert, a gunpoint victim and a violent addict and his three hostages. Leaving is not an option. And somewhere in the darkness is something with a taste for pain. 80 minutes. MVD/Visual. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**6633463 MUNGER ROAD.** Widescreen. One October evening, four Illinois teenagers venture out to a dark, mysterious road, investigating a local legend regarding preacher tracks. Little do they know, another terror is brewing: a child murderer has escaped from prison—one whose own past is directly linked to the mysterious Munger Road. Freestyle. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**6911473 THE APPARITION.** Widescreen. Theorizing that the paranormal exists as a result of human belief, a group of students attempt to create a supernatural entity. The experiment goes horribly wrong. Years later, a young couple begin to experience a terrifying, unexplained presence in their new home. If the apartment is haunted, how can they possibly escape? English SDH. 82 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

**6755343 DAUGHTER OF DR. JEKYLL.** A young woman discovers she is the daughter of the infamous Dr. Jekyll and begins to believe that she may also have a split personality, one of whom is a ruthless killer. After a bunch of bodies start to pile up around her, stars John Agar, Gloria Talbott, and Arthur Shields. In B&W. Not rated. 71 minutes. Cheezy Flicks. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**5917291 NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD/ZOMBIE.** Widescreen. The radiation from a fallen satellite might have caused the rarefied life 48 hours later. A detective and a gunpoint victim and a violent addict and his three hostages. Leaving is not an option. And somewhere in the darkness is something with a taste for pain. 80 minutes. MVD/Visual. PRICE CUT to $2.95

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/658
See more titles at erhbc.com/658
5515904 GIORGIO MORODER PRESENTS METROPOLIS. Fullscreen. In 1968, composer Giorgio Moroder introduced Fritz Lang’s 1927 science fiction epic Metropolis to a new generation of moviegoers. Working in collaboration with film archives around the world, he supervised a special reconstruction of the film, with color tinting, fewer intertitles, and newly restored footage. Soundtrack includes songs by Pat Benatar, Billy Squier, Adam Ant, Bonnie Tyler, Freddie Mercury, and Loverboy. 82 minutes. Universal. English SDH. 97 minutes. Universal. $9.95

6938280 BATTLESTORM. The United States, on the brink of collapse, transforms into a totalitarian Republic and has been divided into two sides, the Republic and the Rebel Resistance. In an effort to wipe out the Rebels, the new Republic builds an artificially intelligent killing machine. But, while in battle it is captured by the Resistance. Will she finish her mission or switch allegiances? 85 minutes. MVD/Visual. $4.95

6891004 DRAGONHEART 3: The Sorcerer’s Curse. Widescreen. When aspiring knight Gareth goes in search of a fallen comet rumored to be gold, he is shocked to instead find the dragon Drago (voiced by Ben Kingsley). After Drago saves Gareth’s life, the two become intricately bonded and must work together to defeat an evil sorcerer and stop his reign of terror. English SDH. 97 minutes. Universal. $5.95

6964524 COHERENCE. Widescreen. On the night of an astronomical anomaly eight friends at a dinner party experience a troubling chain of reality-bending events. Part cerebral sci-fi and part relationship drama, this film’s provocative storylines keep them that quickly ratchets up with tension and mystery. Stars Gary Armstrong and Emily Fitch. 89 minutes. D Films. $5.95

6938078 APPLESEED: Alpha. Widescreen. From the creator of Ghost in the Shell comes this apocalyptic prequel to the anime Appleseed. Featuring eye-popping computer animation, it follows a pair of mercenary men on a mission to the war-torn outskirts of their city, where they encounter another pair who might just have a plan to save the world. English SDH. 94 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

6916104 TAKING EARTH. Widescreen. The human race is thrown into chaos as an alien invasion takes control of the planet in an effort to find one boy who holds the power to destroy them. Stars Ronan Quinby. 86 minutes. Screen Media Films. $2.95

6947904 STAR TREK X: Nemesis. Widescreen. When the Enterprise is ordered to Romulus to escort its newly established and unexpected leader, Praetor Shinzon, Captain Picard will battle his greatest adversary yet—himself! In the remote past, the present and the future. Includes a digital copy of all three movies. Join Marty McFly and his friends on an exciting story, told in eight parts, focused on Master Chief’s mysterious origins, the Spartans’ advanced combat capabilities and the threat from an alien race. In a brutal military training and augmentation program, the Spartans were designed to be the ultimate weapon against chaos and insurgency—but a dangerous alien alliance known as the Covenant declares war on humanity, the Spartans might be our only hope. CC. 115 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.95

6959520 KINGSGLAVE: Final Fantasy XV. The overwhelming military might of the empire bears down. King Regis is faced with an impossible ultimatum—to marry his son, Prince Noctis to Prevent Tifa’s, captive of Niflheim, and surrender his lands to the empire’s rule. Although the king concedes, it becomes clear that the empire will stop at nothing to achieve their devious goals. English SDH. 97 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

664344 PHASE IV. Widescreen. Based on the epic graphic novel by John Bengin, From Inside is the story of Cee, a young pregnant woman who finds herself on a damaged train transcribing its way across a post-apocalyptic landscape. War, famine, and a mysterious plague threaten the train’s passengers as they pass through the Antarctic. Stars: Chris Cheli, Emma Sale, and R.C. Paterson. 71 minutes. Lakeshore Records. $9.95

6901522 THE PHANTOM FROM 10,000 LEAVES/BEAST WITH A MILLION EYES. While the world is overrun, they must battle the Borg Sphere back into evolution. A revolutionary shift in the ant population that causes a plague threaten the train’s passengers as they pass through the Antarctic. Stars: Chris Cheli, Emma Sale, and R.C. Paterson. 71 minutes. Lakeshore Records. $9.95

6957922 THE TOXIC AVENGER: Puppet Master. Widescreen. Even longer than the U.S. Director’s Cut, this version of Troma’s flagship movie is entertainment at its finest (and weirdest). In Troma’s New Jersey, a cruel drug-dealing gang turns Melvin from a nancy into a hulking, mutated beast. Now, he’s the Toxic Avenger, doer of good and brutal mauler of the wicked. English SDH. 97 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $12.95

673636X ISLAND OF THE BURNING DAMNED. While mainland Britain shivers in deepest winter, the northern island of Fara bakes in the 90s. No one has any idea what is haunting the hermits of the island. One scientist has a theory—one that involves aliens. Stars Christopher Lee, Patrick Allen and Dre Pahich. 83 minutes on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $11.95

6648738 DARK STAR: Hyperdrive Edition. Widescreen. In the far reaches of space, a small crew, 20 years into their solitary voyage, begin to go hilariously wrong. This “Hyperdrive Edition” offers both the original version and the extended theatrical release, with an extra 15 minutes of footage. Directed by John Carpenter. Stars Dan Hildebrand and Dre Pahich. 83 minutes on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $11.95

6551209 BACK TO THE FUTURE, 25TH ANNIVERSARY TRilogY. Widescreen. Experience the three most popular movie series of all time with this Special Edition set of all three movies. Join Marty McFly (Michael J. Fox), Doc Brown (Christopher Lloyd), and Jennifer (Elisabeth Shue) in the adventure of a lifetime as they travel to the past, present and future. Includes a digital copy of all three movies. English SDH. Nearly six hours on two DVDs, plus a bonus disc of extras. Universal. $27.95
Cindy Williams, Burgess Meredith, and others. 91 minutes.

---

Boy, is it hungry. Stars Robert Walker Jr., nefarious Blob. It's alive once again—and artificial thaw, it's revealed as the outrageous than ever in this 1972 sequel Visual.

---

Night will decide the fates of all who walk in this crumbling, booby-trapped, middle-of-nowhere farmhouse? When a woman and her son mysteriously vanish, FBI agent Maria Francis is dispatched to the small town to investigate. She discovers much more than she bargained for in this head-spinning sci-fi creature feature. Stars Amanda Schull and Milo Ventimiglia. English SDH. 94 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $24.95. MVD. Visual. Pub. at $7.95.

---

SOLD OUT

---

PLAN 9. 664502X

---

DEAD 7. 6645454

---

Missing: A GIRL WITH A WAND. 6607489

---

MULTIPLE EXPOSURES. 665473X

---

THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL. 6654909

---

FLYING DISC MAN FROM MARS. Fullscreen. Martian invader Mota (Gregory Gay) teams up with a scientist with Nazi ties (James Craven) to steal control of Earth using atomic technology. Lucky for us, pilot Kent Fowler (Walter Reed) and his crack team are standing in their way. Collects all 12 episodes of the serial. Instructive, 91 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. MVD. Visual. Pub. at $14.95.

---

665481X THE MONSTER OF PIEDRAS BLANCAS. Widescreen. The sleepy lighthouse community of Piedras Blancas has a bigger problem bodies begin piling up and a scale from a supposedly extinct prehistoric amphibian is found nearby. Can scientist Sam Jengens (Les Tremayne), lighthouse keeper Grover (Jack Carson) and (Jeanne Carmen) stop the carnage? In Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. MVD. Visual. Pub. at $11.95.

---

6620379 WHEN CALLS THE HEART: Change of Heart. Fullscreen. The fifth installment of the heart-warming historical drama. Devastated to learn of his Constable installment's instalment of his death, Jack reluctantly tells Elizabeth the news and leaves town. Elizabeth’s sister Julie, stumbles upon a mysterious wounded man and rushes him to the hospital. He’s a stranger to her, but she’s taken in by him and cares for him. She names him Jack, and he proves to be a skilled drummer. Elizabeth and Jack are determined to prove she is brave enough to live on her own. She learns through her aunt’s secret diary that she had been a pioneer woman. Jack teaches her a guide to embark on her own adventures. English SDH. 89 minutes. Millennium. $3.95.

---

HOLIDAY CLASSICS: Scrooge/Beyond Christmas/March of the Wooden Soldiers. Three yuletide classics from the 30s and 40s! Sir Seymour Hicks stars as Scrooge in the 1935 adaptation of Charles Dickens’ holiday masterpiece. Three elderly gentlemen become a giant and a party of 5 in Beyond Christmas. And Laurel and Hardy make us laugh like Santa with the toymaker tale. March of the Wooden Soldiers. Includes B&W and Color versions of all three films. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. $19.95.

---

6942792 A CHRISTMAS ROMANCE. Fullscreen. Julia, a widow with two young daughters, loses her job just before Christmas and is about to lose her house. When Braun, a banker, comes to a half in a snowstorm, Julia allows him into her home. As they wait out the storm it looks as though it will be a merry Christmas for all of them. Stars Olivia Newton-John, Gregory Harrison. 91 minutes. MVD. Visual. Pub. at $14.95. Widescreen. Mongrel Media. $14.95.

---

WHEN CALLS THE HEART: Rules of Engagement. Fullscreen. The sixth When Calls the Heart series. Saddened by the turn of events, Elizabeth considers a job offer back east. A visitor sends waves through the town as he helps Jack uncover what really led to the mine explosion. With tensions at an all time high, Abigail, Jack and Elizabeth are forced to make difficult decisions in life and love that will change their paths forever. English SDH. 84 Minutes. Millennium. $3.95.

---

6941589 R.L. STINE’S MOSTLY GHOSTLY: Have You Met My Ghoulfriends? Widescreen. Max (Ryan Steele) only has eyes for Cammy (Bella Thorne), the smart, popular redhead at school. When Max finally scores a date with Cammy on Halloween, Pears, an evil ghoul, tries to stop them. Pears, trying to ruin the date, unleashes his ghouls and things go haywire. English SDH. 91 minutes. Universal. $4.95.

---

694165 R.L. STINE’S MOSTLY GHOSTLY: One Night in Doom House. Widescreen. Max and his girlfriend get caught in a maze between Earth and an army of evil spirits led by the devious ghoul, Pears. With the help of his new girlfriend and ghost pals, Max Dyce rules to find the other world. Stars Corey Fogelmanis and Sophia Reynolds. English SDH. 89 Minutes. Universal. $4.95.

---

6884330 A SUNDAY HORSE. Widescreen. After a near-fatal accident, a determined young rider (Nikki Reed) defies all odds to chase her dreams of competing in a national horse-jumping championship. Family forever! Includes Legend Films.

---

6974333 A CHRISTMAS WISH. Fullscreen. This festive classic follows an unlucky family (led by Jimmy Durante) at Christmas-time. Just when it seems like the holidays can’t get much worse, the family’s guardian angel, R. L. Stine, intervenes. With the help of his new girlfriend and ghost pals, Max Dyce rules to find the other world. Stars Corey Fogelmanis and Sophia Reynolds. English SDH. 89 Minutes. Universal. $4.95.

---

7008601 STAR TREK III & IV. Widescreen. Paramount. $5.95.

---

7008742 DARK SPACE. Widescreen. Phase 4 Films. $4.95.

---

THE 7 ADVENTURES OF SINBAD. Widescreen. Asylum. Pub. at $24.95. $3.95.

---

6714498 THE TERMINATOR. Widescreen. MGM. $5.95.

---

4658297 GARM WARS: The Lost Druid. Widescreen. ARC Entertainment. $2.95.

---

6714404 THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL. Fullscreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95.

---

66483X EXTERMINATORS OF THE YEAR 3000. Code Red. $3.95.

---

6803008 SUBTERRANEA. MVD Visual. $1.95.

---

650433X MONSTERS: Dark Continent. Widescreen. E. One. $5.95.

---


---

SOLD OUT

---

6874169 R.L. STINE’S MOSTLY GHOSTLY: Telling Silence. Fullscreen. Low budget supernatural comedy/horror film. When the Thorne's house, the faces of a young couple (Olivia Newton-John, Gregory Harrison) is determined to meet the father she never knew. Leaving his new girlfriend and ghost pals, Max Dyce rules to find the other world. Stars Corey Fogelmanis and Sophia Reynolds. English SDH. 89 Minutes. Universal. $4.95.

---

6884300 A CHRISTMAS WISH. Widescreen. After a near-fatal accident, a determined young rider (Nikki Reed) defies all odds to chase her dreams of competing in a national horse-jumping championship. Family forever! Includes Legend Films.

---

6958613 DEVIL’S GATE. Widescreen. What unholy forces lies locked away in this crumbling, booby-trapped, middle-of-nowhere farmhouse? When a woman and her son mysteriously vanish, FBI agent Maria Francis is dispatched to the small town to investigate. She discovers much more than she bargained for in this head-spinning sci-fi creature feature. Stars Amanda Schull and Milo Ventimiglia. English SDH. 94 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $24.95. MVD. Visual. Pub. at $7.95.

---

6900631 STAR TREK III & IV. Widescreen. Paramount. $5.95.

---

6664962 DARK SPACE. Widescreen. Phase 4 Films. $4.95.
SYDNEY POLLACK, DANNY DeVITO, GEORGE CLOONEY, AND OTHERS. CC. MVD VISUAL. PUB. AT $14.95.

G-MEN FROM HELL. MORE MOVIES.

GLASS. PUB. AT $24.99.

A relationship–and an intimate and passionate series of flashbacks unravels their complex unexpected death of both of his parents, college.

“In Cusack, Adrien Brody, and Sean Penn in the 6736599 minutes. PUB. AT $19.95.

The appearance of Swan, a Spanish woman, in 6778747.

Toget her back at any cost and is soon ingested over 2,000 satanic panic, religious collaborator Lucifer, The Great Satan.

The creators of Wallace & Gromit, A*P*E.

The creators of Wallace & Gromit, a leather-brained adventure while the chickens on evil Mrs. Tweedy’s farm dream feather-brained adventure! While the chickens.

The creators of Wallace & Gromit, Spectacular Spider-Man.

The creators of Wallace & Gromit, Spectacular Spider-Man.

The creators of Wallace & Gromit, Spectacular Spider-Man.

In the title of 1973, West Hollywood designer Charles Pollack threw a 40th birthday party for Bette Davis and Mae West. The vivacious conversation that unfolded was one for the ages, covering a broad range of topics from the Hays Code to the politics of Hollywood. In this unique film, one of that night is synced to onscreen actors, bringing that fascinating conversation to a new audience. 63 minutes. MVD VISUAL. PUB. AT $14.95.

693599 GEORGE CLOONEY: THE COLLECTION. WIDESCREEN. GEORGE CLOONEY SHOWS HIS VERSATILITY IN THIS DIVERGENT COLLECTION. IN THE THIN RED LINE, HE JOINS JOHN CUSACK, ADRIEN BRODY, AND SEAN PENN IN THE CHAOTIC PACIFIC DURING WWII (RATED R). In ONE PIECE, HE FALLS IN LOVE WITH MICHELLE PFEIFFER. IN SOLARIS, HE CONFRONTS A POWER BEYOND IMAGINATION AT A LOONY SPACE STATION. CC. OVER 110 MINUTES. MVD VISUAL. PUB. AT $19.95.

6884784 SILENT WATERS. Ayesha is a widow with a secret past living with her Saleem in a small town in Pakistan, close to the Indian border. When Islamic nationalism invades their tranquil lives, Saleem is gripped by a religious fervor, and after a group of Sikh pilgrims arrive in town, Ayesha’s past comes back in an ugly mix.

In Urdu and Punjabi with English subtitles. First run features.

PRICE CUT TO $3.95.

691906X EVERYTHING IS TERRIBLE!! LEGENDS. THE LEGENDS COLLECTION HAS TENS OF THOUSANDS OF FORGOTTEN VHS TAPES, GATHER THEM UP, AND LED THEM BACK TO THEIR YOUNG VIA DAILY WEBSITE POSTINGS, 12 HOURS ON THREE DVDs. SCANAVI’S PUB. AT $17.95.

6871852 A**P**E. WIDESCREEN. KINO LORBER. PUB. AT $19.95.

2704056 POSTER BOY. WIDESCREEN. LIBERATION. PUB. AT $4.95.

6872220 ROY COLT & WINCHESTER JACK. WIDESCREEN. KINO LORBER. PUB. AT $9.95.

6919001 SPIDER-MAN: ANIMATED COLLECTION. WIDESCREEN. COLLECTS FIRST SEASON EPISODES FROM TWO SPIDER-MAN ANIMATED SHOWS. SPIDER-MAN: THE NEW ANIMATED SERIES FOCUSES ON THE ADVENTURES OF PETER PARKER WITH NEIL PATRICK HARRIS BRINGING THE HERO TO LIFE. INCLUDES EPISODES 1-8, SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN: THE COMPLETE SEASON ONE AND FINDS OUR HERO TACKLING MORE SUPER VILLAINS, BOTH OLD AND NEW. OVER 6 HOURS ON TWO DVD'S. SONY PICTURES.


6901603 SPIDER-MAN: ANIMATED SERIES, SEASON 1. WIDESCREEN. COLLECTS FIRST SEASON EPISODES FROM TWO SPIDER-MAN ANIMATED SHOWS. SPIDER-MAN: THE NEW ANIMATED SERIES FOCUSES ON THE ADVENTURES OF PETER PARKER WITH NEIL PATRICK HARRIS BRINGING THE HERO TO LIFE. INCLUDES EPISODES 1-8, SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN: THE COMPLETE SEASON ONE AND FINDS OUR HERO TACKLING MORE SUPER VILLAINS, BOTH OLD AND NEW. OVER 6 HOURS ON TWO DVD'S. SONY PICTURES.

6925598 WOLVERINE, VOLUME 2. WIDESCREEN. FINDING HIMSELF IMMERSED IN HIS ALFYUKO’S DARK PAST, WOLVERINE MUST BATTLE HIS WAY THROUGH THE VICIOUS GANGS THAT RULE THE ISLAND NATION OF MADJIPRO. IF HE HAS ANY HOPE OF STOPPING MRANKO FROM SIMON’S TRICKERY AND CONVINCING BACO TO MAKE IT Past HELL ROAD. INCLUDES THE SECOND HALF OF SEASON TWO. ENGLISH SDH. PICTURES.


6991622 POSTER BOY. WIDESCREEN. 2704056.


6953380 GOOF TRoop, VOLUME 1. Widescreen. JOIN GOOTY’S LOVABLE SUPERSTAR FOR HOURS OF STORIES. THE ADVENTURES OF THIS COLLECTION OF 27 GOOF TRoop CLASSICS! GOOTY, HIS SON MAX, THEIR GRUMPY NEIGHBOR PETE AND HIS SON PJ LEARN TO WORK TOGETHER AND PLAN THEIR OWN GRUMPY ADVENTURES TO THE THREAT OF SPACE INVASERS. ENGLISH SDH. OVER 11 HOURS ON THREE DVD’S. DISNEY.

6953399 GOOF TRoop, VOLUME 2. Widescreen. JOIN GOOTY, MAX, PETE AND PJ FOR FUN AND ADVENTURE WITH THIS SET OF 27 CLASSIC EPISODES. IT’S AN INcredIBLE ADVENTURE AS GOOTY INHERITS THE FAMILY’S FRANKENGOOF CASTLE, RUNS FOR TOWN MAYOR AND GETS IN THE RING TO FACE WRESTLING CHAMP BULK BROGAN. ENGLISH SDH. OVER 11 HOURS ON THREE DVD’S. DISNEY.

6925413 BLADE, VOLUME 1. WIDE Screen. Eric Brooks, known as Blade, seeks revenge on Deacon Frost, the vampire who killed his mother while she was still pregnant with Eric. With all the powers of a vampire and none of their weaknesses, Blade’s quest leads him throughout Southeast Asia in search of Frost in the first half of Season One. English SDH. 141 MINUTES. PICTURES.

6925421 BLADE, VOLUME 2. WIDE Screen. The second half of Season One and Blade and his human ally Makoto continue their pursuit of Deacon Frost across Asia in an effort to exact revenge. But that revenge may cost Blade more than he’s willing to pay. English SDH. 141 MINUTES. PICTURES.
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LEARN LETTERS

6892700 TOM AND JERRY: The Lost Dragon. WideScreen. Your favorite cat and mouse are back with some surprises, and slapstick in this enchanted tale. Tom and Jerry fight tooth and claw to stop a witch and get a baby dragon back to his mother. Can Tom and Jerry help this tale end happily ever after? **$9.95**

3569225 WINNIE THE POOH: A Very Merry Pooh Year. Disney. After the death of Manuha’s grandmother, her parents, consumed by their everyday troubles, do not even notice the odd occurrences in the house. Manuha quickly realizes that the house is possessed by the angry ghost of her dead grandmother. 102 minutes. Wownow Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. **$5.95**

5870032 THE MAGIC MIRROR. Widescreen. After the death of Manuha’s grandmother, her parents, consumed by their everyday troubles, do not even notice the odd occurrences in the house. Manuha quickly realizes that the house is possessed by the angry ghost of her dead grandmother. 102 minutes. Wownow Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. **$5.95**

5870035 THE MIRACLE OF CHARLOTTE. Widescreen. After the death of Manuha’s grandmother, her parents, consumed by their everyday troubles, do not even notice the odd occurrences in the house. Manuha quickly realizes that the house is possessed by the angry ghost of her dead grandmother. 102 minutes. Wownow Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. **$5.95**

RELIGION AND SPIRITUALITY

5870301 ACTS OF GOD: Miracles and Stories of Hope. In 1991, LIFE magazine became one of the first mainstream news sources in the U.S. to acknowledge the thousands of mysterious and supernatural phenomena that seem to be unfolding around the world. Hosted by Bryant Gumbel, this inspiring program compiles the evidence, encouraging the viewer to take a rare trip into the unexplored and the unknown. 57 minutes. Highland Entertainment. **$4.95**

6998999 MY HOPE AMERICA WITH BILLY GRAHAM. Our nation is at a critical crossroads, and My Hope America charts a new path of hope for our land. An unprecedented opportunity to join Billy Graham in sharing the message of God’s love with your family, friends, and neighbors. CC. Over seven hours on 12 DVDs. Pure X. **$5.95**

6989101 TRAVEL THE ROAD: Season One. Tells the dramatic story of Tim Scott and Will Decker on an epic and a half quest to preach the gospel to the end of the earth. From the forbidding Himalayas of Tibet to the sweltering jungles of Cambodia, every step of this journey is portrayed in stunning detail. **$5.95**


6719302 THE BIBLE: The Passion. Fullscreen. Charlton Heston captures all the passion, power, drama, and beauty of the Bible with this impressive production, exploring the greatest stories ever told. Shot on location in the Holy Land. Part Four presents the tragic passion and triumphant code to the New Testament: The Passion, Crucifixion, and Resurrection of Jesus Christ. **47 minutes. TIME LIFE.** **$5.95**

6872133 MINDFULNESS: Be Happy Now. Widescreen. This insightful documentary shows how you can embrace the Zen Buddhist practice of mindfulness into your daily life. Featuring teachings from Deepak Chopra, Thich Nhat Hanh, Sharon Stone, Cesar Milan, and many others, 84 minutes. Kino Lorber. **$32.95.** **$13.95**


5909299 THE PERFECT SACRIFICE: When Heaven Comes to Earth. Fullscreen. Mill Creek. **$5.95**

6985377 PRAYER FLAGS OF NEPAL: A Visual Meditation. Time/Magazine. **$5.95**


6719384 THE BIBLE: Jesus of Nazareth. Time Life. **$5.95**

6719406 THE BIBLE: The Story of Jesus. Time Life. **$5.95**


**SOLD OUT**

**SOLD OUT**

**SOLD OUT**

HISTORICAL DOCUMENTARIES

5871405 THE REAL TOMB HUNTERS. History Channel follows some of the most daring archaeologists from around the world and details the dangers they face, from booby-trapped tombs to joystick-filled jungles. From tales of a unique language that code special effects, no stuntmen, and no wince-inducing spills and every moment of adrenaline-pumping action. **$4.95**

587450X LAST STAND OF THE 300: The Legendary Battle at Thermopylae. The battle of Thermopylae is still acknowledged today for its brilliant military maneuvers and well-trained and fearless soldiers who fought to the death, particularly the 300 Spartans who held off the colossal Persian military for seven full days. A detailed account of the battle unfolds here. **$5.95**


6744346 TOP GEAR 20. Widescreen. In this unbridled season, Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond, and James May race a car against America’s Cup yawl up to the coast of New Zealand; launch a highly scientific process to find the world’s fastest taxi; and do their bit for European economic turmoil by blasting across Spain in three “affordable” supercars. **$8.95**

6714781 MOTO GP 2017 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP OFFICIAL REVIEW. Shot with the latest high quality cameras and packed with stunning overtake, wince-inducing spills and every moment of triumph and disappointment from the roller-coaster season. A must have for all fans of two-wheel racing! 285 minutes. Duke. Pub. at $16.95. **$12.95**

6983848 VIKINGS: Warriors from the Sea. Fullscreen. Authentic recreations filmed in Norway and on their Isle of Man fortress become one of the first mainsteam news sources in the U.S. to acknowledge the thousands of mysterious and supernatural phenomena that seem to be unfolding around the world. Hosted by Bryant Gumbel, this inspiring program compiles the evidence, encouraging the viewer to take a rare trip into the unexplored and the unknown. **$9.95**

5875839 THE EVIDENCE FOR THE FIRST FAMILIES OF THE WORLD. Widescreen. Under new ownership in 2017, Formula 1 brought fans closer to the action than ever before, unleashing the greatest racing spectacle on the planet. Buckle your seat belt for all the speed, excitement and emotion of this unforgettable season. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. **$12.95**

5908071 FROM DAWN TILL DRACULA. Chronicles the rising from the unconscious mind of these deadly fanged creatures, and then proceeds to track them down through the domains of the Gothic novel to the conjuring up of the fully-fleshed figure of the Count himself. Along the way, it considers the writers, both famous and obscure, who first brought these things on screen. **$4.95**

6738559 DEFENDERS OF THE SKY: The Story of the Airfield. Jules Hudson adventures across the UK to reveal the hidden wonders of fields, the role Britain and her wartime allies during both world wars. In each episode, he visits a different airfield to unlock the secrets behind the charging speed of the machine ready to tell it all. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. **$21.95**

431263X CHINA: In the Shadow of Mr. Kong. Widescreen. This five-part series takes a look at the history of the culture of China, from the time of Mr. Kong (known as Kong Fu to the time of Mr. Kong). Directed by China and as Cenci (a History Channel. **$3.95**

504783X THE MAP OF THE UNIVERSE: The Story of Science. Widescreen. This six-part series is a look at the development of science, from the time of Mr. Kong (known as Kong Fu to the Chinese and as Cenci to the inside world), to the present day. Filmed entirely on location in Italy, France, and India, this informative and entertaining series presents the astonishing story of China, its people and culture over the past two millennia. 253 minutes on two DVDs. **$19.95**
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- **6756556 THE MCCARTHY YEARS:** The Edward R. Murrow Collection. Documama. **SOLD OUT**
- **663598X EMPRESS OF AMBITIOUS CATHEDRALS:** The Great. Widescreen. WIP Home Video. **SOLD OUT**
- **6656285 GREAT CARS:** BMW/Mercedes-Benz. Fullscreen. Shout Factory. **$2.95**
- **6908411 SPIRIT OF THE 60S:** Artsmagic. **$3.95**
- **6744311 TOP GEAR 15:** Widescreen. BBC. Pub. at $24.98 **$5.95**
- **6652912 ANCIENTS BEHAVING BADLY:** History Made Every Day. New Video. Pub. at $24.95 **$5.95**
- **6744129 TOP GEAR 13:** Widescreen. BBC. Pub. at $24.98 **$5.95**
- **5921400 COWBOYS AND OUTLAWS:** Premium Editions. Four great documentaries created by public television: Texas Rangers (85 minutes); Butch Cassidy and the Outlaw Trail (80 minutes); Buffalo Bill Cody (55 minutes); and Cowboys (30 minutes). Discover the real story of Butch Cassidy, the Sundance Kid, and Buffalo Bill, as well as the toughest lawmen ever to wear the Texas Rangers. Four DVDs. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 **$7.95**
- **6836224 2017 FIA WORLD RALLYCROSS CHAMPIONSHIP:** Duke Video. Pub. at $16.95 **$9.95**

**UFOs, Conspiracies & Mysteries**

- **6829351 TOP SECRET FILES:** Two riveting documentaries dare to reveal the truth. In The KGB Psychic Files, host Roger Moore infiltrates the KGB’s most extraordinary unit, presenting secret audio tapes and video footage of bizarre and unexplained events. Then, Roswell Top Secret investigates recent UFO footage, stories of alien abductions, and more to reveal the truth about one fateful day in Roswell. New Mexico. 180 minutes on two DVDs. Highland Entertainment. Pub. at $14.98 **$5.95**
- **1866458 THE TRUTH ABOUT THE PHILADELPHIA EXPERIMENT.** A U.S. Navy ship vanishes during a secret WWII experiment. When it re-appears, observers discover crew members embedded in the deck and steel of the ship. This fascinating experiment. When it re-appears, observers discover crew members embedded in the deck and steel of the ship. This fascinating documentary introduces Al Bielek, Preston Nichols and Duncan Cameron—all survivors of such bizarre U.S. experiments involving control, psychic warfare and remote viewing. 180 minutes. Reality Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98 **$14.95**
- **6632497 BEST OF ANCIENT ALIENS:** History Made Every Day. Relying on the most credible alien evidence available, History series unravels some of the most puzzling mysteries surrounding an age-old debate. Have intelligent forms from outer space been visiting Earth for millennia? And do they still visit us today? Over 3 hours on two DVDs. A&E. **$7.95**
- **6756034 THE ORIGINS OF FREEMASONRY:** Unravel the myths, mystery and history of the Freemasons in this unique film for the first time. Get real hard evidence direct from the mind of an academic on the subject. Discover the sacred past of the Freemasons. Stories working and much more. 60 minutes. WMMW. Pub. at $3.95 **SOLD OUT**
- **675600X EARTH ENERGY:** The Secrets of the Stonebuilders. WMMW. Pub. at $3.95 **SOLD OUT**

**American History**

- **5999863 KENNEDY:** The Man, the President and the Tragedy. Three captivating films shine a light on John F. Kennedy’s legacy and the enduring mystery of his death. Includes two documentaries on his assassination. Image of an Assassination: A National Enquirer 3-D special (20 minutes). JFK: A Reinvestigation History, as well as a docudrama about the Cuban Missile Crisis, The Missiles of October, starring William Devane and Martin Sheen. Nearly 7 hours on three DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $99.95 **$49.95**

- **591480 TOP GEAR:** Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $19.99 **$9.95**
- **5931480 COWBOYS AND OUTLAWS:** Premium Editions. Four great documentaries created by public television: Texas Rangers (85 minutes); Butch Cassidy and the Outlaw Trail (80 minutes); Buffalo Bill Cody (55 minutes); and Cowboys (30 minutes). Discover the real story of Butch Cassidy, the Sundance Kid, and Buffalo Bill, as well as the toughest lawmen ever to wear the Texas Rangers. Four DVDs. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $24.98 **$7.95**
- **5806512 MARCH TO FREEDOM:** Widescreen. Mill Creek. **$4.95**

**Biography**

- **6916119 HALF PAST AUTUMN:** The Life and Works of Gordon Parks. Fullscreen. Narrated by Alfred Woodard and illustrated by Gordon Parks’ own photographs, this documentary provides a candid, revealing portrait of the artist and his journey through the watershed moments in America’s social history, from his chronicling of the Civil Rights movement to the first of five films he directed on wood production. 90 minutes. HBO. **$3.95**

- **6890527 WHISPERS THROUGH THE WILLOWS:** The World of Kenneth Grahame. Charts the life of the creator of Mr. Toad, Ratty, Badger, Mole and a host of other characters. On the surface, Grahame’s career was a success, but underneath he was found to be a difficult man with no great ambition. The contracts in his life are examined here in great detail. 76 minutes. WMMW. **$3.95**

- **6725775 THE TRUE STORY OF CHE GUEVARA:** History Made Every Day. From a privileged childhood in Argentina to the lonely execution in the jungles of Bolivia, the life of Che Guevara revealed through interviews with his family, supporters, and enemies. 91 minutes. New Video. Pub. at $19.95 **$5.95**

- **6843484 THE BITCH OF BUCHENWALD:** Described as the most famous of all Germans accused of having committed atrocities during the war, Ilse Koch has no defense; a diabolical character in the last of the Stroop report made out of hundreds. This groundbreaking program puts her career in the context of the Germany of the Nazi era, 80 minutes. Artsmagic. Pub. at $17.95 **$13.95**

- **6849465 EDWID:** Eduard Who Cured Smallpox. Examines the life and achievements of this great but elusive man. You will visit the beautiful Gloucestershire countryside, where Jenner spent much of his life. It covers Richard Dudgeon, the London hospital where he trained in the latest surgical procedures of the day, before returning to “The Chantry,” his beloved country home. 60 minutes. Artsmagic. **$4.95**

- **6905551 THE WORLD OF PHILIP FULLMAN:** His Life & Works. An exclusive interview with the acclaimed author of the His Dark Materials trilogy is at the core of this compelling profile. From the mysterious death of his hero father in Scotland to his mind-bending conclusion, Fullman’s story provides fascinating insight into his most beloved narratives. **$1.95**

- **68401X FIRST LADIES REVEALED:** You Don’t Have to Hold Office to Change History. Widescreen. Some used captivating style to boost diplomacy. Some were more compelling in daily wars of their time. In this series, viewers will see how they never expected to make a difference. Every first lady has their own tale to tell, and this series examines some of the women who left their indelible mark on the White House and in history. English SDH. 184 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $19.95 **$12.95**

- **2666219 JFK:** A New World Order. Mill Creek. **$3.95**

- **6907282 BOUDICCA:** Warrior Queen. Artsmagic. Pub. at $19.95 **$6.95**

- **6851440 VICTORIAN REBEL:** Marianne North. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $19.99 **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

- **5805787 THE BRONTE SISTERS:** PBS. Pub. at $19.99 **$9.99**

**Sports**

- **6916651 THE NBA’S 100 GREATEST:** Exciting and spectacular plays in NBA history are compiled together on one NBA DVD. One hundred of the NBA’s greatest plays are broken down into ten categories of ten amazing highlight matches. Buzzer Beaters; Clash Plays; Teamwork Plays; Assists; Hustle Plays; Steals; Alley-Oops; Blocks; Moves, and, of course, Dunks. 65 minutes. Warner Home Video. **$4.95**

- **6916775 WCW WAR GAMES:** WCW’s Most Notorious Matches. The mind behind the mayhem, WWE hall of famer Dusty Rhodes takes you inside the most famous creation, presenting punishing matches featuring Ric Flair and the Four Horsemen, Sting, The N.W.O., Lex Luger. The Road Warriors, and more. English SDH. Six hours. Sports. **$7.95**

- **6725673 THE SUPERFIGHT:** Marciano vs. Ali. In the late 1960s, a Miami boxing promoter used a computer to predict the “winner” of this fight between champions of years past. Based on the popularity of these fights, he convinced Rocky Marciano and Muhammad Ali to film a 15-round fight. Presented here. In Color. Dear viewers! DVD 1: 54 minutes; DVD 2: 66 minutes; DVD 3: 136 minutes. Mackinac Media. **$5.95**

- **5970865 BIGGEST OF ALL TIME WRESTLING, VOL. 1:** Packed with rare footage from the forgotten era of wrestling greatness. From Haystacks Calhoun to Mark Lewin, The Sheik to Terry Funk, here are over two dozen groundbreaking jujennuarts, taking the ring in rare footage of classic matches. 172 matches. MVD Visual. Pub. at $12.95 **$9.95**

- **6848791 BIGGEST OF THE IWA, VOL. 2:** 17 Matches. Seventeen exciting wrestling matches are featured here, including ladies matches, first forays of Ric Flair and Mick Foley, and more. Expected to make a difference. Every first lady has their own tale to tell, and this series examines some of the women who left their indelible mark on the White House and in history. English SDH. 184 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $19.95 **$12.95**

- **6847805 BIGGEST OF VANCOUVER, VOLUME 2:** 14 Big Matches. An action filled collection of fourteen classic wrestling matches. Among the wrestling legends featured in these matches are; Ric Rude; The Hon. Al Tomko; Chris Colt; Mr. Pro; Delta Dawn; Buddy Wayne; Rick Davis; and many others. 115 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $9.95 **$7.95**


More Documentaries

6988036 BUILDING BOMBS. Pastoral Aiken, South Carolina is the home to the Savannah River Plant, a key facility of America’s top secret atomic bomb making apparatus. This film artfully grapples with the profound realities of a world filled with nukes by listening closely to those who must live day to day with the trace of the hydrogen bomb, for 161 minutes. Docurama. $3.95

699917 HEAVY PETTING. A hilarious and salacious exploration of the sexual mores of the 1950s as seen through the eyes of a generation that lived through the Sexual Revolution. Creative baby boomers—including David Byrne, Spalding Gray, Sandra Bernhard, Abbie Hoffman and Allen Ginsberg—candidly recall the coming of age tales in intimate interviews. Rated R. In color and

B&W. 75 minutes on two DVDs. Docurama.$3.95

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 6861270 WWII: Through the Battles. A comprehensive and detailed three documentary series: War in the Pacific, compiles priceless footage that sets you squarely in the center of the conflict. D-Day: The invasion follows the events and milestones leading up to this historic day. The Fight for Freedom takes viewers to the front lines of the the deadllest battles in human history. Over 20 hours on live DVDs. Mill Creek. SOLD OUT

6989954 AMERICA: Imagine the World Without Her. Widescreen. What would the world look like if America never existed? Best-selling author Dinesh D’Souza explores this question in this stirring documentary. Through reenactments of landmark events in America’s youth and interviews with leading historians, D’Souza brings us face to face with the brave heroes who built this great nation. English SDH. 105 minutes. Lions Gate. $5.95

3635333 THE ADVENTURES OF ERROL FLYNN. Movie star Errol Flynn was known for his swashbuckling cinematic adventures, but his off-screen escapades were every bit as exciting. This documentary traces Flynn’s entire journey, from his Tasmanian childhood to the heights of Hollywood celebrity. Featuring home movies, interviews, and commentary by regular Flynn co-star Olivia de Havilland. CC. In Color and B&W. 87 minutes. Warner Home Video. $3.95

6987981 THE OUR GANG STORY: A History of the Little Rascals. Fullscreen. Covering over 20 years, this clip-packed documentary offers insight into the personal lives of the actors who portrayed Spanky, Alfalfa, Darla, Buckwheat, and others. Rare footage captures the career through the joys and misfortunes of being one of America’s favorite kids. In B&W. 117 minutes, Legend Films. $5.95

6892513 U.S. ARMY: Epic Battles in History. This collection examines the U.S. Army’s involvement in WWII, Korea, and Vietnam through seven episodes: Baptism of Fire; The True Glory; Let There Be Light; Vietnam Crucible; The Drill Sergeant; A Motion Picture History of the Korean War; and Third Division in Korea. In B&W. 320 minutes on four DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

6902809 ARMAGEDDON. Examines the prophecies of our future and the End Times, from 16th-century French physician Nostradamus’ prediction of the 9/11 terror attack to the apocalyptic, a priest and prophet of the 12th century, who accurately forecast the identity of every Roman Catholic pope. 60 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

6902760 QUEEN ELIZABETH II. Widescreen. Incorporating spectacular footage from Royal Review and through the magic of 3D you will be transported back in time and space to re-live the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth in 1953. You will see Queen as the young, beautiful woman she was, so real and so close it’s like being there. Includes 3D footage of her 2010 Canadian royal tour. Four pair of 3D glasses included. CC: 43 minutes. E. One. $4.95

7090832 STORIES FROM THE WAR ON HOMOSEXUALITY. Famous for his unusually comprehensive and chillingly crafted stories, filmmaker Arthur Dong’s talent and integrity is given the spotlight in this three-film collection. Illuminating the preconceived notions and the myriad faces of the gay rights struggle in America are the stunning documentaries Coming Out Under Fire; Family Fundamentals; and Licensed to Kill. In Color and B&W. Over 3 Hours on three DVDs. Docurama. $2.95

6999933 JEI JUNKIES. A one of a kind documentary, JEI Junkie is a personal look at the Star Wars fans. From lightsaber wielding martial artists to a filmmaker who built the world’s only life-size Millennium Falcon, the film offers viewers a rare glimpse into extreme fans’ personal and professional self-expression. 73 minutes. Docurama.$3.95

6526113 JACQUES COUTEAU’S VOYAGE TO THE EDGE OF THE WORLD. On his ship Calypso, in 1975, Jacques Couteau and his crew sail from South America to Antarctica. They explore islands, reefs, icebergs, fossils, active volcanic craters, and corals of the continent never before seen in this historic adventure documentary. 92 minutes. Synergy. Pub. at $9.98 $7.95

5850907 THE BROTHERS WARNER. Widescreen. A revealing film portrait of a film dynasty. This is a story told from the inside (via rare family archives) by those who lived it (among them such stars as Dennis Hopper, Debbie Reynolds, Tab Hunter and more) and from the outside by filmmakers. In Color and B&W. English SDH. 94 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $3.95

6970028 PICTURES FROM A REVOLUTION. In this lively, intellectually stimulating documentary we discover a treasure trove of images, renowned photographer Susan Meiselas returns to the scenes of a revolution she witnessed and captured with her camera. From the places and people behind Meiselas’ iconic photos of war-torn Nicaragua in the late seventies and eighties.

Docurama. $3.95

6541601 BROKEN RAINBOW. Narrated by Martin Sheen, Maria Florio’s Academy Award-winning documentary shares the heartbreaking tale of the forced relocation of 12,000 Navajos from their ancestral homeland in Arizona. Compassionately interacting with Navajo Trail of Tears, it gives voice to the plight faced by indigenous peoples today. 70 minutes.

Docurama. $6.95

5725449 HUGH HEFNER: Playboy, Activist and Rebel. Widescreen. This controversial documentary takes a revealing look at the outspoken, flamboyant founder of the Playboy empire. With Hef at the forefront and in intimate interview, it captures Hefner’s fierce battles with the government, the religious right, and militant feminists. Rated R. CC. In Color and B&W. 124 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $4.95

6862657 MADONNA: Truth or Dare. Widescreen. Madonna opens up to critics and fans alike in this lantanzing documentary that chronicles her unforgettable Blonde Ambition tour. Madonna reveals many truths every four years, and off, as den mother to her family of dancers, sex goddess to her millions of fans, businesswoman, singer and dancer.

Rated R. CC. 120 minutes. Lions Gate. $5.95

6884636 INTO THE ABYSS. Nine years after the murder of three people in Texas, detective Werner Herzog takes us inside the minds and hearts of the convicted killer (one of whom was executed soon afterward). The victims’ families, the prison’s chaplain and a former executioner help trace the legacy of this horrific crime. English SDH. 107 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

6861493X DALI’S GREATEST SECRET. Widescreen. The story of Salvador Dali and Vision of Hell, a painting that had a profound effect on his life and work. As he worked on this painting, the master found himself being pulled back to his religious roots. Yet he had his new devotion, which led to a year of losing his intellectual and anti-church reputation. Shami Media. Pub. at $10.95 $8.95

6884458 BEYOND THE EDGE. Widescreen. For the first time ever, Sir Edmund Hillary’s story is brought to life using both original color footage and photographs and dramatized recreations of the stunning assault. Both a classic triumph of the underdog story and a gripping, cinematic experience, this is a tale of human endurance, tenacity and courage in the face of overwhelming odds.

Docurama. Unrated. 88 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

6919678 REEL PARADISE. Widescreen. Award-winning director Steve James tells the extraordinary story of one American family’s unique adventure running a cinema in one of the most remote villages on the planet. John, Patricia, her sister, Janet and their two kids immerse themselves in Fijian culture, discovering in very personal ways what it is like to be the outsider. Rated R. Wellspring Media. $3.95

6931839 THE LAST CONTINENT. Widescreen. In this thrilling voyage across breathtaking landscapes filled with fascinating wildlife, Jean Lemoire and his crew of explorers, scientists and filmmakers document their discovery of a new landmostly the Deep South and the Scots who first occupied it. The arrival of cotton grew the Scots the opportunity to become slave owners. But the Scots, and the British, left them embittered. Because of that, six Scottish-American former Confederate soldiers formed a fraternal society that became the Ku Klux Klan. 59 minutes. Dreamscapes. Pub. at $17.95 $10.95

6884644 JANE’S JOURNEY. Widescreen. Dr. Jane Goodall, renowned for her groundbreaking work with chimpanzees, has devoted the past two decades of her life to saving our endangered planet. Join her as she spreads her stirring message of hope across the globe, encounters cherished but threatened natural treasures, and reflects on the personal challenges of making a difference while being married to her work. 107 minutes. Mongrel Media. $5.95

681493X QUEEN ELIZABETH IN 3D. Widescreen. A one of a kind documentary, QUEEN ELIZABETH IN 3D. Takes viewers to the front lines of the many clues left behind in his diary and through the magic of 3D forecasting the identity of every Roman Catholic pope. 60 minutes. Questar. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

6931939 THE PATTERNS OF EVIDENCE: Exodus. A debate rages over the credibility of the Bible. Most archaeologists today have concluded that there is no evidence that the Exodus of Israelite slaves from Egypt occurred. Author and filmmaker Timothy Mahoney faces a crisis of faith: “Is this foundational event of the Bible really just a myth?” He embarks on a 12 year journey in search for a answers for 116 Days Films. $7.95

6820565 UNDER THE BOARDWALK: The Monopoly Story. Presents the captivating story about the game and who they play it, culminating with the high-stakes Monopoly world championship held every four years. From helping WWII POWs escape to cropping up in movies and television, the rich history is revealed. Narrated by Zachary Levi. 68 minutes. Docurama. $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/658
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>3653706</em> A NEWSREEL HISTORY OF THE THIRD REICH 6-10. This series includes unique footage plundered by Russian troops in 1945. Compiled as it is from German newsreel archives, this means accurate histories but allow unique insight into how the period leading up to and including WWII was perceived. It is virtually unknown today.</td>
<td>MVD Visual.</td>
<td>Artisic.</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>3686474</em> TRIUMPH OF THE WILL, SPECIAL EDITION. A historically significant story at times, this thoughtfully manages exercise in propaganda for the Nazi regime, this film, originally released in 1935, continues to be controversial to this day. Directed by Leni Riefenstahl, the film is made to manipulate imagery and seduce the mind. In B&amp;W.</td>
<td>Kino Lorber.</td>
<td>120 minutes. Synapse.</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>6939738</em> THE GREAT MUSEUM. Widescreen. This observational documentary reveals the inner workings of Vienna's Kunsthistorisches Museum, one of the most important art institutions in the world.</td>
<td>Kino Lorber.</td>
<td>94 minutes. Kino Lorber.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>6919344</em> THE BRIDGE. Widescreen. Director Eric Steel and his cow shot for every day of 2004, from dawn until dusk, capturing most of the 24 suicides that year on the Golden Gate Bridge, and many unrealized attempts–helped to save several lives. The Bridge provides a visual and visceral journey into one of the world’s graver taboos. Not Rated.</td>
<td>Kino Lorber.</td>
<td>120 minutes. Synapse.</td>
<td>$24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>690867X</em> MOTHERLAND. Takes us into the heart of the planet’s busiest maternity hospital in one of the world’s poorest and most populous countries where people are strangers. As the film moves on, it’s absorbingly intimate, rendering the women at the heart of the story increasingly familiar. In Tagalog with English subtitles. 94 minutes.</td>
<td>MVD Visual.</td>
<td>95 minutes.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>6760007</em> ANCIENT ANGKOR. Lost to the world for centuries and rediscovered in 1860, Angkor Wat, the City of Temples, is steeped in mystery and myth. Today, many of its secrets are being revealed by extraordinary scientific research, and this intriguing documentary explores those findings. 55 minutes. Dreamspace Media.</td>
<td>Pub. at $24.95.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>6940854</em> CHILDREN OF DRACULA. Takes a weird bizarre look at people who claim to be real vampires. Learn their daily routines, what they eat, where they sleep and how they feast on real human blood to quench a dark and perverse craving in their souls. 60 minutes. Wild Eye.</td>
<td>Pub. at $9.95.</td>
<td>$7.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>6849907</em> THE SHELBOURNE HOTEL: Series 1. Widescreen. For the first time, the unique and intriguing story of this London institution has allowed cameras access to the hotel. Staff at all levels–including VIP managers, concierges, doormen, executive chefs, and housekeepers–are followed by cameras as they deal with crisis, prepare for grand events and gear up for the arrival of celebrity guests. Six episodes. 149 minutes.</td>
<td>Dreamspace Media.</td>
<td>Pub. at $24.95.</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>6848877</em> OPERATION SUSSEX. Over 100 American, British and French operatives were involved in this complex operation without Geneva Convention protections and then provided crucial details about the German military leading up to the D-Day invasion. This film includes first-person accounts from the last surviving members of this top secret spy mission. CC. In Color and Widescreen.</td>
<td>Dreamspace Media.</td>
<td>Pub. at $24.95.</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>6951430</em> A DESERT BETWEEN US. Widescreen. Explores what makes the War of 1812 a “modern war.” It steps back in time to experience the conflict through the eyes of the people of Southwestern Ontario, who spent years in a war zone.</td>
<td>Dreamspace Media.</td>
<td>Widescreen. 53 minutes.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>6878819</em> THE PEOPLE SPEAK. Widescreen. Features the actual words (in letters, songs, speeches, and manifestos) of rebels, dissenters, and visionaries from our past–and present–including Frederick Douglass, Susan B. Anthony, Bob Dylan, Muhammad Ali, and many more.</td>
<td>Kino Lorber.</td>
<td>94 minutes.</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>6975569</em> FILMWORKER. Widescreen. Leon Vitali was a rising British actor when Stanley Kubrick hired him to star in Barry Lyndon. He swiftly resolved to devote the rest of his life working for the director. This affecting documentary recounts Vitali’s days on the iconic, muti-riculous, volatile and obsessive director. 93 minutes.</td>
<td>Kino Lorber.</td>
<td>Pub. at $29.95.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>6865752</em> REGINA. Widescreen. Diana Rigg’s poetic documentary, tells the story of a woman who made history by becoming the first officially ordained woman rabbi in the world. Through graceful use of archival footage, and sensitive voice over by Regina, shows her journey from Jewish life in Berlin during the early twentieth century come to life. CC. In B&amp;W.</td>
<td>Kino Lorber.</td>
<td>Pub. at $29.95.</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>2794160</em> INSIDE THE FIFTY SHADES. Real women reveal their shared stories, secrets, and desires as participants in the world of dominance and submission. Consisting of real-life reenactments and dramatizations, as well as interviews with participants, non-participants, and experts in the field, this documentary explores a once-taboo culture that is now sweeping the nation. Not Rated. 85 minutes.</td>
<td>SOLD OUT.</td>
<td>$13.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>2794554</em> FLOWN! A Handful of Corporations Steal Our Water. The water world crisis has rapidly become one of the most topical issues of our day as our global resources dwindle. This award-winning documentary investigates this crisis at the global and human scale like never before, begging the question: Can anyone really own water? 84 minutes.</td>
<td>Mongrel Media.</td>
<td>Pub. at $3.95.</td>
<td>$5.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>2792826</em> THE GROUND TRUTH. Widescreen. Hear and witness our soldiers in this penetrating film. This shocking Iraq War ground conflict is only a prelude to the real battles these young, idealistic but reluctant heroes face upon their return home. Rated R. English SDH. 78 minutes. Universal.</td>
<td>ThinThread.</td>
<td>100 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>2784998</em> A GOOD AMERICAN. Widescreen. The true story of a terrorist monitoring system that the U.S. Government launched in the wake of the first World Trade Center attack, but discontinued just weeks before 9/11. A self-appointed whistleblower, who was a leading expert on metadata and responsible for the world’s most sophisticated global monitoring effort;</td>
<td>ThinThread.</td>
<td>100 minutes. Gravitas Ventures.</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9699424 SOUTHWEST OF SALEM: The Story of the San Antonio Four. After being wrongly convicted of gang-raping two little girls during the Salanic Panic witch hunt of the ‘80s and ‘90s, four Latina lesbians fight against mythology, homophobia, and prosecutorial fervor in their struggle for exoneration in this riveting true crime tale. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $1.95

685779 SONS OF PERDITION. Widescreen. Rogen, on inside testimony of children who escaped the FLDS, hidden photographs, and private sermons, Sons of Perdition delivers a stunning, unforgettable coming-of-age story that twists and turns with the speed and delivery of fiction but never runs from the truth. CC. 86 minutes. Dreamscape Media. PRICE CUT to $1.95

682653 DO YOU BELIEVE IN MIRACLES? The Story of the 1980 U.S. Hockey Team. Fullscreen. HBO. $4.95

#6808749 IVORY TOWER. Widescreen. Paramount. $5.95

#6874312 MOBILIZE. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95.

#6191625 CATHOUSE. Adults only. HBO. $4.95

6640352 MOONSHINE AND THE DIXIE MAFIA. Widescreen. Mill Creek Entertainment $3.95

5755717 LADY GAGA’S SECRET WORLD. Widescreen. Screen Media Films. $1.95

6924004 COLONY: The Endangered World of Bees. Widescreen. E One. $3.95

5297949 OLGA: The Last Grand Duchess. VSC. $5.95

672693 NOAM CHOMSKY: Rebel Without a Cause. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. $5.95

5687282 WILD HORSE, WILD RIDE. Widescreen. Mill Creek Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95. $3.95

684482 BLUE GOLD. Mongrel Media. $5.95

7057635 ON THE ROAD WITH DUKE ELLINGTON. Docurama. $5.95

6797186 JUSTIN BIEBER’S BELIEVE. Widescreen. Pub. at $22.95. $17.95

682995 SISTER ROSE’S PASSION. Docurama. $1.95

#6808306 A FANATIC HEART: Bob Geldof on W.B. Years. Fullscreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

#6799191 ACT & PUNISHMENT: The Pussy Riot Trials. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

568728 WILD HORSE, WILD RIDE. Widescreen. Mill Creek Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95. $3.95

684482 BLUE GOLD. Mongrel Media. $5.95

7057635 ON THE ROAD WITH DUKE ELLINGTON. Docurama. $5.95

6797186 JUSTIN BIEBER’S BELIEVE. Widescreen. Pub. at $22.95. $17.95

682995 SISTER ROSE’S PASSION. Docurama. $1.95

#6808306 A FANATIC HEART: Bob Geldof on W.B. Years. Fullscreen. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

#6799191 ACT & PUNISHMENT: The Pussy Riot Trials. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

#6857590 FIDEL CASTRO: An Unauthorised Biography. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95


#6938817 THE MAN WHO SAW TOO MUCH. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95

#684880X EAVESDROPPING ON SOULS: A Journey into Haitian Arts. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95

#6833160 PROOF THROUGH THE NIGHT. Vision. PRICE CUT to $2.95

#6591465 THE SOUND BARRIER: From Silence to Sound. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $13.95

#6874304 AITHRI. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $4.95

#6760317 LIVES INTERRUPTED: The Takakia Ito & Go Matsuura Story. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95

#684877X BRIDGING THE GAP. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $4.95

#6848931 TRUTH HAS FALLEN. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95

#696429X LINDY LOU: Juror Number 2. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95

#684893 ROSEY AT ONE HUNDRED. Dreamscape Media. PRICE CUT to $17.95

#683374 GENIUS ON HOLD. Widescreen. Freestyle. $2.95

#6630055 THE MAGIC OF FELLINI. Fullscreen. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. $4.95

#6550002 ANGELS IN DISGUISE. Mill Creek. PRICE CUT to $14.95

#6852999 ON THE DOWNLOW. Docurama. $2.95

#688119X AMERICAN PATRIOTS DOCUMENTARY COLLECTION. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $9.95


#5890851 FALL FROM GRACE. Dreamscape Media. PRICE CUT to $5.95

Travel

★685714 MARTIN CLUNES: Islands of Australia. Widescreen. Beloved actor Martin Clunes takes us on a quest to discover 16 of the most intriguing Australian islands in this wondrous three-part travel series. Explore the history, the people, the flora and the fauna of Norfolk Island, the Tiwi Islands, Maria Island, and much more. English SDH. 144 minutes. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99.


★68077X INSIDE LUXURY TRAVEL WITH VARUN SHARMA. Widescreen. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $29.95. $17.95.

674306 BEAUTIFUL PLANET: Germany & Austria/England & the Low Countries. Mill Creek. $3.95.

674292 BEAUTIFUL PLANET: France & Italy/Spain & Portugal. Mill Creek. $3.95.

★685343 NATIONAL PARKS: The Everglades/Smoky Mountains/The Black Hills and the Badlands. Mill Creek. $3.95.

★585734 MOUNT RAINIER: Arctic Island in the Sky. GoodTimes. $3.95.


7091143 READER’S DIGEST AMAZING AMERICAN UNDERGROUND SECRETS. Questar. Pub. at $29.99. $5.95.


Railroads

★690849 THE RAILWAYS OF THE MOSELLE. A wide variety of railways follow the tortuous but beautiful route of the river Mosel (in German, Moselle in French). In this program, many of these interesting lines are covered. 60 minutes. English SDH. Widescreen. GoodTimes. Pub. at $17.95.

★690804 THE DELIGHT OF TURKISH STEAM. turkey was a haven for historical steam until the end of the 1980s. Relive the sights and sounds of wheezing, leaking 68 0-6-0 S and G10 10-0 s in the lima area with this fascinating journey through the region’s most wondrous and photogenic railways. 60 minutes. English SDH. Widescreen. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $17.95.

★6907800 RAILWAY JOURNEYS: The Flamborough Steam Railway, starting in the glorious Welsh coastle at Porthmadog, protected by the imposing castles of Harlech and Criccieth, is a marvellous journey through the Snowdonia National Park. Embark on a majestic journey over 13 miles long in this engrossing railway program. 60 minutes. Widescreen. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $7.95. $4.95.

★690757 RAILWAY JOURNEYS: The Netherlands. Taking railway enthusiasts across multiple borders in a variety of international freight trains, this program also brings together the Hoekse Zeepand, the Zoetermeer Railway Museum, and the Veteran Amsterdam tram Club, making for a fascinating and exciting journey through the Dutch countryside. 60 minutes. Widescreen. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $7.95. $4.95.

★689543 THE WINTER OF POLISH STEAM. In 1991, steam operations on the Polskie Koleje Państwowe or PKP (Polish State Railways) ended, bringing to a close the last revenue earning steam hauled freight and passenger services in Europe. Never before released, this program documents the operations of these services from multiple viewpoints. 60 minutes. Artisanic. Pub. at $7.95. $3.95.

★6908433 TEAM AROUND THE WORLD: The Eastern European Archives. Railroad enthusiast Harry P. Dodge captures historic locomotives on 16mm as he tells the incredible story of Eastern European railways in the 1960s and 1970s. Travel to southern France to see the steam locomotives still operating today; explore the extensive network of city trains in Brussels, see the electric and diesel used for heavy industry in Luxembourg and more across Eastern Europe. 60 minutes. Artisanic. Pub. at $7.95. $3.95.

★6907849 BRITISH RAIL JOURNEYS: North Wales. From the roman city of Chester to the craggy bay of Aberystwyth, this program takes you on one of Britain’s most outstanding scenic journeys, traveling by InterCity, Sprinter and the great little steam trains in Wales, this is an amazing and unforgettable journey, 53 minutes. Mill Creek. $9.95.

★6908422 TEAM AROUND THE WORLD: The Latin American Archives. American railroad enthusiast Harry P. Dodge lovingly captures historic steam locomotives on 16mm as he tells the incredible story of Latin America’s railways in the 1960s and 1970s. Brazil’s Leopoldina Railway, British locomotives in Argentina, the Antofagasta and Bolivia Railway, and many more unique destinations are featured. 68 minutes. Mill Creek. $3.95.

6907128 FLYING SCOTSMAN: The Official Collection. Entertainment. $1.95.


6908365 RAILWAYS OF THE SEINE. Artisanic. Pub. at $7.95. $5.95.

6908330 RAILWAYS OF HOLLAND. Artisanic. Pub. at $7.95. $5.95.

Adult Entertainment

★6991184 BAD GIRLS AT PLAY. Fullscreen. The movie they tried to bury is back! Alleged Presidential porn queen Stormy Daniels stars in this scorchingly sexy tale of twenty housewives and husbands engage in all sorts of hot action. It’s the forbidden erotic adventure you’ve been waiting for! Unrated. 92 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. $14.95.

6899358 NAUGHTY IN LACE. Peach presents her naughtiest girls in their sexiest lingerie. Take a tantalizing look at the beautiful girls of Peach slipping into and out of their most seductive lace. Stars Ray Rae, Lux Cassidy, Amber Lee, and Valentina Vaughn. Unrated. Adults only. Peach. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95.

689929 BAR TALES. If you tip the bartender and ask real nice, he’ll give you all the lurid details of gorgeous girls who lose all inhibitions and go completely wild. Stars Cici Sizzle, Angie Savage, Lisa Daniels, Sabrina Rose, and Ashley Roberts. Unrated. Adults only. Peach. Pub. at $19.95. $4.95.

★699514 THE SEDUCTION OF CINDY/TARA TARA TARA. Widescreen. In The Seduction of Cindy a frustrated husband attempts to breathe passion back into his marriage and help his wife Cindy Seka to get her性 life back! 80 minutes. Tara Tara TARA Seeks Veronica Hart as the beautiful girls of Peach slipping into and out of their most seductive lace. Stars Ray Rae, Lux Cassidy, Amber Lee, and Valentina Vaughn. Unrated. Adults only. Peach. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95.

699515 THE SEDUCTION OF CINDY/TARA TARA TARA. Widescreen. In The Seduction of Cindy a frustrated husband attempts to breathe passion back into his marriage and help his wife Cindy Seka to get her sex life back! 80 minutes. Tara Tara TARA Seeks Veronica Hart as the beautiful girls of Peach slipping into and out of their most seductive lace. Stars Ray Rae, Lux Cassidy, Amber Lee, and Valentina Vaughn. Unrated. Adults only. Peach. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95.

★699513 THE SEDUCTION OF CINDY/TARA TARA TARA. Widescreen. In The Seduction of Cindy a frustrated husband attempts to breathe passion back into his marriage and help his wife Cindy Seka to get her sex life back! 80 minutes. Tara Tara TARA Seeks Veronica Hart as the beautiful girls of Peach slipping into and out of their most seductive lace. Stars Ray Rae, Lux Cassidy, Amber Lee, and Valentina Vaughn. Unrated. Adults only. Peach. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95.

★699512 THE SEDUCTION OF CINDY/TARA TARA TARA. Widescreen. In The Seduction of Cindy a frustrated husband attempts to breathe passion back into his marriage and help his wife Cindy Seka to get her sex life back! 80 minutes. Tara Tara TARA Seeks Veronica Hart as the beautiful girls of Peach slipping into and out of their most seductive lace. Stars Ray Rae, Lux Cassidy, Amber Lee, and Valentina Vaughn. Unrated. Adults only. Peach. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95.
**929317** MS. MAGNIFICENT. Fullscreen. MS. Magnificent (Desiree Courtland) is one of two lovely women—of the real kind, in this case—who are the embodiment of true magnificence. As her name suggests, Miss Magnificent is an absolute vision in every sense of the word, captivating all who lay eyes on her with her radiant beauty and grace. She is a true masterpiece of feminine allure, exuding a sense of timeless elegance and grace that is truly unforgettable. With her captivating presence, Miss Magnificent effortlessly commands the attention of all those around her, leaving a lasting impression that is both unforgettable and truly admirable. Her magnificence is not just skin deep, as she brings a depth of character and emotion to her performances that is truly mesmerizing. With every movement and gesture, Miss Magnificent exudes an aura of confidence and poise that is truly captivating. She is a true icon of true magnificence, a true embodiment of the spirit of femininity and grace. **$29.99**

**608762** FLESH & LACES. Part I & II. Widescreen. Lurid seaside serials of the 1910’s. A “girlie loop” with over three-dozen erotic shorts in 16mm. Features Amber Lynn, Dave Coldharbour, Cassidey, Samantha Ryan, Jelena Jensen, Riley Shy, and Anita Dark. Adults only. Peach. Pub. at $19.99 **$5.95**

**611534** COVER TO COVER. Your fantasies will come to life as your favorite cover girls and most beautiful models step out of the pages and into the bedroom. Stars Cindy Pucci, Brooke Fitzgerald, Melissa, Sydnee James, Holly Fauxx, Mollie Green, and Frankie Darkness. 60 minutes. Adults only. Peach. Pub. at $14.99 **$4.95**

**623925** NAUGHTY NETWORK. Widescreen. Featuring sexy and edgy stories of a few of TV’s top shows, such as T*R*A*S*H and Genital Hospital, this bawdy delight of elegant, raunchy, and often hilarious erotic vignettes features the talents of Nicole Black, Laurie Smith, Loni Sanders, Mike Ranger, Kevin James and more. Not Rated. 78 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $18.95 **$17.95**

**585198** SEX IN THE COMICS. Take a visual journey through the history of X-rated cartoons in this live action oddity featuring Cyndee Summers, Rick Cassidy, Nina Faust, and many others. Then check out the bonus Sextoons, collecting over an hour of erotic animation from the 1920s through the 1970s. Over 3 hours. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 **$17.95**

**686155** PASS THE OBSESSION. While a beautiful private eye tracks a handsome model who’s disappeared, her pursuit leads her into the lustful grasp of superstar society witch, Deanna’s, desire. Starring C.C. Costigan, Dave Roth, Regina Russo, Morgan Kelly and others. Adults only. Full Moon. **$9.95**

**685847** NASTY NURSES/LET’S TAKE THE HOSPITAL. A revealing glimpse into the lives of some of the most desirable gals in porn’s theatrical heyday. In Nasty Nurses, a hospital facing closure becomes a den of depravity for doctors, nurses, and sex-starved patients. Then, Let’s Talk Sex introduces us to Sissy, a nurse who turns a male patient around, featuring Bridgette Monet, Becky Savage, Kitten Natividad and more! Not Rated. 94 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. **$9.95**

**674373** ABDUCTION OF AN AMERICAN PLAYGIRL/WINTER HEAT. Fullscreen. Two 1970s erotic thrillers. In Abduction of an American Playgirl, two men kidnap a woman and subject her to their carnal desires. But much to their surprise, her lustful grasp of everyone from a Nun (Lisa De Leeuw) to a perverted undertaker (Harry Reems). 79 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. **$14.95**

**672684** MARSHA THE EROTIC HOUSEWIFE FOR SINGLE SWINGERS ONLY/HER ODD TASTES. Collects three bizarre swinger tales of late-60s and early-70s erotica. Meet Marsha the Erotic Housewife, who invites a stranger to her home to explore her kinks. Next, a newly divorced husband takes up some sexcapades of his own, step into an apartment complex designed for Single Swingers Only; and get to know just how erotic things can get in 3 hours. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.98 **$13.95**

**689937** PEACH GIRL DIARIES 2. Take a candid glimpse into the lives of some of the most recognized Peach Girls at all time as they share stories of their private lives, their career highs and lows, and even their secret fantasies and desires. Then, enjoy a front row seat to some videos and photo shoot action! Features Bridgette Banks, Karie Montana, and Rilee Dray. Adults only. Full Moon. **$9.95**

**664824** AFTERNOON DELIGHTS/SLAVE OF PLEASURE. Widescreen. A double-feature of ‘70s and ‘80s erotica by director Shaun Costello and featuring Vanessa, Donna Hart, Samantha Fox and others. Porn night becomes an evening of raunchy storytelling in Afternoon Delights. Then, a detective searches for a woman forced to prostitute herself for pleasure. 167 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 **$17.95**

**588235** PRETTY PEACHES 2/PRETTY PEACHES 3. Alex delaury directs two scandalous 1980s skin-flicks. In Pretty Peaches II, a curious young girl sets out to help her uncle Howard’s law firm locate a missing woman. In Pretty Peaches III, Alex VanDoren falls into the web of a sex-obsessed Evangelist in San Francisco. 273 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $29.98 **$22.95**

**579822** BLACK VENUS. Fullscreen. Former Miss Bahamas Josephine Jaqueline Jones didn’t take long to figure out that no man or woman can possibly resist. But when Venus becomes the muse and lover of an impoverished young sculptor, she begins to get a taste of something that can be thought of as the “Olympics of Beauty,” the Fifth Annual Miss Hooters International Swimsuit Contest, 55 minutes. Adults only. Image Entertainment. **$5.95**
Adult Entertainment

**6583369** SAVAGE SADIST/DEN OF DOMINANCE/DAUGHTERS OF DISCIPLINE. Widescreen. A triple feature of 1980s S&M erotica. A pair of Savage Sadists hold a pornographer and his wife hostage; an unsuspecting man stumbles into the world of dominant/denial fantasies; and the Daughters of Discipline offer the kind of behavior you’ve been dying to try. 117 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $9.95.

**6655282** DEADLY PICKUP. Widescreen. Breezy isn’t your ordinary hitchhiker. She’s sexy, fun—and a cold-blooded killer. As she preys on highway pickups, she moves from town to town, searching for her next targets. In the house of a young couple who have no idea what kind of sexual doll they’ve just let in the door. Stars Carter Cruise and Sarah Hunter. 81 minutes. Adults only. BayView Entertainment. Pub. at $12.95.

**6775164** SAVAGE SEXTET. Widescreen. The heavily cataloged series presents a serious study of sexual behavior, this dubious documentary relic from 1983 is in fact an185 erotically charged trip through an alphabet of sexual acts. Adults only. BayView Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95.

**5767700** THE BEAST IN SPACE: XXX. Widescreen. From exploitation icon Joe Sarno would bring this blend of broad farce and suggestive sexploitation to the raucous Yiddish theater to the raucous cult hit. 79 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.95.

**6583344** THREE RIPENING CHERRIES/SENSUAL FIRE. Widescreen. A double feature of adult classics from 1979. Three Ripening Cherries follows the trio of suburban virgins who take their sex education to a new level of carnal exploration, and SENSUAL FIRE, a man tries to satisfy his lust for his nubile stepdaughter by sleeping with a fanny of ladies. 171 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.95.

**6814128** CONFESSIONS OF A TEENAGE PEANUT BUTTER FREAK. Fullscreen. After being sexually traumatized by his aunt, Billy has an unhealthy obsession with peanut butter and sex. When he meets Priscilla they share stories of their unusual erotic experiences. Can their budding romance survive the ultimate test? Stars John Holmes, Randy. Not Rated. 91 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.95.

**6660401** FEMALEMEN: Seduction of the Species. Fullscreen. The Femalemend have touched down—and they want to get down! After crashing on the beach, they discover that primitive man is in need of lessons in seduction. So begins an erotic journey through human history, wherein these skillful beauties teach us how to love. Not Rated. 161 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. Pub. at $9.95.

**6688352** THE SINFUL PLEASURES OF REVEREND STAR/KINKY TRICKS/CHINA LUST. Widescreen. Fullscreen. Three adult films from 70s adult director Charles De Santos. A sex cult prowls the streets of San Francisco in The Sinful Pleasures of Reverend Star, a young hooker pays her rent with some Kinky Tricks; and the erotic powers of a strange young woman, Chiina Lust, proves ownership with Uzbek Lust. Over 3 hours. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.95.

**6507759** NAUGHTY! NAUGHTY! NAUGHTY! Laure/Vanessa/Felicity. Three ‘sin-sational’ 70s skin-flicks in one unmissable set. The famous Emmanuelle nurture her own luscious vision of total sexual abandon on the screen as the writer, director, and co-star of Laure (91 minutes), Olivia Pascal in a teasing and seductive role as Felicity, a sheltered teen who surrenders to a world of sexual adventure (94 minutes). Three DVDs. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $34.95.

**6585516** SESSIONS OF THE BEHIND THE THERAPY/101 ACTS OF LOVE. Fullscreen. In Sessions of Love Therapy, a sexual psychologist has created an educational film featuring four young and attractive couples with sexual problems. Demonstration of each couple demonstrates the beauty and variety of erotic stimulation through sensual demonstrations in 101 Acts of Love. Not Rated. 157 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.95.

**6786436** SEX IN SESSIONS OF THE BEHAVIOR THERAPY. Widescreen. In Sessions of Love Therapy, a sexual psychologist has created an educational film featuring four young and attractive couples with sexual problems. Demonstration of each couple demonstrates the beauty and variety of erotic stimulation through sensual demonstrations in 101 Acts of Love. Not Rated. 157 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.95.


**6786304** THE ADVENTURES OF THE 3 MUSKEETERS. Fullscreen. The beautiful and bawdy story of Lee stars in an erotic double feature from 1983. In The Young Like It Hot, the girls of a small town help use their talent for steamy conversation. In Sweet Young Foxes, a college freshman gets tired of her boyfriend and moves in with a local hooker. 176 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.48.

**6612725** WIDE OPEN. Widescreen. The strained relationship between taxi driver Paul and his jealous girlfriend Suzanne gets even more bumpy when Paul brings his father back to their apartment. To diffuse the rising tensions, they decide to relax with a wild movie party. But things can’t get much worse when they both wake up in bed—with Marianne’s sister! Stars Christine Lindberg. Not Rated. 92 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. Pub. at $13.95.

**6582646** THE WAY OF LOVE. Fullscreen. Sex education is presented as a serious study of sexual behavior, this dubious documentary relic from 1978 is in fact an erotecharged trip through an alphabet of sexual acts. Adults only. BayView Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95.


**6567564** THE BEAST IN SPACE: XXX Version. Widescreen. Packed with entirely different sexual pleasure. Including forbidden barnyard desires, forced sex with man-beasts and some of the cheesiest special effects in motion picture history, this insane 80s space saga was made for its depravity. With this recently unearthed XXX-rated version, the EuroSleaze masterpiece sinks deeper into depravity. Stars Silpa Lane and Marina Liza. 92 minutes. Adults only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95.

**6743846** THE VIXENS OF KUNG-FU/ORIENTAL BLUE: Drive-In Collection. Two Times Square classics of underground exploitation and sleaze! After being brutally assailed by a group of men, a young prostitute is taken in by a bunch of beautiful female Kung-Fu masters in The Vixens of Kung-Fu, Madame Blue runs an underground where slave trade operation in an apartment beneath a Chinese restaurant in Oriental Blue. 155 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $27.95.

**6875636** LITTLE SHOWOFFS. Widescreen. From the surreal, to the highly personal, Little Showoffs explores the range of erotic desire through six vignettes framed by and starring the actual people who conceived them. 80 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98.

**6708563** KISS AND KILL. Widescreen. A reckless night of indiscretion and lust leads a woman into the dark world of blackmail and murder. When revealing photos of her sexual indiscretion are stolen by a vindictive co-star, he is forced to submit to whatever her tormentor desires. But can she muster the power to fight back? Not Rated. 81 minutes. Adults only. Retromedia. Pub. at $14.99.

**6786514** BODY GIRLS/LET’S GET PHYSICAL. Widescreen. Hyperaia stars in two plastic surgery films from the early ’80s. In Body Girls, she runs the hottest health club in town, where physical activity takes on multiple meanings. Then she leads Let’s Get Physical, a comic tale of a ballerina turned dance instructor who seeks erotic fulfillment with her students. 168 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98.
THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #14. Fullscreen. Part 2 of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Lorna; Swinging Sex, Lady on Top, Intimate Friends, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Linda Shaw and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 108 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #15. Fullscreen. Part 2 of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Swinging Sex, Lady on Top, Intimate Friends and more. Watch for adult film stars like Linda Shaw and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 108 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #16. Fullscreen. Part 2 of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Lorna; Swinging Sex, Lady on Top, Intimate Friends, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Linda Shaw and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 108 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #17. Fullscreen. Part 2 of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Hot Flesh; The Longest Tongue; Strange Brown Hairs. Watch for adult film stars like Lorna, Mia Singer, Sherry, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Linda Shaw and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 108 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #18. Fullscreen. Part 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Hot Flesh; The Longest Tongue; Strange Brown Hairs. Watch for adult film stars like Lorna, Mia Singer, Sherry, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Linda Shaw and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 108 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #19. Fullscreen. Part 2 of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like That 80’s Movie, Grindhouse, Lesbian Lust, Pom Pom Power, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Linda Shaw and Vanessa Del Rio. Not Rated. 119 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #20. Fullscreen. Part 2 of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like That 80’s Movie, Grindhouse, Lesbian Lust, Pom Pom Power, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Linda Shaw and Vanessa Del Rio. Not Rated. 119 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #21. Part 2 of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Stars of the 70’s, Hot Legs, Hot Lingerie, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Rhonda Jo Petty, Linda Shaw, and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #22. Part 2 of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Stars of the 70’s, Hot Legs, Hot Lingerie, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Rhonda Jo Petty, Linda Shaw, and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #23. Fullscreen. Part of 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Stars of the 70’s, Hot Legs, Hot Lingerie, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Rhonda Jo Petty, Linda Shaw, and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #24. Fullscreen. Part 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Stars of the 70’s, Hot Legs, Hot Lingerie, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Rhonda Jo Petty, Linda Shaw, and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #25. Fullscreen. Part 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Stars of the 70’s, Hot Legs, Hot Lingerie, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Rhonda Jo Petty, Linda Shaw, and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #26. Fullscreen. Part 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Stars of the 70’s, Hot Legs, Hot Lingerie, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Rhonda Jo Petty, Linda Shaw, and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #27. Fullscreen. Part 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Stars of the 70’s, Hot Legs, Hot Lingerie, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Rhonda Jo Petty, Linda Shaw, and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #28. Fullscreen. Part 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Stars of the 70’s, Hot Legs, Hot Lingerie, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Rhonda Jo Petty, Linda Shaw, and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #29. Fullscreen. Part 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Stars of the 70’s, Hot Legs, Hot Lingerie, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Rhonda Jo Petty, Linda Shaw, and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #30. Fullscreen. Part 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Stars of the 70’s, Hot Legs, Hot Lingerie, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Rhonda Jo Petty, Linda Shaw, and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #31. Fullscreen. Part 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Stars of the 70’s, Hot Legs, Hot Lingerie, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Rhonda Jo Petty, Linda Shaw, and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #32. Fullscreen. Part 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Stars of the 70’s, Hot Legs, Hot Lingerie, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Rhonda Jo Petty, Linda Shaw, and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE PEEP SHOW COLLECTION, VOL. #33. Fullscreen. Part 42nd Street Forever’s ongoing series of salacious 8mm stag films, this collection of remastered classics includes 15 “loops” from the 1970s and ‘80s, with titles like Stars of the 70’s, Hot Legs, Hot Lingerie, and more. Watch for adult film stars like Rhonda Jo Petty, Linda Shaw, and Becky Savage. Not Rated. 107 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95
Adult Entertainment

★★343170 GIRL-A-Go-Go: Nudie Cutie Classics from the 1950s and 1960s
Presents an eye-popping collection of 10 stripper shorts from the 1950s and 1960s: Lingerie, Vintage Girls, Blondie Jones, Busy Sandy, Big Juggs, Dream Girl, Blonde Bombshells, Cherie Dangle, Tangled, and Leopard Be. In B&W, 106 minutes. Adults only. Televista. $17.95

★★5971268 BOILING DESIRES/LOVE CHAMPIONS. Widescreen. A steamy double feature of ’80s erotica by director Carlos Tolnai. Inexperienced Leslie gets an education in carnal fulfillment in BOILING DESIRES. Then, Love Champions takes you into a sex therapy camp where unsatisfied couples can live out their fantasies. With Candy Evans, Bunny Bleu, Ron Jeremy, Crystal Breeze and others. Not Rated. 165 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

★★5693320 PRISONER OF PARADISE. Widescreen. In this X-Rated mix of erotic Naziploitation from the 1980s, John Holmes stars as an American GI marooned on a tropical island after his ship is bombed. When he discovers a small Nazi outpost on the island he has kidnapped a beautiful American nurse, he sets out to save her. 78 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 $17.95

★★6503925 LOVE EXCHANGE. Widescreen. In this X-Rated mix of erotic Nazi-eploitation from the 1940s, the war hero/shadow opera singer returns home from the war to find himself in the affluent neighborhood of Verdana Hills. Their world is forever changed when their sexy new neighbor, Lizelle (Cheyenne), introduces them to the secrets of classic candle making. But could this enticing world of sex and desire ultimately destroy their marriage? 90 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon $9.95

★★6651452 WOMEN AT PLAY/GOOD GIRLS, BAD GIRLS. Widescreen. Women At Play stars Paula Meadows who is putting together an erotic play-casting a group of 15 hot girls in 30 minutes. In Good Girls, Bad Girls an actress in a sex themed stage show has been found murdered. Mark Costa (Joey Silvera) is on the scene and finds himself in a kinky world of erotic play. Not Rated 83 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome Pub. at $24.98 $19.95

★★6753422 NATHALIE: Escape from Hell. When red-headed Russian doctor Nathalie Baxova (Patrizia Gori) falls foul of the Nazis, she finds herself imprisoned at Fort Shelbgib, a luxury brothel for German top brass where the women are overseen by sadistic lesbian officer Helga Hortz (Jacqueline Lauren). Ran. R 104 minutes. Adults only. Cheesy Flicks. Pub at $14.95 $11.95

★★551224 THE LOVE SLAVES. Widescreen. In The Love Slaves, a woman is kidnapped and brainwashed into becoming the ultimate sexual killing machines: the Love Slaves. A suspense-filled hybrid of horror drive-in madness and neo-noir sleaze featuring the talents of Desiree West, Sharon Thorne, and Vicky Lyon. 88 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

★★454222 ALL NIGHT AT THE PO-NO. Widescreen. Treat yourself to a lascivious marathon of 16mm features and shorts from the adult film scene of early 1960s Los Angeles. The story concerns morning vacation businessmen who travel to try and overcome their sexual inhibitions, fears, and repressed urges. 169 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon $9.95

★★6719066 GIRL TALK CONFIDENTIAL. Widescreen. In Girl Talk Confidential, two young beauties share with each other behind closed doors in this trilogy of erotic confessions. Steamy secrets and fantasies unfold behind the closed doors of two erotic call girls: Secret Seductions; and Cyber Sexy. Not Rated. 111 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon $27.95

★★685416 PUSSYCAT RANCH/HERE COMES THE BRIDE. Widescreen. Erotic classics from one of the porn capitals of NYC’s sexploitation scene, John Christopher. Two Old West bankrobbers take refuge from the law in the lusty Pussy Cat Ranch. Once there, they embark on a quest to find their missing bride-to-be by finding out if she really is a prisoner in “Prison” film series. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★★5758002 SEX HEX. A corporate office becomes the sexual playground for a succubus succubus who likes to watch. The irresistible Savannah is a secretary, her deadly scheme is soon snuffed out by a virgin investigator of sensual supernatural activity. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Secret Key. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★★6779057 THAT’S SEXPLORATION. Widescreen. From the director of BEST CASE and the former star of World Video comes a jaw-dropping look into the world of sexploitation cinema. Frank Hennenlotter and legendary exploitation producer David F. Friedman take viewers on a journey through pre-code peepshows, stag, sex-hygiene films, nude-cuties and more in a bundle of spicy, sleazy clips. Not Rated. 136 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. Severin. Pub at $19.95 $14.95

★★5675789 BOTH WAYS. Fullscreen. Donald Wyman (Gerald Grant) would seem to have it all in American dream: a beautiful wife (Andrea True), a loving son, a great job, and a house in the suburbs. He also has a secret. He’s taken a male lover who now threatens to destroy not only his marriage but his entire life. Rated X. 84 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 $17.95

★★5971063 SHOWGIRLS 2: Penny’s from Heaven. Widescreen. Las Vegas strippey Peta Slot (Rena Riffel) sets out on an adventure to become the star dancer of a TV’s SexWorld. With fame and fortune in her eyes, she tries to find the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow, but instead finds danger in a town more wicked than Sin City. Also stars Glen Plummer. Not Rated. 145 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★★5907225 BATTLEBE: The Dark Nightie. Widescreen. In this X-Rated mix of erotic 1950s striper shorts from the 1950s and 1960s: Nina Wayne (Darian Caine) dances at her own go-go joint. By night, she’s her seductive alter ego, Battlebe- a voluptuous vigilante who takes a bite out of crime and an even bigger bite out of the naughty females lucky enough to cross her path. Not Rated. 120 minutes. Adults only. Seduction Cinema. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

★★5756004 TAKE ONE. Fullscreen. Director Wakefield Poole explores the fantasies of a group of men, having them articulate their desires then have them divide into two tales, abstract, and experimental scenarios unlike any others in his diverse filmography. Using only friends and acquaintances as subjects, Poole creates a unique cinematic vision of male sexuality. Also includes Poole’s notorious 1973, a group of 10 strippers on DVD. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

★★5786320 LADY LIBERTINE. Fullscreen. A cross-dressing teenage orphan named “Frank” (Jennifer Inch) is adopted by a handsome nobleman (Christopher Pearson) who later finds out she is in fact a female. Her virgin’s gender-bending is revealed, it unleashes a shocking torrent of voyeurism, violation, sadism and submission. Also stars the 1950s strippers. 84 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★★1546038 THE CHAMBERMAID. Widescreen. Tired of their dead-end cleaning jobs, two lovely maids decide to give their guests a little extra “room service.” With unfulfilled desires, they take control of the elevator music, and “you are” there extreme close-ups, you’ll remember a time when adult films were cheap, fast, and very sexy. "Tart" 1974. 72 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★★6865160 FEMALE PRISONER 101: Suck. Widescreen. After escaping with another inmate during a fight with guards, Naomi Tani (Flower and Snake) unfortunately learns that staying inside the prison may have been the better option. A super sexy and exploitive entry in Nikkatsu’s “Women in Prison” film series. Not Rated. 71 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★★6507820 CORPORATE ASSETS. Widescreen. In the sinister world of corporate sexploitation cine ma from the ’70s. John Holmes, Irwin Corey and others. Not Rated. 120 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.98 $15.95

★★5811783 EAT AT THE BLUE FOX/TITILLATION. Widescreen. Damon Hill plays a private detective with a dirty mind who takes on a case involving a politically powerful woman. Not Rated. 154 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $22.98 $17.95

★★571284 SHERLICK HOLMES/REUNION. Widescreen. Widescreen. The Sherlock Holmes factory that is Taurus Productions presents two sex-filled mysteries with the world’s greatest detective gets a reunion! Starts erotic sensations Gloria Leonard and Marlene Willoughby. Not Rated. 70 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★★6160464 SADIE THE SEUDESTRICKER. Widescreen. In Sadie, an adaptation of Rain, Chris Cassidy is a prostitute living on an island in Borneo during the Vietnam War. In The Seduestrick, a mysterious blackmailer tricks wealthy married couples into having covert erotic liaisons while photographic evidence is being taken of their sexual action. 154 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.98 $15.95

★★5674388 SEX WORLD. An adult classic! Welcome to Sex World, a lurid resort where people travel to try and overcome their sexual problems. As guests slowly become aware of their inhibitions, fears, and repressed lusts with the help of manipulative surrogates, a grueling succession of sadistic miseries emerge against a sci-fi backdrop. 91 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $17.95 $15.95

★★6505084 LADIES NIGHT/HER WICKED WAYS. Widescreen. The Lewis Brothers present two hot and heavy capers starring the ’70s era ’80s erotica. An unsatisfied housewife enjoys a wild night on the town! When Ruby’s husband dies, she finds herself bombarded by a throng of cash-hungry visitors in Her Wicked Ways. Not Rated. 154 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

★★360411X ANTIPATATION/FLESH JUCE. Widescreen. A double feature of sin-filling sexploitation cinema from the ’70s. AUltimate Pleasure, a lingering couple visits a psychiatrist to rekindle their sex life. In I Am Always Ready, a wealthy woman fulfills her wildest fantasy to appear in X-rated films with John Holmes! 145 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98 $17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/658
**6813874 TROPIC OF DESIRE/FANTASY WORLD.** Widescreen. The seediest of sexploitation cinema. In a 1979 sexploitation flicks. Geogina Spelvin stars in Tropic Desire, about a madam at an island-bound brothel at the close of WWII. In Fantasy World, two groups of friends find a mysterious club where bizarre sex fantasies become a reality. Not Rated. 160 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. $17.95

**45990XX BAD GIRLS BEHIND BARS.** Widescreen. News reporter Jacqui Holland goes undercover in a women’s prison. When her contact in the outside world dies, she ends up trapped behind bars, where the only way to get out is to “put out.” Also stars Katie Morgan, Enka Jordan, and Sarah Hunter. 81 minutes. Adults only. RetroMedia. Pub at $19.99 $15.95

**5031347 FOR MEN ONLY/SCHOOL FOR SEX.** Part of a double-billed sexploitation flick known as “slap and tick.” Pete Walker portrays a pair of naughtily classics. For Men Only explores the lascivious goings-on behind the scenes at a family-friendly publishing company. Derek Aykward stars in School For Sex, about a wealthy playboy’s foray into the world of young women. Not Rated. 120 minutes. Adults only. Kino Lorber. Pub at $24.95 $17.95

**6514395 SEXUAL INNITY 1970S GRINDHOUSE COLLECTION.** Get ready to go crazy with four psychotic 1970s adult classics. Rick Lutze and 3 lustful ladies reveal the darker side of sexual manifestation. In Sexual Inximity, John Holmes and Keith Erickson star in Girls in the Band; a family of free loving hippies turn lethal in The Family; then Frank takes on the in and out of grown adult skin-mag racket in Skin-Mag Confidential. Two DVDs. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub at $29.95 $23.95

**3626687 EURO GRINDHOUSE DOUBLE FEATURE: I, a Woman—The Sequels.** The legendary I, a Woman was one of the most influential films ever released in the U.S. Building on that foundation, director Mac Alhberg released these two sex-sational sequels, I, a Woman Part II and The Daughter; I, a Woman Part III, which have both become erotic legends in their own right. Two DVDs. Adults only. After Hours Cinema. Pub at $29.95 $23.95

**688517A LONDON.** Anoushka plays a lascivious blonde werewolf living in London who meets up with a reporter to relate her tragic tale. Meanwhile, Anoushka’s latest victim, the American beauty, finds herself transforming into a predator, triggered by arousal and, ultimately, orgasm. Not Rated. 145 minutes on two DVDs. Adults only. Seduction Cinema. Pub at $29.95 $19.95

**4645963 UNVEILED.** Widescreen. Join the ravishing Erica Boyer, along with Taia Rae, Frances Papillon and Mike Horner, for a lascivious look inside a lusty fashion show, a kinky office romance, and as a group ofinexperienced students of the French Coastline to meet up with Roy, a man she’s had affairs with in the past. She arrives at her destination and is told by the man at the door (Frank) that Roy is preoccupied with another woman and will be down soon. As Helena waits for Roy, Frank courts her by seducing her in his outdoor pool. Not Rated. 73 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub at $24.95 $19.95

**685187 A TOUCH OF SEX.** Widescreen. Hired to help launch a new hot rock group called Tommy and the Penetrations, Mark finds himself dropped into the opulent drug-filled and orgiastic lifestyle of Hollywood. After setting in, Mark is suddenly haunted by a beautiful young woman. A story of one drugged-out group of people anywhere he goes. Not Rated. 73 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub at $24.95 $14.95

**2789183 THE SEXOCRIST’S DEVIL/DEVIATES IN LOVE.** Fullscreen. A young woman, who is an journalistic attempting to go undercover to expose a local cult, but ends up facing more evil than she expected in The Sexocrist’s Devil. And a psychiatrist discusses her interviews with a young female patient, detailing all sorts of fetishes and perversions in Deviates in Love. Both Not Rated. 120 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub at $24.95 $17.95

**2789175 SCHOOL REUNION/ THE SENSUOUS FLY GIRLS.** Fullscreen. Two former classmates reunite at their school’s athletic stadium to reminisce about their youth, but ensuing flashbacks and flash forwards results in School Girl Reunion. And as a group of astronauts prepare for the world’s first space trip to Mars, a group of “comfort women” are hired to take their journey in The Sensuous Fly Girls. Both Not Rated. 146 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub at $24.95 $17.95

**2768038 SCHOOLGIRL REPORT, VOLUME #1.** Widescreen. Subtitled “What Parents Don’t Think Is Possible.” The first in a series of films showing France’s cutest female students from Germany. After an 18-year-old student seduces someone during a school outing, the case goes before the “Parent’s Government.” How will the woman defend her actions by giving other “examples” of this behavior he has encountered in his practice. Original uncut German version, with English subtitles. 84 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub at $29.95 $24.95

**2674173 SCHOOLGIRL REPORT, VOLUME #13.** Widescreen. In this final entry in the 1980s sexploitation “Schoolgirl Report” series, we find a high school theatre troupe rehearsing the balcony scene from Shakespear’s Romeo & Juliet. During discussions about the play with the director and of his students contemplate both love and sex in five steamy vignettes. Stars Katja Bienert. 88 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub at $24.95 $19.95

**2768346 SCHOOLGIRL REPORT, VOLUME #11 SUBTITLED “What Keeps Parents Awake at Night.”** In this second in a series of erotic exploration films from Germany. Friedrich von Thun returns as the reporter who contemplates theiego of sex films, one of the pleasures of the new generation of the teenagers and their unbelievable sexual habits. Original uncut German version, with English subtitles. 90 minutes. Adults only. Impulse. Pub at $24.95 $19.95

**5951232 THE NIGHT BIRD/NIGHT OF THE SPANISH FLY.** Widescreen. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub at $24.98 $17.95

**6698328 DARK DREAMS.** Fullscreen. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub at $24.98 $17.95

**669934X LUST FOR LINGERIE.** Adults only. Peach. Pub at $14.99 $10.95

**6801690 ALL THE SINS OF SODOM.** Widescreen. Adults only. Retro-Sexutation Cinema. $17.95

**6899277 BLONDES ON PARADE.** Adults only. Peach. Pub at $15.95 $10.95

**6678038 DUNGEONS OF ECSTASY.** Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**663303X GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS! Girls Gone Wild. Adults only. Mantra. $9.95

**6561152 STRANGE LOVE.** Adults only. Widescreen. Pub at $13.95 $9.95

**6870636 SWINGING IN THE 70’S.** Widescreen. Adults only. Secret Key. Pub at $29.95 $19.95

**3326872 EXTRA WEIRD SAMPLER.** Something Weird. Pub at $9.95 $5.95

**6697550 MERMAIDS BEST OF SEA SIDE.** Adults only. Mermaids. $13.95

**2717441 HIDDEN BEAUTIES, THE AWAKENING.** Adults only. Mermaids. $13.95

**6665624 T&A TIME TRAVELERS: Director’s Cut.** Fullscreen. Adults only. Full Moon. $9.95

**3655726 THE SENSUALLY LIBERATED FEMALE/HE SELLING SOFT.** Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub at $19.98 $14.95

**5713234 PHYSICAL ATTRACTION/CLASSICAL ROMANCE.** Widescreen. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub at $22.98 $17.95

---

**Television**

**6820549 SPECTACLE-ELVIS COSTELLO WITH... Season One.** Conceived to provide a forum for in-depth discussion and performance with the most interesting artists and personalities of our time, Spectacle: Elvis Costello With fuses the best of talk and music into a kind of television special season one episodes. CC. Over ten hours on 5 DVDs. MVD Visual. SOLD OUT

**6897386 GOLDEN AGE OF TELEVISION, SET A.** This wonderful assortment of acclaimed television programs includes an amazing 47 hours featuring some of TV’s biggest stars! Includes unforgettable memories from The Tonight Show starring Johnny Carson, iconic moments from the golden age of TV—featuring The Carol Burnett Show, Dean Martin Celebrity Roasts, Live with Regis and Kelly, and more! Full DVD Set. SOLD OUT

**6850209 THE BEST OF THE ED SULLIVAN SHOW.** Brings you the biggest names in comedy, variety, and music from over 1,000 hours of classic TV, captured live in the prime of their careers including Barbra Streisand, Bobby Darin, Bob Hope, John Williams, Elton John, The Beatles and the lovable Topo Gigio! Includes a selection of timeless performances for the yuletide season hosted by Bob Newhart. In Color and B&W. Over nineteen hours on 18 DVDs. SOFA Entertainment. $29.95
**Television**

6725716 THE TOMORROW SHOW WITH TOM SNYDER: John, Paul, Tom & Brian—May 25 1975. John Lennon gave what was to be his last televised interview. This interview, which was re-aired the day after his death, is presented here, along with interviews of Paul McCartney, Ringo Starr, and George Harrison. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

4542878 CAPTAIN & TENNILLE: The Ultimate Collection. Captain & Tennille "do that little Shimmy" with this look back at their 1976-1977 TV variety show filled with rare and incredible music performances, laughs, guest stars, and yes, hot jokes! Some of the guests include: Barbra Streisand, Farrah Fawcett, Bob Hope, Red Foxx, Tony Randall, Natalie Cole, Dionne Warwick, Engelbert Humperdinck, Heart, Chaka Khan, Bread, and many others. 9 hours on three DVDs, 2002 Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95

6903010 TAXICAB CONFESSIONS: New York, New York. Fullscreen. Hop aboard for a wild ride as this lascivious documentary series hits the roads of the Big Apple. Meet a trio who exix a karaoke bar and proceed to get naked in the backseat, a young woman who reveals that while having sex, her girfriend answers her mother’s phone calls, and much more. Rated TV-MA. CC. 60 minutes. HBO. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95

6811396 DARK SHADOWS: DVD Collection 11. With its alluring tales of Gothic mystery and supernatural intrigue, Dark Shadows became one of the most popular daytime series of all time. This collection of spine-tingling tales includes stories of the evil Barnabas Collins, werewolves, haunted mansions, and more. Starring Jonathan Frid, Joan Bennett, Louis Edmonds, and many others. 14 hours on four DVDs, MPI. Pub. at $9.98 $9.95

681140X DARK SHADOWS: DVD Collection 16. An engaging 40-episode collection from one of TV’s most beloved daytime series. Quentin Collins and Beth Chavez attempt to rescue Barnabas Collins from a chained coffin, King of the Romans seeks revenge on his family, and the magical hand of Petofi, and more. Starring Jonathan Frid, David Selby, Lara Parker, Louis Edmonds, and many others. 14 hours on four DVDs, MPI. Pub. at $9.98 $9.95

4559292 JOHN ADAMS. Widescreen. Based on the Pulitzer Prize-winning book by David McCullough, HBO’s seven-part miniseries is a sprawling epic that interweaves the exciting story of America’s tumultuous beginnings with one of the most riveting love stories in American history—that of John and Abigail Adams. Stars Paul Giamatti and Laura Linney. CC. $11.95

4559312 ANNE FRANK HUIS: Season Two. Widescreen. This moving tale of the girl and the boy who hid from the Nazis during World War II dominates the landscape, with a new generation of viewers searching for answers to the most difficult of questions. Over 2 hours on one DVD. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 692376 THE BOOK OF MIRACLES. Widescreen. This epic story of loss, courage and triumph recounts the extraordinary journey of Amina Diallo, an indomitable African woman who survives in a world where “being a black woman” is the greatest threat to her life. CC. 6 hours on one DVD. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 6931901 TITANIC: Nearest and dearest. Is there anything more heart-stoppingly gorgeous than a stellar cast, this extraordinary re-telling of the doomed voyage reveals a world built upon class distinction, headed towards doomsday. The story of the four-part miniseries is written by Julian Fellowes. Downton Abbey. Sold out. English SDH. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. E One. Pub. at $59.98 $19.95

5995823 MASTERS OF SEX: Season One. Widescreen. Michael Sheen and Lizzy Caplan portray the real-life pioneers of the science of human sexuality, Dr. William Masters and Virginia Johnson (Lizzy Caplan) strive to continue their work. But their study’s controversies and tensions are thwarted at every turn. Tensions professional and personal collide in these nine 1-hour episodes. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. Adults only. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $59.98 $19.95

5995833 MASTERS OF SEX: Season One. Widescreen. Michael Sheen and Lizzy Caplan portray the real-life pioneers of the science of human sexuality, Dr. William Masters and Virginia Johnson (Lizzy Caplan) strive to continue their work. But their study’s controversies and tensions are thwarted at every turn. Tensions professional and personal collide in these nine 1-hour episodes. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. Adults only. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $59.98 $19.95

6872565 THE WHITE QUEEN. Widescreen. The year is 1464 and war over who is the rightful King has been raging throughout England. It is a bitter dispute between two sides of the same family, the House of York and the House of Lancaster, and three ruthless women are each desperate trying to manipulate their way onto the English throne. Starring Julie Aubrey and Rebecca Ferguson. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $49.95 $14.95

476484S CONVICTION: The Complete Series. Widescreen. This Law and Order spin-off features five young district attorneys just more deftly crafted stories in this fascinating supernatural series. Includes all 22 Season Four episodes. Nearly 16 hours. Universal. Pub. at $34.98 $9.95

6880751 CHARMED: The Final Season. Widescreen. Get ready for the ultimate ride in supernatural entertainment. The magical towns of Los Angeles and San Francisco (San Fermin in Milan). Piper (Holly Marie Combs) and Paige (Rose McGowan) face their biggest challenges in love, life and death as they try to save the world. Includes all 22 Season Four episodes. Over 15 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $49.99 $7.95

689920X THE PRACTICE: The Final Season. Widescreen. The Emmy Award-winning legal drama comes to an end. Series co-creator David E. Kelley and the rest of the cast and crew submit an all-out attempt to rebuild their ranks, Ellenor hires an old friend: the enigmatic Alan Shohn (James Spader). All 22 Season Eight episodes. Sixteen hours on 6 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.93 $9.95

6890844 MY BIG FAT GYPSY WEDDING: Season One & Two. Widescreen. Collection of all twelve Season One and Two episodes, plus three one-hour specials My Big Fat Gypsy Wedding—The Original Film; My Big Fat Gypsy Wedding—The Big Fat Gypsy Wedding in Christmas, that tell the intimate stories on an epic scale, laying bare a hidden community that exists right on our doorstep. Over eight hours on three DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $49.95 $14.95

6863242 CHARMED: The Complete Third Season. Widescreen. The third season of this charming series has three times the power, as well as all of the supernatural thrills and excitement. As the Charmed Ones—Prue (Shannen Doherty), Piper (Holly Marie Combs) and Paige (Rose McGowan)—deal with being modern day witches. Includes all 22 Season Three episodes. Nearly 16 hours. Universal. Pub. at $59.98 $19.95

6851770 FORTITUDE. Widescreen. A small-town in the Arctic Circle, is one of the most inhospitable places on earth—until now. A murder touches everyone and the unsettling horror of the crime threatens the future of the town itself. The murder may be the catalyst to unraveling the dark secrets of the town itself. Stars Sofia Grabol and Stanly Tucci. English SDH. Ten hours on 4 DVDs. Sky Vision. Pub. at $49.95 $9.95

6829864 PARANORMAL CHALLENGE: Widescreen. Each episode of Paranormal Challenge features a legendary haunted hotspot. Zak Bagans invites two handpicked teams of amateur ghost hunters to spend the night locked down in these notorious locations. Let the paranormal challenge begin! Over twelve hours on three DVDs. Eight hours on two DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $34.99 $9.95

6734391 MELORE PLACE: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Move into TV’s most fabulous apartment complex. In one of the most fabulous apartment complexes. In one of Los Angeles’ most expensive apartment buildings, the Charmed Ones—Prue (Shannen Doherty), Piper (Holly Marie Combs) and Paige (Rose McGowan) face the biggest challenges in love, life and death as they try to save the world. Includes all 13 Season One episodes of the 1990s hit! Amy Locane, Andrew Shue, Courtney Thorne-Smith, Heather Locklear and others. English SDH. Over 11 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $34.99 $9.95

6889298 AMERICAN CRIME STORY: The People v. O.J. Simpson. Widescreen. A thrilling four-episode miniseries that reveals the shocking true story behind the trial that riveted the world as you’ve never seen it before. English SDH. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6889299 AMERICAN CRIME STORY: The People v. J. Edgar Hoover. Widescreen. A thrilling four-episode miniseries that reveals the shocking true story behind the trial that riveted the world as you’ve never seen it before. English SDH. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6889299 AMERICAN CRIME STORY: The People v. J. Edgar Hoover. Widescreen. A thrilling four-episode miniseries that reveals the shocking true story behind the trial that riveted the world as you’ve never seen it before. English SDH. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6889299 AMERICAN CRIME STORY: The People v. J. Edgar Hoover. Widescreen. A thrilling four-episode miniseries that reveals the shocking true story behind the trial that riveted the world as you’ve never seen it before. English SDH. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6889299 AMERICAN CRIME STORY: The People v. J. Edgar Hoover. Widescreen. A thrilling four-episode miniseries that reveals the shocking true story behind the trial that riveted the world as you’ve never seen it before. English SDH. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6889299 AMERICAN CRIME STORY: The People v. J. Edgar Hoover. Widescreen. A thrilling four-episode miniseries that reveals the shocking true story behind the trial that riveted the world as you’ve never seen it before. English SDH. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6889299 AMERICAN CRIME STORY: The People v. J. Edgar Hoover. Widescreen. A thrilling four-episode miniseries that reveals the shocking true story behind the trial that riveted the world as you’ve never seen it before. English SDH. Over 8 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

See more titles at erhb.com/658
**TV Drama**

### ANNA KAREININA: Masterpiece Theatre

Presenta a refreshingly modern interpretation of Leo Tolstoy’s novel, an epic tale of love, duty, marriage, and infidelity. Charts the tragic romantic triangle formed when the dashing count Vronsky defies social convention to fall in love with Anna, the ignored wife of an aristocrat. Stars Helen McCrory and Kevin McKidd. **240 minutes on two DVDs.** *WSBD. Pub. at $29.95* $7.95

### HIROSHIMA: The Complete Mini-Series

Entering in the frenzied final months of WWII, this captivating drama rockets back and forth between Truman, Churchill and Hirohito, reaching the headlines of the day in the story of the men and women—both public and private—whose lives would be forever changed by Hiroshima’s devastation. Stars Wesley Addy, David Gow, and Ken Jenkins. **Three hours.** *Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.95* $9.95

### CASABLANCA: The Complete Series

The classic 1942 television series based on the classic 1942 film. David Soul stars as Rick Blaine, an American expatriate and the owner of Rick’s Café Américain in the Moroccan desert, days of World War II. Also stars Hector Elizondo, Ray Liotta, Patrick Horgan, and Ismael Cruz. **Over 4 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $7.95* $4.95

### 5839861, CIUDADLIBRE: The Complete Series

This epic BBC program spans the history of the Roman Empire from Augustus through Claudius, a stuttering scholar who learns early to play the fool and stay alive. Based on the novels by Robert Graves, it stars Derek Jacobi in the title role. Also in the cast is Ian McKellen as the lethal Livia; John Hurt as Julius Caesar; and the ignored wife of an aristocrat. **Over 87 hours on twelve DVDs.** *Acorn Media. Pub. at $99.95* $44.95

### PEYTON PLACE: Part Three

The fourth season of this long-running classic one hour dramatic program features the continuing adventures of the peninsula family and their neighbors. Multi-Emmy Award-winning actress Barbara Stanwyck stars as Alex Craig, a parents’ rights psychotherapist. Soon, Dani becomes the most sought after therapist on Long Island. **Over 4 hours on twelve DVDs.** *Anchor Bay. Pub. at $29.98* $17.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: Season Three

Follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### FEAR THE WALKING DEAD: Season Two

Supernatural siblings battle the forces of evil and the supernatural. **Over 9 hours on three DVDs.** *Sony Pictures. Pub. at $17.99* $16.95

### DOC MARTIN: The Complete First Season

A British television series that has already been renewed for a second season, this mini-series is set in a small coastal town in Cornwall and stars Martin Clunes as Dr. Martin Ellingham. **16 hours on six DVDs.** *Paramount. Pub. at $24.95* $17.95

### TOUCHED BY AN ANGEL, VOL. 2: I Will Walk with You.

Continues the story of the Clayesmore family and the lives of the angels who watch over them. **Over 5 hours on two DVDs.** *BSF. Pub. at $29.98* $7.95

### AGENT PROVOCATEUR: The Complete Series

Sequel to the 1985 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a female-lead murder mystery film. **Over 6 hours on two DVDs.** *Acorn Media. Pub. at $19.95* $12.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Second Season

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE WHITE PRINCESS: The Complete Series

This set includes all 11 episodes of the celebrated series. **Over 87 hours on twelve DVDs.** *Mill Creek. Pub. at $99.95* $44.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: Season Three

Follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE WHITE PRINCESS: The Complete Series

This set includes all 11 episodes of the celebrated series. **Over 87 hours on twelve DVDs.** *Mill Creek. Pub. at $99.95* $44.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: Season Three

Follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Season Two

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Season One

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### Doc Martin: The Complete Series

Based on the 1985 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Season One

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Season One

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Season One

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Season One

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Season One

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Season One

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Season One

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Season One

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Season One

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Season One

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Season One

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Season One

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Season One

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Season One

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95

### THE PAPER CHASE: The Complete Season One

Based on the 1973 film of the same name, this TV drama follows a class of law students as they navigate the trials and tribulations of law school. **Over 9 hours on two DVDs.** *Shout! Factory. Pub. at $9.95* $5.95
**TV Drama**

- **MURDER, SHE WROTE: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $29.97
- **SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $39.97
- **PICTURE OF DUSK.** Widescreeen. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $12.99
- **THE ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES, VOLUME TWO.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $12.99
- **SHERLOCK HOLMES: THE COMPLETED SERIES: THE COMPLETE FIRST SEASON.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $19.97

**TV Crime Solvers**

- **THE SALESMAN: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $29.97
- **THE KILLING: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $29.97
- **GHOST WHISPERER: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $29.97
- **THE ROCKFORD FILES: COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $39.97
- **THE FUGITIVE: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $39.97
- **TWIN PEAKS: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $39.97
- **THE LOVE BOAT: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $39.97

**Limited Quantity**

- **GHOST WHISPERER: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $9.95

**Price Cut to $7.95**

- **THE SALESMAN: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $7.95
- **THE KILLING: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $7.95
- **GHOST WHISPERER: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $7.95
- **THE ROCKFORD FILES: COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $7.95
- **THE FUGITIVE: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $7.95
- **THE CONJURING SERIES: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $7.95
- **TWIN PEAKS: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $7.95
- **THE LOVE BOAT: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $7.95

**Price Cut to $9.95**

- **THE SALESMAN: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $9.95
- **THE KILLING: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $9.95
- **GHOST WHISPERER: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $9.95
- **THE ROCKFORD FILES: COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95
- **THE FUGITIVE: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $9.95
- **THE CONJURING SERIES: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $9.95
- **TWIN PEAKS: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $9.95
- **THE LOVE BOAT: THE COMPLETE SERIES.** Widescreen. MPI. Pub. at $9.95
**TV Crime Solvers**


- **654522 MURDER ONE: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. From the crew of NYPD Blue comes a series that charts a single murder case, from the point of view of the defense attorney, for an entire season. A riveting mix of two- and four-episode story arcs with full of subtle deceptions, outright lies and murder, it will keep you guessing until the final gavel falls. Stars Mary McCormack, Daniel Benzali, Jason Isaacs, and others. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $39.98 **$29.95**

- **591192 PETER GUNN: The Complete Series.** Craig Stevens plays Peter Gunn, a handsome, suave detective tough enough to take on the hard cases, but he always has a soft side. Collects all 114 episodes, plus a bonus CD featuring music from the show's original soundtrack. In B&W. Over 49 hours on twelve DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $99.99 **$79.95**

- **623430 IRONSIDE: Season Four.** Chief Robert T. Ironside (Raymond Burr) returns for another season of this hit crime drama. With the help of his special forces unit—Sergeant Ed Brown (Don Galloway), ex-con turned cab driver, and female police officer Catherine "Kate" Mitchell—and his other sidekick Barbara Anderson—the squad tackles rogue ex-cops, addicts, terrorists and more. Twenty-one hours on 7 DVDs! Home Video. Pub. at $39.97 **$29.95**

- **591900 87TH PRECINCT: The Complete Series.** Based on the long-running series of novels by Ed McBain, this grim and gritty crime drama brings to life the lives and loves of the police officers working in the 87th Precinct. Collects all 131 episodes. English SDH. Over 56 hours on three DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $39.98 **$29.95**

- **592129 A TOUCH OF FROST: Season 1.** Presents three episodes from the first season of the UK’s number one rated detective show. David Jason stars as Detective Inspector Frost, a policeman with a knack for attracting trouble. The episodes: "Care and Protection," "Missing Witness," and "The Con." Twelve episodes. MPI. Pub. at $39.97 **$19.95**

- **696745 PRIMETIME CRIME: The Stephen J. Cannell Collection.** Presents three episodes from the popular WWII military series. Ride along with the heroic "Black Sheep Squadron" of Marine fighter pilots. Ten episodes. MPI. Pub. at $39.97 **$24.95**

- **693119 NIKITA: The Complete Second Season.** For Nikita (Maggie Q) to take out of prison and forced to become an international freelancer. The epic mythological journey of Hero (Tom York) leads him through the darkest realms of ancient Greece, accompanied by a twisted sorcerer (Sonya Cassidy), a powerful sorceress (Samantha Peña), and a genius inventor (Matt Frewer). Collects all 22 Season Two episodes. Seven hours on three DVDs! Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.97 **$9.95**

- **658823 MAN VS. WILD: Stranded Around the World.** Widescreen. From the African plains to the frozen Siberian tundra, Bear Grylls endures some of the harshest environmental tests and conditions in four space-tempo episodes, sharing his invaluable survival knowledge along the way. English SDH. Over 17 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $24.98 **$14.95**

- **278458 ARROW: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. After being marooned for five years on a remote island, Oliver Queen comes home with a mysterious agenda and lethal new skills to light a fire in Starling City. Based on the DC comic series. Collects all 11 Season One episodes. Stars Stephen Amell and Katie Cassidy. English SDH. Over 56 hours on six DVDs. Warner Bros. Pub. at $49.98 **$29.95**

- **693169 ALCATRAZ: The Complete Series.** Widescreen. In 1963, all prisoners were transferred from Alcatraz Federal Penitentiary. So or were we told. Now America’s worst criminals—known as the 63s—are returning to the streets of San Francisco to repeat their grisly crimes. Ten each of five characters in ten episodes. Stars Jennifer Carpenter and James Remar. English SDH. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Pub. at $29.98 **$19.95**

- **68390X THE PRETENDER: The Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. A savvy con artist whose exceptionally high IQ allows him to master virtually any profession. Since escaping from the secret research facility known as the Center for Extraordinary Intelligence, he has helped innocent victims wronged by society. But Centre operatives are hot on his trail. Collects all 21 Season Two episodes. Ten hours on four DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $59.98 **$39.95**

- **68359X SNAP! SNAP! SNAP!: Complete Series.** Widescreen. An elite sports psychologist named Alex reflects on his childhood as a 9-year-old child prodigy. Alex may be his most lethal foe. Teamed with Michael and Birkhoff, Nikita is still on the outside, determined to destroy the black-ops agency even if it means endangering some of her old colleagues. Also stars Shenae Grimes, Michael Ealy, and Meagan Good. English SDH. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Pub. at $29.98 **$19.95**

- **684476 OLIVER QUEEN: Season Two.** Widescreen. In a game-changing development, the Division is now run by Nikita (Maggie Q). Michael (Shane West) and former CIA analyst Ryan Fletcher (Noah Bean) are behind the scenes playing clean up after the previous regime—or else. This new team must round up the Dirty Thirty—hired assassins who remain at large. Collects all 22 Season Two episodes. Twenty hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $39.98 **$29.95**

- **683575 CODE OF A KILLER: Murder Is in the Blood.** Widescreen. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99 **$29.95**

**TV Action & Adventure**

- **6568237 MAN VS. WILD: Stranded Around the World.** Widescreen. From the African plains to the frozen Siberian tundra, Bear Grylls endures some of the harshest environmental tests and conditions in four space-tempo episodes, sharing his invaluable survival knowledge along the way. English SDH. Over 17 hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $24.98 **$14.95**

- **691063 MIA MI: Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. From the crew of NYPD Blue comes a series that charts a single murder case, from the point of view of the defense attorney, for an entire season. A riveting mix of two- and four-episode story arcs with full of subtle deceptions, outright lies and murder, it will keep you guessing until the final gavel falls. Stars Mary McCormack, Daniel Benzali, Jason Isaacs, and others. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $39.98 **$29.95**

- **692736X THE MASTERS OF NORTH AMERICA: SERIES 2.** Widescreen. From the crew of NYPD Blue comes a series that charts a single murder case, from the point of view of the defense attorney, for an entire season. A riveting mix of two- and four-episode story arcs with full of subtle deceptions, outright lies and murder, it will keep you guessing until the final gavel falls. Stars Mary McCormack, Daniel Benzali, Jason Isaacs, and others. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $39.98 **$29.95**

- **693119 NIKITA: The Complete Third Season.** Widescreen. In a game-changing development, the Division is now run by Nikita (Maggie Q). Michael (Shane West) and former CIA analyst Ryan Fletcher (Noah Bean) are behind the scenes playing clean up after the previous regime—or else. This new team must round up the Dirty Thirty—hired assassins who remain at large. Collects all 22 Season Three episodes. Twenty hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $39.98 **$29.95**

- **6931719 NIKITA: The Complete Fourth Season.** Six years ago Nikita (Maggie Q) was taken out of prison and forced to become a covert agent of the government to be an assassin. Three years ago she escaped and has been hunted ever since. Join Nikita in 22 exciting episodes as she plans to bring down the black-ops agency even if it means endangering some of her old colleagues. Also stars Shane West and Maggie Q. English SDH. Over 15 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Pub. at $29.98 **$19.95**
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**TV Action & Adventure**

**6636179** UNLEASHED! Deadly Animal Attacks. Widescreen. Get behind the eyes of the deadliest predators and begin to understand the reasons they attack. Hear from those who survived attacks and relive, by blow, man and animal encounters around the planet. Includes When Animals Attack and Nature’s Deadliest. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Gaia. Pub. at $19.98. $6.95

**5882740** 24: The Complete First Season. Jack Bauer, head of the Los Angeles Counter Terrorist Unit (CTU), is thrust into a chaotic and exhausting 24-hour marathon of death, deception, and terror as he faces the prevent a presidential candidate, snuff out a traitor and save his kidnapped wife and daughter. Collects all 24 Season One episodes. CC, Over 19 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $6.95

**6728699** MANDRAKE, THE MAGICIAN: The Complete Series. Widescreen. The ultimate battle for survival begins as Robinson Crusoe (Philip Winchester) sets sail for the New World. He soon finds himself marooned on a remote tropical island with only the assistance of native friend Friday (Tongai Njumie (Isabella Rosselini), Merlin turns his back on his dark enchantments, allying himself with the legendary King Arthur. This ministries event series contains 112 chapters, stars Warren Hull and Doris Weston. In between, it’s 3 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**658313X** MERLIN. Widescreen. Evil sorcerer Mab summons the wizard Merlin (Sam Neill) to revive the magic that has been fading from the world. But when Mab is defeated, her ally, the young Nimue (Isabella Rosselini), Merlin turns his back on his dark enchantments, allying himself with the legendary King Arthur. This ministries event series contains 112 chapters, stars Warren Hull and Doris Weston. In between, it’s 3 hours. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**4609909** CRUSOE: The Complete Series. Widescreen. The ultimate battle for survival begins as Robinson Crusoe (Philip Winchester) sets sail for the New World. He soon finds himself marooned on a remote tropical island with only the assistance of native friend Friday (Tongai Arnold Chicken). And he helps build a home for his journey back home. Collects the complete series (12 episodes), plus an abridged copy of the classic novel by Daniel Defoe. English SDH. Over nine hours. 3 DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $19.99. $9.95

**6821367** THE CURSE OF KING TUT’S TOMB. Widescreen. Searching for King Tut’s Emerald Tablet, archaeologists Danny Fontem (Casper Van Dien) and Morgan Sinclair (Jonathan Hyde) venture into the Valley of the Kings, nearer the portal to another world and closer to the truth behind a mystery that will change the world forever, or end it. Also stars Malcolm McDowell. Nearly three hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $9.95

**5910029** BEAREATERS! The Complete Television Series. Fullscreen. It’s 1914, and mercenary Frank Beares (Edward Asner) and Johnny Resch are in search of action, adventure, and profit as they travel the American Southwest in their Stutz Bearcat. Together they take on varied and vague assignments for a wealthy clientele, with the amount charged on the job at night. Collects all 13 episodes, stars Rod Taylor and Dennis Cole. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

**6862608** THE MISSISSIPPI. Widescreen. When 10-year-old Oliver Hughes disappears while on holiday in France, it sets off a nearly decade-long search for his whereabouts. This limited series takes you inside the mind of a father (James Nesbitt) as he locates his lost son. With the help of a legendary detective, Tony embark on an obsessive quest to find his son. English SDH. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $44.98. $11.95

**7625588** STATE TROOPER: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Rod Cameron stars as Officer Rod Blake in this western themed crime drama set in Las Vegas, Nevada. Based on true cases from the files of the Nevada State Police, each of these 104 episodes finds Blake and his fellow officers fighting crime in the Silver State. Also stars Robert Armstrong and Don Haggerty. In B&W. 47 hours on eleven DVDs. Price at $39.97. $29.95

**6822566** FILLLER: Season Three. Fullscreen. Collects all Season Three episodes of the TV classic starring Brian Kelly as Porter Ricks, Chief Warden and Park Ranger at Coral Key Park and Marine Preserve, along with one of the most beloved and highly-anticipated series from the original TV movies. Over 88 hours on thirty-two DVDs. Universal. SDH. Over 6 hours on six DVDs. $5.95

**9682828** CROSSBONES: Season One. Widescreen. Barbarous pirate Blackbeard (John Malkovich) reigns over a rogue nation of pirates, while English spy William Pultney (Richard Coyle) thwarts his plan to steal a valuable map in this epic adventure with all 52 classic episodes. In B&W. Cheesy Flicks. Pub. at $9.95. $1.95

**6677282** CORONET BLUE: The Complete Series. Widescreen. From the creator and cult great Larry Cohen comes this 1967 suspenseful espionage show starring Frank Converse as Michael Alden, an amnesiac double agent in search of his true identity. Co-stars Joe Silver. Guest stars include Paul Muni and Richard Widmark. Fullscreen. 32 episodes. Contains all Season One episodes. English two DVDs. Universial. SDH. Over 6 hours on six DVDs. $5.95

**6822541** FILLLER: Season Two. Fullscreen. Collects all 20 Season Two episodes of the TV classic starring Brian Kelly as Porter Ricks, Chief Warden and Park Ranger at Coral Key Park and Marine Preserve, along with one of the most beloved and highly-anticipated series from the original TV movies. Over 88 hours on thirty-two DVDs. Universal. SDH. Over 6 hours on six DVDs. $5.95

**278484X** ARROW: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. Starling City is finally torn apart by the Undertaking, so the need for the hooded vigilante archer–known as The Arrow—is more urgent than ever. Based on the DC Comics Super Hero from 20 Season Two episodes, stars Stephen Amell and Katie Cassidy. English SDH. Over 17 hours on five DVDs. Warner Home Video. SDH. Over 6 hours on six DVDs. $21.95

**6837736** GRACELAND: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. It seems like a sweet deal when new FBI agent Mike Warren’s (Richard Coyle) first assignment lands him in a beautiful beachfront mansion with other outlaws. When English spy Tom Lowe (John Malkovich) reigns over a rogue nation of pirates, the real danger will come into full view. Collects all 16 Season One episodes. English two DVDs. Universial. SDH. Over 6 hours on six DVDs. $9.95

**6935536** RAWHIDE, VOLUME 2: The Fourth Season. Fullscreen. Strap on your guns and your hat. Rawhide is back with 14 additional episodes from its Fourth Season on these four DVDs. This dramatic Western features Hollywood legend Clint Eastwood in his first big role as Rowdy Yates, who offers his assistance to stern trail boss Gil Favor (Eric Fleming). English SDH. In B&W. Nearly 12 hours. Paramount. SDH. Over 21 hours on six DVDs. Shout Factory. $7.95

**6937379** RAWHIDE, VOLUME 2: The Seventh Season. Fullscreen. Collects 15 thrilling episodes from Season Seven of one television’s best-loved Westerns. Hollywood legend Clint Eastwood stars as Rowdy Yates along with trail boss Gil Favor (Eric Fleming) face off with a host of bad guys in their action-packed journey across America. English SDH. In B&W. Nearly 13 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. SDH. Over 30 hours on 8 DVDs. Shout Factory. $7.95

**6653530** HOPALONG CASSIDY: The Complete Television Series. Fullscreen. Together with his faithful horse, Topper, and his sidekick, Red Cameron (Edgar Buchanan), Hopalang Cassidy (William Boyd) righted wrongs and punished the bad guys in one of the greatest of all early western series. Donning his signature black ten-gallon hat, he rides into town on his trusty steed. Contains all 62 episodes. English SDH. Over 30 hours on 10 DVDs. Paramount. SDH. Over 72 hours on 10 DVDs. Shout Factory. $9.95

More titles at erhbc.com/658

---

- See more titles at erhbc.com/658
**591177 WAGON TRAIN: The Complete First Season.** Inspired by John Ford's film, Wagon Train, western follows Major Seth Andrews (Ward Bond), Head Scout Flint McCullough (Robert Horton), cook Charlie Wooster (Frank McGrath), and Assistant Wagon Master Bill Haines (Walter Baldwin) on a perilous journey by Conestoga wagon from the banks of the Mississippi to California's Pacific shores. Collects all 39 Season One episodes. In B&W. Over 32 hours on ten DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $69.95

**598226 WAGON TRAIN: 24 Episodes.** Fullscreen. Presents 24 exciting episodes, each chronicling a personal story of courage and perseverance on the great migration westward. Includes the following episodes from original film prints, these adventures boast breathtaking scenery and a terrific cast lead by Ward Bond, Robert Horton, John McIntire, Benny Miller, and others. In B&W. Twenty hours on six DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.95

**688919 DANIEL BOONE: Season Five.** Fullscreen. Fess Parker once again dons the rawhide shoes and coon-skin cap of an American hero in Season Five episodes. Parker's portrayal of the legendary woodswoman perfectly depicts the pioneer spirit upon which our nation was built. Guest stars include Kurt Russell, Vincent Price, Sonja Henie and others. Over all 13 episodes in B&W. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.97

**67930X STRANGE EMPIRE: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. A fateful meeting in 1869 Alberta-Montana country leads to tragedy, a struggle for survival, and an unforgettable renewal in this women-led Western series. With most of their men gone, the women must find their independence and build lives in the harsh new West. Collects all 13 episodes. In B&W. Shout! Factory. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. E One. $7.95

**580919 THE BIG VALLEY, VOLUME ONE: Season Two.** Fullscreen. In the 1870s, in California's San Joaquin Valley, the Barkley family stands proud above the rest. They're back for these 15 Season Two episodes, facing more dangers and challenges of life in the Old West, from corrupt officials and dangerous outlaws to hidden secrets and unexpected disasters. Starring Barbara Stanwyck, Lee Majors, and Linda Evans. CC. Over 12 hours on three DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $3.95

**665624 DANIEL BOONE: Season Two.** Fullscreen. Fess Parker once again plays the American frontier's most famous figure in these 15 Season Two episodes. Set in the years immediately preceding the American Revolution, they follow the heroic Boone through his amazing exploits in an uncharted land. Over 22 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.99

**57213X BONANZA, VOLUME 1: The Official Fifth Season.** Fullscreen. From side-splitting comedies to tense dramas and riveting stories, the beloved gem remains at the top of the heap for frontier-style entertainment. Stars Lorne Greene, Pernell Roberts, Dan Blocker and Michael Landon, and you'll feel right at home with these 16 Season Three episodes. America's favorite cowboy continues to tackle droughts, lost romance, deadly showdowns and more, bringing all the thrills of this TV classic back into your living room. English SDH. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Paramount.

**561000 THE CHISHOLMS: Complete TV Series.** Fullscreen. Swindled out of their Virginia property, the Chisholm's, led by patriarch Hadley (Robert Preston) and his wife Minerva (Rosemary Harris), head westward to build a new life in the Old West. Along the trail, they encounter challenges that threaten not only their safety, but the very fabric of their familial bonds. Over 12 hours on three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.97

**663747 THE WESTERNER: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. From director Sam Peckinpah comes the 1960s TV western following drifter Dave Bissongrave (Michael Parks), who is as good with a gun as he is with the ladies. Joined by his faithful dog, Brown, he wanders the West, finding adventure and excitement along the way. Collects all 92 episodes. Shout! Factory. Over 11 hours on two DVDs. $14.95

**64332X THE GAMBLER COLLECTION.** Kenny Rogers brings all of his charisma to the role of Brady Hawkes (aka The Gambler), the most popular western classic inspired by the hit song, plus two more feature-length sequels. The Gambler: The Adventure Continues and The Gambler: The Legend Continues. Also stars Bruce Boxleitner, Linda Evans, Linda Gray, Dean Stockwell, Charles Durning, and George Kennedy. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.97

**664609 DEATH VALLEY DAYS: The Complete Third Season.** Fullscreen. Eighteen episodes continue the popular anthology western, known for its uniquely realistic, down-to-earth approach to the frontier. These stand-alone adventures feature stars like Angie Dickinson, Phyllis Coates, James Garner, Dan Blocker, Jeanette Nolan, and others. In B&W. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.97

**667510 DANIEL BOONE: Season Four.** Fullscreen. Fess Parker is back as the legendary frontiersman in all 26 episodes of Season Four. Through Parker's iconic portrayal. Boone's sense of adventure, homespun wisdom, and can-do attitude captures the best of both the pioneer spirit and the American ideal. Co-stars Ed Ames, Patricia Blair, and Darby Hinton. Over 21 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.99

**65820X THE DEFINITIVE TV WESTERN COLLECTION: 600 Television Episodes.** Features episodes from 40 different western series, including: The Adventures of Kit Carson; Bat Masterson; Annie Oakley; Bonanza, The Cisco Kid, The Lone Ranger, The Range Rider, The Rifleman, The Roy Rogers Show, Sky King, Stoney Burke; Sugarfoot; and Wagon Train. Revive your childhood or discover a truly unique brand of entertainment for the first time. 260 hours on sixty-four double-sided DVDs, now available in one convenient package. Mill Creek. Pub. at $99.98


**681267 CENTENNIAL.** Universal. Pub. at $59.98

**6899188 THE MONROES: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. In the years immediately preceding the American Revolution, they follow the heroic Boone through his amazing exploits in an uncharted land. Over 22 hours on six DVDs. Shout! Factory.


**6719015 BRANDED: Season One.** Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $34.98

**6805442 CUSTER: The Complete Series.** Shout! Factory. Pub. at $49.98

**5721156 BONANZA, VOLUME 1: The Official Sixth Season.** Fullscreen. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $19.97

**5721075 BONANZA, VOLUME 2: The Official Third Season.** Fullscreen. Home is where the heart is for the Barkleys: Lorne Greene, Pernell Roberts, and Michael Landon, and you’ll feel right at home with these 16 Season Three episodes. America’s favorite cowboy continues to tackle droughts, lost romance, deadly showdowns and more, bringing all the thrills of this TV classic back into your living room. English SDH. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Paramount.


**669581 DOMINION CREEK: Series 2.** Widescreen. RJ Entertainment. Pub. at $33.99

**6963684 WAR OF THE WORLDS: The Final Season.** Fullscreen. The final season continues the story of the intelligent beings from Mars, who find themselves in a desperate battle for survival against the soldiers of Earth. Pub. at $23.99

**5916297 THE X-FILES: COLONIZATION: Mythology Collection.** Widescreen. Sixteen episodes from Seasons Eight and Nine (including the series finale) come together as one essential piece of Chris Carter’s visionary and intricately woven Mythology story arc. When alien abductees suddenly reappear, agents Mulder and Scully uncover a 50-year-old government genetics program designed to breed a new species of invading life forms. Nearly 11 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $7.95

**5916239 THE X-FILES–SUPER SOLDIERS: Mythology Collection.** Widescreen. Fifteen episodes from Seasons Three, Four, and Five come together as the special piece of Chris Carter’s visionary and intricately woven Mythology story arc. While investigating a series of deaths connected to a sunken WWII aircraft, Scully and Mulder encounter a mysterious black oil, which Mulder believes to be an extraterrestrial entity capable of inhabiting a human host. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

**6974275 STARGATE SG-1: CHILDREN OF THE GODS: Final Cut.** Fullscreen. The thrilling pilot episode of the acclaimed sci-fi series, with an all-new, one hour pilot episode designed to introduce new viewers to the world of Stargate. Jagged edges and stars by Kari Skogland. $5.95

**6871453 SLIDERS: The First Season.** Fullscreen. Quinn (Jerry O’Connell) has created a device that opens a wormhole to an infinite number of parallel universes where history has taken different turns. This season begins with Quinn and his friends in parallel San Francisco. Now, they must travel from one alternate reality to another in hope of finding their way home. Includes the complete first season. In Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $5.95

**6738645 HEMLOCK GROVE: Season One.** Widescreen. The brutal slaying of a teenage girl sends the townsmen of Hemlock Grove into a desperate search for the killer. But this sleepy town (including the series finale) comes to life as a nightmarish place of monstrous secrets and rumors threaten to destroy them all. Executive produced by horror master Ed Roth and starring Famke Janssen, Michael Angarano, and Alex Désert. Includes the complete first season. In Widescreen. Shout! Factory. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $

**659713 ABDUCTION: The X-Files Mythology.** Fullscreen. Fifteen episodes from Seasons One, Two and Three come together as one piece of Chris Carter’s visionary and intricately woven “Mythology” story arc. From the abduction of his daughter, to the death of the Doctor and Lo Grant pay a visit to their old enemy, they find him a reformed character. But can the sweet of sea monster reports in the area really be a coincidence? 147 minutes. BBC.

**5917924 THE HUNGRY WOLF: THE SEVEN SEAS.** Fullscreen. From the Jon Pertwee years (1970–1974). Artists under the control of the Doctor and Jo Grant pay a visit to their old enemy, they find him a reformed character. But can the sweet of sea monster reports in the area really be a coincidence? 147 minutes. BBC.
Sci-Fi and Horror TV

665636 SLASHER Season One. Widescreen. Includes all 13 Season One episodes. Over six hours on three DVDs. $19.95

6657885 THE SECRET WORLD OF ALEX MACK: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. A sold-out 13-year-old, dreading her first day of junior high school. When a toxic spell leaves her biologically altered, her life changes forever. The amazing powers she now possesses have made her life more exciting—and much more dangerous. Collects all 78 episodes of the Nickelodeon classic! Over 31 hours on six DVDs. $29.98

6549270 DEFYING GRAVITY: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. **Sold Out**


6670032 HEROES: Season 3. Widescreen. Universal. **Sold Out**

TV Comedy

657260X THE LITTLE RASCALS: Fullscreen. Features fifteen episodes (and tons of bonus materials) of three programs: The Best of Our Gang, The Best of Spanky, and Super Why! These films have been beautifully restored, and are available in color for the first time. Also includes restored B&W versions. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. $19.95

6869500 I'M DICKENS...HE'S FENTER, VOLUME ONE: 50th Anniversary Collector's Edition. Fullscreen. Includes interviews with the world's wackiest construction crew, Harry Dickens (John Astin) and Arch Fenter (Marty Ingels) really nail the humor in this long-lost 1962 TV comedy. Join them and a whole crew of unforgettable characters, including appearances by Harvey Korman, Ellen Burstyn, Lee Meriwether and Yvonne Craig. Contains the first 16 episodes plus bonus material. In B&W. Ten hours on 4 DVDs. Lightyear Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95 **Sold Out**

6992745 BOSOM BUDDIES: The First Season. Fullscreen. Best friends Kip (Tom Hanks) and Henry (Peter Scolari) work at an advertising agency with their friend Amy (Wendie Jo Sperber). After their apartment is condemned, they stay at Amy’s place, a hotel for women. After discovering how cheap the rent is, they disguise themselves as “Bufy” and “Hildagarde” and move in. Collects all 19 Season One episodes. Nearly eight hours on 3 DVDs. Paramount. **Sold Out**

6463805 THE BEST OF THE RED SKELTON SHOW. America’s most beloved funnyman brings his cast of hilarious characters to twenty episodes from his hit television program. Featuring appearances by a wealth of movie and television stars, including Robert Downey, Jr., Cybill Shepherd, Charles Bronson, Jayne Meadows, and others, these episodes represent the very best that the Red Skelton Show had to offer. In B&W. Eight hours on 2 DVDs. Timeless Media Group.

Sci-Fi and Horror TV

6740818 STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION: The Complete Second Season. Fullscreen. Includes all 26 Season Two episodes. Over five hours on 2 DVDs. $11.95


6807870 THE X-FILES: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $18.00 **Sold Out**

6852084 BUILDING STAR TREK: A New Documentary About a Series Ahead of Its Time. Widescreen. Smithsonian. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

5839092 FARSCAPE: Season 2. Fullscreen. Follow John Crichton and the crew of Moya on a journey to places they never knew existed and into dangers they never dreamed possible. Sizzling with brilliant characters, breathtaking Jim Henson effects, high-stakes action and irreverent humor. Sizzling with brilliant characters, breathtaking Jim Henson effects, high-stakes action and irreverent humor. Sizzling with brilliant characters, breathtaking Jim Henson effects, high-stakes action and irreverent humor.


6807870 THE X-FILES: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $18.00 **Sold Out**

6852084 BUILDING STAR TREK: A New Documentary About a Series Ahead of Its Time. Widescreen. Smithsonian. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

5839092 FARSCAPE: Season 2. Fullscreen. Follow John Crichton and the crew of Moya on a journey to places they never knew existed and into dangers they never dreamed possible. Sizzling with brilliant characters, breathtaking Jim Henson effects, high-stakes action and irreverent humor. Sizzling with brilliant characters, breathtaking Jim Henson effects, high-stakes action and irreverent humor. Sizzling with brilliant characters, breathtaking Jim Henson effects, high-stakes action and irreverent humor.
**TV Comedy**

**6963471 MORK & MINDY: The Second Season.** Fullscreen. Mork (Robin Williams), a misfit on Earth because of his sense of humor, was sent to study Earthlings, whose “crazy” customs the “Orkans” had never been able to understand. Mork lands near Boulder, Colorado, and is befriended by pretty Mindy McConnell (Pam Dawber), who helps him adjust to Earth’s “strange” ways. Over ten 4 DVDs. Paramount.  **$9.95**

**6902987 DENNIS MILLER: The Raw Feed.** Fullscreen. Comedian Dennis Miller gets back to his stand-up roots with his scathingly hilarious HBO special. He speaks his mind about hot-button issues from sex to religion, politics to the Middle East, and pop culture to retail store receipts in his characteristically brilliant and acerbic style. 60 minutes. HBO.  **$3.95**

**696348X MORK & MINDY: The Third Season.** Fullscreen. Mork (Robin Williams), a misfit on Earth because of his sense of humor, was sent to study Earthlings, whose “crazy” customs the “Orkans” had never been able to understand. Mork lands near Boulder, Colorado, and is befriended by pretty Mindy McConnell (Pam Dawber), who helps him adjust to Earth’s “strange” ways. Includes all 22 Season Three episodes. Over two DVDs. Shout! Factory.  **$10.95**

**6900731 COACH: Seasons One & Two.** Go for two with the opening seasons of the Emmy-winning series. Craig T. Nelson stars as Hayden Fox, the head coach of a university football team. In the huddle is his wife Christina (Shelley Fabares), Luther (Jerry Van Dyke), and Dan (Bill Fagerbakke), a team that regularly scores with huge laughs. Collects 33 hilarious episodes. Thirteen hours on 4 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98.  **$9.95**

**6812236 SON OF THE BEACH, VOLUME 2.** Timothy Stack is back as Notch Johnson, lifelong enemy and former keeper of Malibu Adjacent Beach. Together with his trusty and busty crew (Jaime Bergman, Roland Kickerling, Kimberly Oja, and Leila Arcien), Notch keeps the beaches safe from slimeballs, scumbags, and anyone wearing more than a thong. Gathers 21 episodes from Seasons 2 and 3. Eight hours on 3 DVDs. Shout! Factory.  **$17.95**

**6928482 TAXI: The Complete First Season.** Buckle up and go on—you’re about to enter a garage filled with laughs in the premiere season of the Emmy award winning comedy series about a ragtag crew of New York City cabbies. Collects all 22 Season One episodes in this dazzling three DVD collection. Includes Danny DeVito, Tony Danza, Andy Kaufman, Judd Hirsch and Marilu Henner.  **$39.98**

**6581781 THE LITTLE RASCALS: The Best of Our Gang/ Superstars of Our Gang.** Spanky, Buckwheat and all the Little Rascals at their hilarious best in these two programs: The Best of Our Gang and Superstars of Our Gang. Contains ten complete, beautifully restored comedies, offered in color for the first time. Also includes the B&W episodes. Includes lots of bonus features, like a new interview with Alfalfa! 167 minutes on two DVDs. Legend Films. Pub. at $14.95.  **$4.95**

**6721518 PENN & TELLER–B.S.I. The Complete Fifth Season.** Fullscreen. Penn and Teller once again tear apart the institutions, trends, and absurdities that will make you want to call “B.S.” Seven episodes hilariously expose the truth of Organisms; Astrology; Video Game Addiction; Defective TV in Clinical Hospitals; Fullscreen. Penn & Teller once again tear apart the institutions, trends, and absurdities that will make you want to call “B.S.” Seven episodes hilariously expose the truth of Organisms; Astrology; Video Game Addiction; Defective TV in Clinical Hospitals; In this cutting-edge show that opens creepy side doors on what passes for normal life. Nearly 5 hours on two DVDs. HBO. Pub. at $14.94.  **$14.95**

**6812082 RHODA: Season Three.** With her marriage to Joe coming to an end, Rhoda once again finds herself single and her life filled with hilarious dating adventures reminiscent of her days in Minneapolis. Collects all 24 Season Three episodes. Over 10 hours on four DVDs. Shout! Factory.  **$9.95**

**6828903 UPRIGHT CITIZENS BRIGADE: The Complete First Season.** A critical and cult hit, Comedy Central’s brilliant and subversive sketch comedy series is unlike anything else on television. The show’s sketches depict chaotic or bizarre events in the world, events which are often directly engineered by the UCB. Collects all ten Season One episodes. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Shout! Factory.  **$1.95**

**5980917 MY NAME IS EARL: The Complete Season Four, Widesccreen.** Meet Earl, a lovable loser with a hilarious laundry list of deeds that needing undoing. His quest to right the wrongs of his life continues with all 27 Season Four episodes, as Earl’s brother Randy starts checking off a list of his own, and Earl’s ex-wife Jo moves from the trailer park to the suburbs. Stars Jason Lee and Jaime Pressly.  **$39.98**

**6361770 THE JEFF FOXXWORTH SHOW: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. If you’re a redneck then...you’ll love Jeff Foxworthy in this TV show. He’s a comedian stars as a hardworking husband and father who, alongside his loving wife Karen (Ariana Barone) runs a household of three. Join Faust (David Currin), and Haldy Joel Osment, all 41 episodes of the ‘90s favorite offer loads of Southern-style laughs. Over four hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox.  **$9.95**

**6559974 MCHALE’S NAVY: 20 Timeless Episodes.** Fullscreen. Collects 20 timeless episodes of ABC’s must-see classic starring such front-runners as Ernest Borgnine (Lt. Commander McHale), comic genius Tim Conway (Dent), and one-of-a-kind comic talent of Joe Flynn (Captain Binghamton). Eight hours on two DVDs.  **$10.95**

**6862640 NURSE JACKIE: Season Two.** A twisted and darkly funny series returns for a seventh season with Edie Falco as Jackie Peyton. Nurse Jackie faces her biggest challenge yet, as the whole truth about her addiction is revealed to everyone. The stakes have never been higher, and the question is, can the world’s toughest nurse save Season Seven episodes. CC. Over five hours on three DVDs. Lifetime. Pub. at $69.93.  **$39.95**

**3651797 THE PARTRIDGE FAMILY: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Starring Shirley Jones as matriarch of America’s first family rock band, this completely updated edition (all 96 magical musical episodes) is your backstage pass to the life, love, and laughs of The Partridge Family. Also stars pop idol David Cassidy, Susan Dey, Danny Bonaduce, 40 hours on eight DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.95.  **$14.95**

**6563110 NEWhart: The Final Season.** Fullscreen. Join innkeepers Dick and Joanna Louden for the eighth and final season of this Emmy-nominee comedy classic. As the bemused Dick, comedy legend Bob Newhart heads up a hilarious cast of characters including his wife (Mary Frann), handyman George (Tom Poston), and others. All 24 hours on three DVDs. Shout! Factory.  **$21.95**

**6976336 NATIONAL LAMPOON’S TV: The Movie.** Fullscreen. Presents a subversive look at the ever-increasing ridiculousness of society reflected through television. This spoof comedy series pop-culture icons of the past and present (Mandie, Bob Funk, Rudy Nelson, and the cast of Jackass). From The Apprentice to Girls Gone Wild, nothing is off limits. Unrated. 86 minutes. Xenon Pictures. Pub. at $14.95.  **$11.95**

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller**
**TV Comedy**

**7598734 THE BOB NEWHART SHOW: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. This sitcom classic stars Dr. Robert Hartley, a Chicago psychologist who finds himself surrounded by unusual and neurotic characters on the job, as well as at home. Includes all 142 episodes, a 40-page collectible booklet, gag reel, Full-Disc #1, and more. CC. 53 hours on nineteen DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $129.99 $79.95

**653450 THE ERNIE KOVACS COLLECTION.** This collection features six DVDs and over 42 hours of programming showcasing the all too brief but brilliant television career of this hugely influential comic artist, from his earliest local morning shows in Philadelphia through his NBC prime-time series. The ABC specials that represented the peak of his offbeat humor and creative experimentation with the medium. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $69.97 $49.95

**1831704 WKRPI IN CINCINNATI: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Join everyone’s favorite radio DJs—the rockin’ Dr. Johnny Fever, the smarmy advertising executive Herb (Frank Bonner), sly ingenue Andy (Jan Smithers), and the lovely receptionist, Jennifer (Loni Anderson). Includes over 100 episodes in Color and B&W. Sixty-one hours on 21 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $199.98 $139.95

**6641466 ANYTHING BUT LOVE, VOLUME ONE.** Fullscreen. Can best friends become over without ruining their relationship? That’s the question posed by this critically acclaimed romantic comedy starring Jamie Lee Curtis and Richard Lewis. They play co-workers and friends who confuse their platonic attraction—and find that falling in love is the easy part! Collects 28 episodes. Eleven hours on 3 double-sided DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $19.98 $4.95

**2669038 MAIDE: The Complete First Season.** Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Pub. at $9.98 $4.95

**6429157 THE LITTLE RASCALS, VOLUME 1, Vivendi Entertainment.** Sold Out


**3576663 ARchie BUNKER’S PLACE: Season One.** Fullscreen. Mill Creek. Sold Out

**6572928 CLASSIC COUNTRY COMEDY.** Fullscreen. Image Entertainment. $1.95

**992818 THE LUCY SHOW: The Official Fourth Season.** Fullscreen. Paramount. $2.95

**63365X LEAVE IT TO BEAVER: Season Four, Shout! Factory.** Sold Out

**913693 MOL: The Complete First Season.** widescreen. Warner Home Video. $7.95

**658632 LEAVE IT TO BEAVER: Season Five.** Shout! Factory. Pub. at $29.99 $11.95

**632683 ORANGE IS THE NEW BLACK: Season Four—Part One.** Lanni Gace. $11.95

**6580849 M*A*S*H—M*A*S*H: Season Three—Part One.** Classic TV. Century Fox. $7.95

**6744192 MIKE & MOLLY: The Complete First Season.** widescreen. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95


**6811279 BOB & ROSE: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. PBS. Pub. at $29.99 $13.95

**6792942 DROP DEAD DIVA: The Complete First Season.** widescreen. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $26.99 $1.95

**6725627 RITA ROCKS: The Complete One Season.** New Video. Pub. at $24.95 $1.95

**6877190 90’S CITCOM STARER SET.** Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98 $7.95

**952935 THE LITTLE RASCALS: Classic & Hidden Episodes.** Fullscreen. Legend Films. Sold Out


**6797342 WELCOME TO SWEDEN: The Complete First Season.** widescreen. One. $24.99

**6740960 THE OFFICE: Season Two.** widescreen. Universal. $24.99

**6741037 WELCOME TO SWEDEN: The Complete First Season.** widescreen. Universal. $24.99

**6635560 COME FLY WITH ME: Season One.** BBC. $5.95

**7628472 RHODA: The Final Season.** Shout! Factory. Pub. at $49.99 $19.98

**6811981 PULLER PAWS CAN’T: The Complete First Season.** Shout! Factory. Pub. at $49.99 $9.95

**6613072 COMEDY CENTRAL ROAST OF WILLIAM Shatner.** Fullscreen. Paramount. Sold Out

**British TV**

**6800017 ONE DAY AT A TIME: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. From Norman Lear, the TV innovator who brought us The Family, Maude, The Jeffersons and more, comes another 1970s/1980s sitcom hit, presented here in its entirety! It tells the story of working-class Latinx woman Zoila (Justa Grigsby) and her middle-class family. DVD features. CC. Over 37 hours on thirteen DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $139.95

**6452280 ALL IN THE FAMILY: The Complete Series.** Few television shows have left as enduring a footprint on American popular culture as Norman Lear’s groundbreaking comedy series. Presented here in its entirety, it looked at the world through the eyes of an uncommonly loving family and its occasionally dysfunctional characters in TV history, including Archie, Edith, Mike and Gloria. Stars Carroll O’Connor, Jean Stapleton, Rob Reiner, and Sally Struthers. CC. 105 hours on twenty-eight DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $199.99 PRICE CUT TO $149.95

**3594777 A TOUCH OF Frost: Collection 2.** Fullscreen. David Jason stars as Detective Inspector Jack Frost, a policeman with a knack for attracting trouble, in one of Britain’s most successful detective series. Collection Two includes appropriate Audiences; Quarry; and Paying the Price. Five hours on 3 DVDs. MPI. $4.95

**5951171 PIONEERS OF TELEVISION.** widescreen. This four-part series champions the entertainers who launched an industry, including Johnny Carson, Steve Allen, Dick Cavett, Andy Griffith, Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz, Red Skelton, Milton Berle and many more. Packled with hilarious clips and nearly 100 new interviews, this series offers television at its finest. Over three hours on three DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

**5951567 THE BLACK PANTHERS: Vanguard of the Revolution.** widescreen. This first feature-length documentary to explore the Black Panther Party’s significance to the broadening of the struggle for civil rights, the political awakening for black people, and the painful lessons wrought when a movement ends. Directed by Stanley Nelson. English SDH. 120 minutes. PBS. $5.99

**6601424 WIDOWS AND ORPHANS.** Universal. $29.99

**8490116 ARTHUR & GEORGE.** widescreen. Martin Clunes stars as Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, creator of Sherlock Holmes, in a real-life case that inspired the great author to put down his pen and turn detective. Outraged by injustice in an Anglo-Indian solicitor, Doyle used his own methods to solve the mystery. $29.95

**5880156 MIDNIGHT MURDERS: Series 1.** widescreen. The English village mystery gets a contemporary spin in this hit British series. Nice-guy detective Tom Barnaby (John Nettles) and his assistant, Sergeant Troy (Daniel Casey), set out to solve the case in five mysteries. $29.95

**5880173 MIDNIGHT MURDERS: Series 2.** widescreen. The English village mystery gets a contemporary spin in this hit British series. Nice-guy detective Tom Barnaby (John Nettles) and his assistant, Sergeant Troy (Daniel Casey), set out to solve the case in five mysteries. $29.95

**5880181 MIDNIGHT MURDERS: Set 25.** widescreen. The cozy villages of Midwinter and Combe still have their most sinister secrets in this contemporary British series. The capable Detective Chief Inspector John Barnaby (Neil Dudgeon) and his new sidekick, Detective Sergeant Ellie Nelson (G Sullivan), take on five mysteries. The Christmas Haunting; Let Us Prey; Wild Harvest; The Flying Club; and The Killings of Copenhagen. English SDH. Over 7 hours on two DVDs. Acorn Media. Pub. at $49.99 $29.99

**4621473 EARTH: The Biography.** widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $29.98 $7.95

**6560041 SAPPHIRE AND STEEL: The Complete Series.** Shout! Factory. Pub. at $39.97 $29.95

**6600142 TO WALK INVISIBLE: The Bronte Sisters.** PBS. Pub. at $29.99 $19.98

**6600092 FINGERSMITH.** widescreen. Acorn Media. Pub. at $29.99 $24.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/658
6950981  CRAFT IN AMERICA: NATURE. Widescreen. The Peabody Award-winning documentary series is a journey to the artists, objects, techniques, and origins of American craft. Nature celebrates the beauty, inspiration, and future of the American landscape and challenges viewers to discover their relationship with the natural world. English SDH. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

6950957  BIRTH OF A MOVEMENT. Widescreen. In 1918, African American newspaper editor and activist William Monroe Trotter waged a battle against D.W. Griffith’s notoriously Ku Klux Klan friendly blockbuster The Birth of a Nation, which painted a fetishistic today against black race relations. This film features commentary from Spike Lee, Henry Louis Gates Jr. and DJ Spooky.

6951148  AMERICA REVEALED. Widescreen. A look at key climate, leaps, and rides across the U.S. to find out what makes this nation tick. He traces the mighty infrastructures that miraculously come together to maintain the nation’s trade, agriculture, manufacturing, transport people, grow our food, and power our increasingly tech-dependent nation. English SDH. Four hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

6858950  MOVEABLE FEAST WITH FERRY COOKING: Session 1. Widescreen. Come along on a mouthwatering ride and catch the spirit of pop-up cooking events from Pete Evans, Australia’s top celebrity chef. You’ll learn cooking tips and techniques from talented chefs, including Jacques Pepin, Marcus Samuelsson and Tom Douglas, and how you can interpret your own kitchen. English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

6951031  EGYPT’S TREASURE GUARDIANS. Widescreen. Egypt is home to many of the most famous archaeological treasures on Earth. But over the past five years, Egypt has suffered a tumultuous revolution and tourist numbers have plummeted. This program follows a select cast of individuals determined to bring Egypt back from the brink and get tourists to visit again. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $5.95

6851599  LETHAL SEAWORMS. Widescreen. A deadly recipe threatens the survival of countless creatures throughout the Earth’s oceans. Follow scientists who are seeking solutions and making breakthrough discoveries, including a unique coral garden in Papua New Guinea that offers a glimpse of what the seas could be like in a half-century. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

6952114  SUPERHEROES: A New American Dream. Widescreen. Hosted and narrated by Liew Schreiber, Superheroes features more than 50 new interviews, from pioneers such as Stan Lee, Joe Simon, and Jerry Robinson to contemporary icons including Mark Waid and Grant Morrison as well as actors like Adam West and Lynda Carter. English SDH. 180 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $14.99 $4.99

6851029  THE WAR THAT MADE AMERICA: The Story of the French and Indian War. Widescreen. This dramatic documentary, with full-scale battles, elaborate sets and a large cast, tells the fascinating story of the first great conflict between the two emerging colonial powers, France and England, over control of North America. Six hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 $24.95

6851322  DANCING ON THE EDGE. Widescreen. In the early 1950’s London, the black jazz group known as the Louis Lester Band is a model of integration. But when the band starts to play at parties, catching the eye of an ambitious American businessman, their success in Britain is threatened. The band’s success, ballroom tragedy, setting off a chain of events that may put it all to an end. Stars Chet Swietek, Elijah Blake. Seven hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 $11.95

6851605  CANCER: The Emperor of All Maladies. Widescreen. Tells the complete story of one of the greatest medical challenges of our time. Follows the rise and fall of one of the earliest hot air balloons and takes to the skies, English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6851139  MEMORY HACKERS: NOVA. Widescreen. Neuroscientists and neurosurgeons explore the precise molecular mechanisms of memory. They study individuals ranging from an 11-year-old whiz kid who remembers every detail of his life to a nondescript phobias vanished. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

685712X  IN DEFENSE OF FOOD: An Eater’s Manifesto. Widescreen. Join Michael Pollan on a fascinating journey to answer the question: What should we eat to be healthy? Cutting through confusion and bustling myths and misconceptions, he shows how common sense and old-fashioned wisdom can help us discover the possibilities of eating real food and the chronic diseases so often associated with the modern diet. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6851851  INDIAN SUMMERS: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Julie Walters stars as the glamorous hostess of an English social club in the twilight era of British rule in India. The story explores the collision of the high-living English ruling class with the local people and their fight for Indian independence. As the drama unfolds, the two sides clash and merge in this sweeping saga.

10 hours on 4 DVDs. PBS. Sold Out

6852028  THE STORY OF CATS: Nature. Widescreen. Join Nature on an historic journey to the origins of the diverse creatures, from Asia to Africa and then into the Americas. It offers an in-depth look at what makes the family of felines unique, and the evolutionary tricks and adaptations that truly define a cat. English SDH. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

6851983  PAGE EIGHT. Widescreen. Johnny Worricker (Bill Nighy) is a long-serving MI5 agent who has retired from his job, only to be drafted back in. He’s sent to Kew Gardens to deal with a contentious Top Secret file that threatens the entire MI5 organization. Also stars Rachel Weisz, Judy Davis, and Ralph Fiennes. English SDH. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

6851094  THE WAR THAT MADE AMERICA: The Story of the French and Indian War. Widescreen. This dramatic documentary, with full-scale battles, elaborate sets and a large cast, tells the fascinating story of the first great conflict between the two emerging colonial powers, France and England, over control of North America. Six hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 $24.95

6840124  BEN FRANKLIN’S BALLOONS: NOVA. Widescreen. The adventure of human flight begins in 1783 when Ben Franklin and his brother John build one of the earliest hot air balloons and takes to the skies, English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6851711  THE CRIMSON FIELD. Widescreen. In a tented field hospital on the coast of Africa, doctors and nurses work together to heal the bodies of men wounded in WWII. Kitty, Rosalie and Flora arrive as the hospital’s first volunteer nurses. Their work is accepted by the medical team. The girls are flung headlong into a world for which nothing could have prepared them. Stars Kevin Doyle. Six hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 $27.95

5932149  THE BATTLE OF CHOISIN. Widescreen. On Thanksgiving Day, the troops of the U.S. Army’s X Corps were pushing north toward the Korean peninsula at a breakneck pace. But within days of the war’s start, 10,000 U.S. troops found themselves surrounded by more than 85,000 Chinese soldiers, setting the stage for a bloody and bloody battle. This is the story of the one of the great military clashes of the Cold War. 120 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

5774449  9 MONTHS THAT MADE YOU. Widescreen. This three-episode entertainment series breaks the gestation process into state-of-the-art CGI to reveal the most miraculous medical phenomena ever found in nature. Using the latest scientific research and advances in medicine, the hidden world of the womb is revealed in all its bizarre and frightening milestones along the way. Six hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

6927556  SEX, LIES AND BUTTERFLIES: NATURE. Widescreen. Follows the lives from egg to caterpillar to chrysalis to the emergence of the full-blown, winged creature. Explore their astonishing survival techniques and through sophisticated macro-filming, take beyond the butterflies’ bright colors and fragile beauty to follow them on one of the greatest migrations on earth. 53 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

6758874  VERMEER: Beyond Time. Widescreen. In this feature documentary, Joris Ivens and Pierre Cotet adopt an imaginative and sensitive approach to Vermeer, focusing on not only his work, but also his family life. He looks into his connections to the art world and his contemporaries and the wider world of the Dutch Golden Age. English SDH. Nearly 90 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

6927491  HANNIBAL IN THE ALPS. Widescreen. For more than 2,000 years, nobody has been able to prove the route Hannibal took across the Alps—until now. Explorers, archaeologists, and scientists combine state of the art technology, ancient texts, and a recreation of the route itself to prove conclusively where Hannibal’s army made it across the Alps—and exactly how he did it. English SDH. PBS. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

6851077  10 WEEKS THAT MADE THE STORY OF CHINA WITH MICHAEL MOSLEY. Widescreen. Exploring the history of the world’s longest continuous state, from the ancient past to the present day, in this fascinating and timely program. Traveling across Asia, we meet the people behind the landscapes, peoples, stories, and cultures that have helped create China’s distinctive character over more than 4,000 years. English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99 $27.95
★ 683552X THE VERY BEST OF VICTOR BORGE, VOLUME 2. A legend of radio, television, and live performance, Victor Borge entertained the world for over seven decades. This special collection includes eight uproarious Borge sketches from the archives, and features some rarely seen routines. The set features an introduction by the legendary musical performances and comedy acts—a must-have for all Borge fans. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.95

★ 6679689 1916: The Irish Rebellion. Widescreen. Narrated by acclaimed actor and Irish native Liam Neeson, this documentary commemorates the “Easter Rising” in 1916, with a combination of rarely seen archival footage, new segments filmed on location worldwide, and interviews with leading international experts. Includes the untold story the Irish Americans played in the lead up to the rebellion. 180 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

★ 6656645 NOVA WONDERS. Widescreen. A fresh, lively series that makes complicated concepts accessible while taking a big dive into the scientific process. Each episode poses a single big scientific question and takes viewers along on a journey to answer it. The intriguing topics pondered are the secret language of animals, what’s hidden in the human body, can we build a brain, and mysteries of the universe. English SDH. Six hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $27.95

★ 6527416 BLACKOUT IN PUERTO RICO. Widescreen. Frontline and NPR investigate how the federal response in Puerto Rico left millions of Americans in the dark for months after Hurricane Maria. Gripping and riveting, this is a watch that look inside the ongoing recovery effort in Puerto Rico—and the economic crisis that devastated the island long before Maria. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $19.95

★ 6660098 AFRICA’S GREAT CIVILIZATIONS. Traveling the length and breadth of Africa, Henry Louis Gates, Jr. takes a look at the history of the continent, from the birth of humankind to the dawn of the 21st century. Along the way he celebrates the individual and collective genius of Africans who impacted government, education, art and more. English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.95

★ 6759866 TOLKIEN & LEWIS. Myth, Imagination & the Quest for Meaning. Widescreen. Delves into the profound characteristics of myth with an emphasis on how myth impacts our lives. This documentary engages scholars from various spiritual and academic viewpoints while challenging viewers to draw their own conclusions about the meaning of life. English SDH. Nearly 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

★ 6827564 A STAR-SPANGLED STORY: Battle for America. Widescreen. The Star-Spangled Banner is known by all, treasured for its powerful melody and stirring lyrics. But what is its history? Here is the story of a British attack and examines the battle that inspired the poem written by Francis Scott Key to immortalize its final moments. English SDH. 51 minutes. Smithsonian. Pub. at $19.99

★ 5932300 TESLA: Visionary or Madman? Widescreen. In his life, Tesla the strange wizard and mad scientist overtook the brilliant engineer—the seer of the wireless world who now live in Los Angeles. This spectacular rise and fall was the real man, a consummate inventor and dedicated engineer whose ideas often bordered on madness. His life is both celebrated and ideas continue to light here. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

★ 6898510 KINGDOMS OF THE SKY: Himalaya, Rockies, Andes. Widescreen. This landmark three part series reveals the extraordinary animals and remarkable people who make a home on the iconic mountain ranges of the world. English SDH. 165 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

★ 6895599 BASQUIAT: Rage to Riches. Widescreen. The definitive documentary about one of the most influential artists of the 20th century. Jean-Michel Basquiat was a rock star of the early 80’s art scene in New York: he lived fast, died young and left behind a legend of his life and work. In 1981, he was arrested for his role in a painting theft. In death he has emerged as one of the most important artist of his generation. 75 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

★ 593233S VISIONS OF GERMANY & AUSTRIA. Experience the fairy tale beauty, natural wonders, and rich history of southern Germany with stunning HD footage in the two-part Visions of Germany. Then, embark on a virtual vacation through the scenery winter and spring landscapes of the Viennese lifestyle with Visions of Austria. Three hours. PBS. Pub. at $29.99

★ 6570348 THE GREAT WAR: American Experience. Widescreen. Tells the rich and complex story of World War I through the voices of nurses, journalists, aviators, and the American troopers who became known as “doughboys.” A sweeping, multi-angled series that captures all the heroism and sacrifice, but also presents a brutal conflict that changed the world forever. Six hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99

★ 6835538 VICTORIA: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. This landmark account of the life of one of history’s greatest monarchs continues as the Queen faces the very modern problems of her marriage to Prince Albert and her work–all while being the ruler of the most powerful nation on earth. Stars Jemma Cooper and Tom Hughes. English SDH. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $49.99

★ 6895653 SIR EDMUND HILLARY: Everest and Beyond. Widescreen. An intriguing six part series about the man who conquered more than just Mount Everest. By stepping where no man had before, Hillary claimed victory for New Zealand and made a name for himself and Nepal. This series portrays the life, loves, and losses of one of the most famous explorers of all time. Stars Andrew Munnro, Dean O’Gorman and Amy Usherwood. English SDH. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99

★ 6724933 GOING TO WAR. Widescreen. What is it really like to go to war? For millennia, only warriors could really answer that question. Now, this documentary, led by Sebastian Junger and Karl Malantes, takes you inside the soldier’s experiences as never before. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

★ 6834300 THE BOMBING OF WALL STREET: American Experience. Widescreen. In the early 1920s, hundreds of Wall Street workers headed out for lunch, a horse-drawn cart packed with dynamite exploded in front of Morgan Bank and Company, the largest investment institution. The blast turned the nation’s financial center into a bloody war zone and left forgotten a piece of history that remains unsolved today. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

★ 6896573 MYANMAR’S KILLING FIELDS: FRONTLINE. Widescreen. As of May 2018, almost one million Rohingya refugees from Myanmar are living in the world’s largest refugee camp across the border in Bangladesh. This comprehensive investigation is a vivid and harrowing look at what drove them there. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

★ 6851673 THE CENTRAL PARK FIVE. Widescreen. In 1989, five black and Latino teenagers from Harlem were arrested and convicted of raping a white woman in New York City. Years later, a serial rapist confessed that he alone had committed the crime. A STAND UP FOR JUSTICE. PBS. Pub. at $7.95

★ 5932203 GRAVEYARD OF THE GIANT PYRAMIDS. Widescreen. A mining operation in Cerejeno, Northern Colombia, unearthed Titanoboa, a 43-foot-snake. It was to be the beginning of a host of discoveries, including the discovery of a giant crocodile in the same area. With close fossil analysis and scientific experiments, this program examines the cahlings opened up by the stunning news.

★ 6854435 UNFORGOTTEN: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. When a body is discovered in a derelict building, DCI Cassie Stuart (Nicola Walker) must untangle lies that have been covered up for nearly 40 years. With her partner, DI Sunil Khan (Sanjeev Bhaskar), they narrow the list to four suspects, each with something to hide. English SDH. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $34.99

PRICE CUT to $17.95

★ 6927559 TRUMP’S TAKEOVER: FRONTLINE. Gripping and revealing, this film explores the potential lasting impact of the Trump era on the Republican Party and the American political system as a whole. It’s the story of President Trump’s rule of the GOP and the Party—from the perspective of Republican lawmakers and insiders themselves. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

PRICE CUT to $14.95

★ 4842244 IRELAND’S LEGEND: New Revelations from the Ancient Ice Mummy. Widescreen. As of 100 BC. 4842241 ICE MUMMY REBORN: New Revelations from the Ancient Ice Mummy. Widescreen. As of 100 BC. 4842240 ICE MUMMY REBORN: New Revelations from the Ancient Ice Mummy. Widescreen. As of 100 BC.

★ 6892752 MCCAIN: FRONTLINE. Widescreen. A fascinating exploration of Senator John McCain’s complicated relationship with President Trump and the Republican Party, as well as his life and politics. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

PRICE CUT to $14.95

★ 6849028 SCANNING THE PYRAMIDS: Secrets of the Dead. Widescreen. The first scientific mission in 30 years to be authorized by the Egyptian government to examine the pyramids, the globe’s greatest mysteries. PBS. Pub. at $99.99

★ 6827580 TRAFFICKED IN AMERICA: FRONTLINE. Widescreen. Investigates how teenagers from Central America were smuggled into the U.S. by traffickers who promised them jobs and a better life—only to force them to live and work in virtual slavery to pay off their debt. Gripping and compelling, this film presents a rare look inside the hidden reality of labor trafficking in the U.S. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

PRICE CUT to $14.95

★ 6927473 THE GANG CRACKDOWN: MS-13. Widescreen. Frontline investigates the U.S. government’s efforts to crack down on the violent gang, MS-13. Drawing on interviews with murder victims’ families, accused gang members, ICE leadership and immigration lawyers, this film explores the reasons behind the national push to extradite and examines whether the government has overreached. English SDH. 60 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $24.99

PRICE CUT to $14.95

★ 6927513 LITTLE WOMEN. Widescreen. Based on Louisa May Alcott’s beloved novel, and set against the backdrop of a country divided, Little Women follows the four March sisters—Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy—on their journey from childhood to adulthood while their father is away at war. Stars Angela Lansbury, Emily Watson and Michael Gambon. English SDH. 175 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $29.99

PRICE CUT to $19.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
LIMITED QUANTITY 6661908 PSYCHO. Widescreen. Not only is it one of the most shocking films of all time, but it also changed the thriller genre forever. Join the Master of Suspense on a chilling journey as an unsuspecting victim visits the Bates Motel and finds herself in the mind of cinema's most notorious psychopaths. Stars Anthony Perkins and Janet Leigh. 109 minutes. Rated R. English SDH.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6663538 EXTANT: The Second Season. Widescreen. As the series comes to a close, tracks both Ethan and her hybrid alien son, Adhu, who has now produced more of his own kind. Ahead the hybrids will take over, the government orders the creation of their own kind. Afraid the hybrids will take over, Adhu, who has now produced more of his own kind. Ethan and her hybrid alien son, Adhu, who has now produced more of his own kind.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6659086 CARRIE. Widescreen. Chloé Grace Moretz and Julianne Moore star in this electrifying second season. Two episodes. English SDH. Nine hours on 4 DVDs.


LIMITED QUANTITY 6661651 HOLIDAY INN. Fullscreen. Screen legends Bing Crosby and Fred Astaire sing and dance their way into your heart in one of the most timeless holiday classics. Crosby plays a dance-hall owner who's show is to run an inn that is open only on holidays. Astaire plays his former partner and rival in love. Featuring the Academy Award Winner Grace Kelly and English SDH.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6660405 MACBETH. Widescreen. The timeless vision of Macbeth (Michael Fassbender), the fearless Scottish General whose ambitious wife (Marion Cotillard) urges him to use violence to ascend the throne. A dramatic reimagining of the realities of war-torn times and a tale of all-consuming passion and ambition. Includes all 13 Season 2 Blu-rays. Paramount.


LIMITED QUANTITY 6652171 THOSE DARING YOUNG MEN IN THEIR JAUNTY JALOPIES/HOUDINI. A Tony Curtis double feature! He delivers his first leading role as the world’s most captivating magician and escape artist, Houdini. Then, Those Daring Young Men in Their Jaunty Jalopies is a hilarious, romantic and action-packed adventure about the chairman of Russia. Stars Audrey Hepburn, Henry Fonda, and Mel Ferrer. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Warner Home Video.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6656963 A PATH APPEARS. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $34.99. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 113 minutes. Alliance.


LIMITED QUANTITY 6651835 I'LL HAVE WHAT PHIL'S HAVING. Widescreen. PBS. Pub. at $34.99. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 114 minutes. Alliance.


LIMITED QUANTITY 6656194 NOCTURNAL ANIMALS. Widescreen. This film ingeniously unfolds a marriage contract through the words of the characters. The unfulfilling marriage when she receives a package containing a novel manuscript from her ex-husband. Increasingly, she interprets the book’s characters as the signs that forces her to re-evaluate the choice she has made. Stars Amy Adams and Jake Gyllenhaal. Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 116 minutes. Universal.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6661986 INCARNATE. Widescreen. When an 11 year old boy becomes possessed by a creature of ungodly evil, an unconventional exorcist enters the mind of the boy to attack the demonic, but finds himself facing the horrors of his own past. Stars Aaron Eckhart and Carice Van Houten. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 87 minutes. Universal.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6661797 CAPTAIN FANTASTIC. Widescreen. About an unconventional man from the forest of the Pacific Northwest, isolated from society. Stars Viggo Mortensen and Frank Langella. Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 120 minutes. Universal.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6657005 DANCES WITH WOLVES: 20th Anniversary Edition. Widescreen. Costner stars and directs this winner of seven Academy Awards. It tells the story of Lieutenant Dunbar, a Civil War hero who believes a Sioux tribe while stationed at a desolate outpost on the American frontier. This special edition includes a second Blu-ray with nearly an hour of additional scenes. English SDH. 104 minutes. Universal.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6657014 CAT RUN. Widescreen. A high-end call girl who’s running for her life. Joining her in her escape is a scalable government operative, and two bumbling private detectives to be her unlikely protectors from a deadly combination of the Mob, a corrupt U.S. senator, and a ruthless female assassin. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6651989 CAT RUN. Widescreen. A high-end call girl who’s running for her life. Joining her in her escape is a scalable government operative, and two bumbling private detectives to be her unlikely protectors from a deadly combination of the Mob, a corrupt U.S. senator, and a ruthless female assassin. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6661878 LUCY. Widescreen. Adapted by a dangerous new drug allowing her to use 100 percent of her brain capacity, a woman transforms to a merciless warrior evolved beyond human logic. Stars Scarlett Johansson and Morgan Freeman. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6657003 SNOW GIRL AND THE DARK CRYSTAL. Widescreen. Directed by Academy Award Winner Peter Pau, this film brings to life the thrilling adventure about the legendary hero Zhong Kui, a fabled warrior with mysterious powers who is forced to conquer the realms of heaven and Hell to save his people and the world. Includes all 13 Season 2 Blu-rays. Paramount.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6651988 CAT RUN. Widescreen. A high-end call girl who’s running for her life. Joining her in her escape is a scalable government operative, and two bumbling private detectives to be her unlikely protectors from a deadly combination of the Mob, a corrupt U.S. senator, and a ruthless female assassin. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6651989 CAT RUN. Widescreen. A high-end call girl who’s running for her life. Joining her in her escape is a scalable government operative, and two bumbling private detectives to be her unlikely protectors from a deadly combination of the Mob, a corrupt U.S. senator, and a ruthless female assassin. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6651989 CAT RUN. Widescreen. A high-end call girl who’s running for her life. Joining her in her escape is a scalable government operative, and two bumbling private detectives to be her unlikely protectors from a deadly combination of the Mob, a corrupt U.S. senator, and a ruthless female assassin. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal.

LIMITED QUANTITY 6651989 CAT RUN. Widescreen. A high-end call girl who’s running for her life. Joining her in her escape is a scalable government operative, and two bumbling private detectives to be her unlikely protectors from a deadly combination of the Mob, a corrupt U.S. senator, and a ruthless female assassin. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal.


**Blu-ray**

687260 THE PHANTOM. Widescreen. Chris Moore is an urban daredevil who gets his kicks racing through the city. When a secret organization approaches him with proof that he is the son of a legendary international crime fighter called the Phantom, he is thrust into a world he never knew existed. Starring Ryan Carnes and Isabella Rossellini. English SDH, 175 minutes. **SOLD OUT**

687226 TAI CHI MASTER: Dragon Dynasty. Widescreen. Superstar Jet Li shows off his legendary speed, power and agility at the peak of his martial arts prowess. Students are expelled from the storied temple of Shaolin, only to meet again on the stagestop, greeted by four more unfamiliar faces—and trouble. Rated R. English SDH. 134 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

687296 THE ROBE. Widescreen. Nominated for five Academy Awards including Best Picture, this inspiring classic stars Richard Burton whose role is forever changed when he wins Christ's robe in a gambling game at the foot of the cross. Also stars Jean Simmons and Victor Mature. English SDH. 134 minutes. Widescreeen. $5.95

682036 SWORD OF VENGEANCE. Widescreen. A Norman prince freed from slavery, seeks revenge on his father's murderer, his ruthless uncle, Earl Durant. Gaining the trust of a band of exiled Chinese, he is sent to save hostages from hijackers. Also stars Michelle Yeoh. Unrated. In Cantonese with English subtitles. English SDH. 96 minutes. Well Go USA. $3.95

671448X SPACEBALLS. Widescreen. The target is with you in Mel Brooks' laugh-out-loud parody of Star Wars. The fearless-and-clueless-Lone Starr (Bill Pullman) and his half-man, half-dog sidekick (John Candy) race against time to free a princess (Daphne Zuniga) from the evil clutches of a dictatorial leader (Steve Martin). English SDH. Includes DVD 96 minutes. $4.95

6571972 BIGFOOT: The Lost Coast Tapes. Widescreen. When a hunter claims to have found living, breathing Sasquatch, a disgraced investigative journalist staves his comeback—and the lives of his documentary film crew—on proving the fable to be a hoax. The truth, it turns out, is much more to their liking. Rated R. English SDH and CC. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 89 minutes. XLator Media. $3.95

6066600 DR. NO. Widescreen. James Bond, Fleming's immortal action hero, gets his explosive film debut with this 1962 classic. Sean Connery embodies the suave yet lethal cool of Agent 007 as he battles the mysterious Dr. No of a scientific genius bent on destroying the U.S. space program. English SDH. 110 minutes. MGM. $4.95

6901743 GNOMEO & JULIET. Widescreen. Caught up in a feud between neighbors, Gnomeo and Juliet must overcome as many obstacles as their namesakes. But with flamboyant pink flamingos and epic lawn mower races, can this unlikely love couple find love in the grounds? Features music from Sir Elton John, and the voice talents of Emily Blunt, James McAvoy, and Sir Michael Caine. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 84 minutes. $4.95

5986372 GOOD MORNING, VIETNAM. Widescreen. Robin Williams delivers a tour-de-force performance as military deejay Adrian Cronauer, whose sidesplitting comedy and rapid-fire wit make him a hero to the troops, but quickly gets him in hot water too. Also stars Forest Whitaker. English SDH. 121 minutes. Touchstone. $5.95

6931545 JOY. Widescreen. The wild story of a family across four generations, centering on the woman who founds a business dynasty and becomes a matriarch in her own right.ened with the loss of love pave the road for her intense emotional and family comedy. Stars Jennifer Lawrence, Bradley Cooper and Robert DeNiro. English SDH. 124 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

5922416 A FISTFUL OF DOLLARS MORE. Widescreen. Clint Eastwood's star-making role comes to Blu-ray. The Man with No Name takes on two rival bands of smugglers in Sergio Leone's scintillating spaghetti western A Fistful of Dollars. Then, Eastwood joins forces with fellow screen legend Lee Van Cleef to take down a common enemy in For a Few Dollars More. Rated R. Nearly 4 hours on two discs. 20th Century Fox. $19.95

6791166 ALICE IN WONDERLAND 3D. Widescreen. Tumble down the rabbit hole for a fantastical adventure from Disney and Tim Burton. Alice (Mia Wasikowska), now 19 years old, returns to the whimsical world she first entered as a child to discover her true destiny. Also stars Johnny Depp, Anne Hathaway, and Helena Bonham Carter. English SDH. 109 minutes. Disney. $7.95

681204X PREJUDGED/INNOCENT/FRA Ntic. Widescreen. Harrison Ford teams with two gifted filmmakers to reveal a pair of suspicious mysteries. In Alan J. Pakula's twist-filled whodunit Presumed Innocent, Ford plays an attorney who is both the prosecutor of a murder case—and suspect number one. In Roman Polanski's Frantic, he plays an American doctor scouring France for his recently vanished wife. Both Rated R. English SDH. Over 4 hours. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

6811930 MUPPETS MOST WANTED. Widescreen. There's plenty of fun for the whole family as Kermit the Frog, Miss Piggy, Animal and the entire Muppets gang head out on a world tour. But mayhem follows as they find themselves entangled in an international crime caper. Stars Ricky Gervais and Tina Fey. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 124 minutes. Disney. $5.95

6769071 THE DELTA FORCE/LONE WOLF/MIOQUE/CODE OF SILENCE. Widescreen. Three Chuck Norris favorites! He and Lee Marvin make up The Delta Force, sent to save hostages from hijackers. He’s Texas Ranger J.J. McQuade in For a Few Dollars More and former Navy SEAL Jason ‘Welsh’ in Code of Silence. The Man with the Golden Gun. English SDH. 129 minutes. MGM. $5.95

5896763 2017 STANLEY CUP CHAMPIONS: Pittsburgh Penguins. Widescreen. For the second time in franchise history—the Penguins are back back back back! Stanley Cup Winners’ Exclusive interviews with players and coaches provide an inside perspective to the Penguins unforgettable 50th anniversary season. English SDH. $3.95

6820344 TEKKEN 2: Kazuya’s Revenge. Widescreen. Suffering from amnesia, a young man trying to discover his true identity is kidnapped by an underground fighting organization, sent into a ruthless assassin. Soon he will confront his past and learn the truth about who, and what he really is. Not Rated. English SDH. 89 minutes. Crystal Sky. $1.95

6714366 THE AGONY AND THE ECSTASY. Widescreen. Despite the greatest physical demands involved, Renaissance artist Michelangelo (Charlton Heston) spends more than four years creating the Sistine Chapel’s spectacular ceiling. At the same time, he wages a battle with the man who commissioned him, Pope Julius II (Rex Harrison). Rated R. English SDH. 125 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

6588220 THETELMA & LOUISE. Widescreen. Geena Davis and Susan Sarandon as Geena Davis star as accidental outlaws on a desperate flight across the Southwest after a tragic incident at a roadside bar. It’s an empowering personal odyssey with a determined female detective (Harvey Keitel) on their trail, a sweet-talking hitchhiker (Brad Pitt) in their path and a string of crimes in their wake. Rated R. English SDH. 125 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

5833779 AIRPORT. Widescreen. This groundbreaking disaster classic stars Burt Lancaster as the manager of an international airport who must juggle personal crises with professional responsibilities as he tries to keep his third-tier-tom facility open to rescue a bomb-damaged jetliner. Also stars Dean Martin, Jacqueline Bisset, George Kennedy, Maureen Stapleton and Harrison Ford. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 137 minutes. $9.95

6919332 MARCO POLO. Widescreen. Thirteenth-century Venetian trader Marco Polo (Ian Somerhalder) is enlisted as an acolyte at the court of Kublai Khan (Brian Dennehy), Mongol conqueror of the East. The mission is to convert the most populous and wealthiest nation to Christianity—a mission that will push them to the very edge of their mortality. Also stars B.D. Wong. Nearly 3 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $19.98

6844933 31. Rob Zombie’s latest follows five carnival workers who are kidnapped and forced to participate in a violent game, the goal of which is to survive the night against a gang of sadistic clowns. Welcome to 31. Rated R. English SDH. 102 minutes. M.O. Pictures. $5.95

6852130 ANDROID COP. Widescreen. In this futuristic action-packed thriller, a cop and his robotic partner enter the Zone, a forbidden section of the city inhabited by a diseased stricken populace. Together they discover the real reason everyone is sick and dying from a mysterious illness. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 90 minutes. Asylum. $3.95

6561055 MAX FLEISCHER’S SUPERMAN: Collector’s Edition. Widescreen. Fleischer. Revered as some of the finest cartoons produced during the golden age of American animation, these 17 vintage Max Fleischer masterpieces (originally released between 1941 and 1945) transport us back to the early days of cinema. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 90 minutes. $5.95

6871232 WILD THINGS: Foursome. Widescreen. Hotel magnate Ted Wheeley has spent his life hard partying with three best friends: Carson, who believes his wealthy, womanizer father drove his mother to her death. When Ted is killed in a speed boat accident, his right-hand man Jack Walker (John Schneider) is assigned to investigate the case. As he digs deeper he becomes more and more suspicious. Unrated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Sony Pictures. $3.95

6919448 PSYCHO CIRCUS: Triple Feature. Widescreen. Come one, come all to the devil’s circus with these creepy classics featuring genre legends like Peter Cushing and Christopher Lee. Featuring groundbreaking new twists, these twisted mad scientists, vanishing children and more, it’s a carnival of carnage in The Brotherhood of Satan, Torture Garden, and The Creeping Flesh. Over 4 hours. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98
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6870535 HOUSE OF 1,000 DOLLS. Widescreen. Two illusionists, Felix Mandevelle (Vincent Price) and his wife Rebecca (Martha Hyer), help abduct female victims with their magic tricks for an international ring of white slave traders. While on vacation, an American businessman (George Nader) and his daughter (Anne Smyner) are drawn into a kidnapping plot when their friend (Maria Rohm) becomes the ring’s latest victim. Rated R. 96 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

6995824 THE SIGNAL. Widescreen. Nic, his girlfriend and his buddy, Jonah take an unexpected detox from a cross-country road trip when they are contacted by a mysterious hacker who has gained entry into WM’s secure network. But after a rendezvous in an eerily remote area goes awry, Nic wakes to a living nightmare in an isolation unit. Stars Laurence Fishburne, Keanu Reeves, and Jennifer Carpenter. English SDH. Over 19 hours on six Blu-rays. Paramount. $6.95

6919545 WIND CHILL/CLOSURE/PERFECT STRANGER, Widescreen. In Wind Chill, desperate to get home for Christmas, a college student catches a ride and soon realizes it was a mistake. In Closure, driving back from a party Alice and Adam find themselves brutally assaulted by hunters. And in Perfect Stranger, when her friend’s affair ends in the woman’s murder, Rosie returns to bring the killer to justice. All Rated R. Over 4 hours. Mill Creek.

6991025 LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE: Season Nine. Fullscreen. It’s a fond farewell for the Ingalls, in the ninth and final season of this unrivaled series, when they decide it’s time to leave their “little house.” Enjoy the final, heartwarming moments of this much-loved classic. Includes 21 Season Nine episodes. Stars Michael Landon, Melissa Gilbert and Victor French. English SDH. Eighteen hours on 6 Blu-rays. Lions Gate.

6901736 DJANGO UNCHAINED. Widescreen. Jamie Foxx stars as Django, a slave who teams up with bounty hunter Dr. King Schultz (Christoph Waltz) to seek out the South’s most wanted criminals with the promise of Django’s freedom. He’s a quick draw, by vital hanging and skills, his one goal is to find and rescue the wife he lost to the slave trade. Rated R. English SDH. SDH. 165 minutes. Lions Gate.

6837905 MEMORIES OF THE SWEEP. Widescreen. As the greed and excess of a corrupt Monarch tries to destroy the once-glorious Goryeo Dynasty, three legendary warriors lead a revolt to overthrow the empire and save its people. But when deceit and betrayal costs the life of a master swordsman, a plot for justice and revenge is set into motion. Unrated. In Korean with English subtitles. 151 minutes. Well Go USA.

6870503 THE BURNING BED. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Francine (Farrah Fawcett) marries her small town high school sweetheart Mickey (Paul Le Mat) only to discover his short temper and his behavior violent. United to hang in there by her family and a broken social welfare system, she suffers continuous abuse—until desperation leads her to the only way she can ever return. 95 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

698259X IN THE NAME OF THE KING COLLECTION I-II-III. In the Name of the King: A Dungeon Siege Tale Jason Statham undertakes a grand quest to take vengeance on an evil wizard. Dolph Lundgren stars in The Name of the King 2: Two Worlds as an ex-soldier who travels back to a mystical age of dragons and warriors. And in The Name of the King 3: The Last Mission stars Dominic Purcell as a contract killer whose final job finds him transported back to the Middle Ages. Rated R. English SDH. Over 5 hours on three Blu-rays. 20th Century Fox.

6991099 LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE: Season Seven. Fullscreen. It’s wedding bells and a baby on the way for Laura and Almanzo. Adam’s sight returns, and he and Mary open a law practice. Laura begins teaching in Walnut Grove. Milly’s political incorrectness and Albert’s love for Sylvia stirs rumors. Includes all 22 Season Seven episodes. English SDH. Mandy Landon and Gilbert. Eighteen hours on four Blu-rays. Paramount. $7.95

6982630 FRANKY’S. Widescreen. Join the chronicles of Franky in a collection of six tales from the 1950s who are desperate to satisfy their adolescent sexual urges. They decide to pool their resources for Franky’s, a honky-tonk strip joint with a “The Tonight Show”-type of Broadway show. Also the story of the owner of Popy’s rips them off, they plot a revenge scheme that goes all the way. Stars Kim Cattrall and Scott Colby. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

6865917 RIDDICK. Widescreen. Vin Diesel reprises his role as the antihero Riddick, a dangerous, escaped convict wanted by every bounty hunter in the known galaxy. Riddick has been left for dead on a sun-scorched planet that appears to be lifeless. Soon, however, he finds himself fighting for survival against alien predators more lethal than any human he’s ever encountered. Rated R. English SDH. Over 19 hours. Universal.

6991294 LEONARD PART 6. Widescreen. Leonard Parker (Bill Cosby), a former secret agent turned restaurateur, is enlisted to stop the evil Medusa John and his minions from taking over the world with her army of killer frogs, lobsters, and horses. That would be bad enough—if Leonard’s family life wasn’t in shambles too! English SDH. 85 minutes. Universal.

6961827 THE GIFT, Widescreen. A psychological thriller that asks the question, “Can you really go through life having never wronged anyone?” A young married couple’s idyllic life is shattered when once a chance run-in with an old acquaintance sends their world into a tailspin. Stars Jason Bateman, Joel Edgerton, and Rebecca Hall. Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 109 minutes. Universal.

6961886 NIGHTCRAWLER. Widescreen. When a driven young man finds a group of freelance camera crews who film crashes, fires, murder and other mayhem, he lands a job as a photographer for an underground newspaper. He’s able to use his skills to make a huge raise in his old acquaintance sends their world into a tailspin. Stars Jason Bateman, Joel Edgerton, and Rebecca Hall. Rated R. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 118 minutes. Universal.

6924182 NOW YOU SEE ME 2. Widescreen. One year out after overthrowing the FBI and winning the public’s adulation with their Robin Hood style magic spectacles, the illusionists resurrect for a comeback performance in a class of their own. The game is on, the rules are off. Stars Morgan Freeman, Jay Chou, Isla Fisher and Woody Harrelson. English SDH. Blu-ray versions. 105 minutes. Universal.

6972150 MANHUNTENER. Widescreen. Former FBI profiler Will Graham (Michael Mann) reluctantly returns to his old job to track a horrific serial killer known as the ‘Tooth Fairy.’ But in order to get into the mind of the criminal, Graham must face another: Hannibal, the imprisoned psychiatrist whose insanity almost cost Graham his life. Directed by Michael Mann. 120 minutes. 20th Century Fox.

6970422 AFTER THE FOX. Widescreen. Millions of dollars worth of gold bullion is on the move to an Italian destination. Only one criminal mastermind is capable of stealing it—“The Fox” (Peter Sellers). Posing as a flamboyant film director, he casts an aggregation of the world’s best actors for a fake film about a gold theft! 103 minutes. Kino Lorber.

6982506 CARRIE. Widescreen. All hell breaks loose when a tortured, misfit teenager discovers she has the secret telekinetic powers against her psychotic mother (Piper Laurie) and sadistic classmates. Based on the best-selling Stephen King novel. Also the stars John Travolta. Rated R. English SDH. 98 minutes. MGM.

6977816 THE END. Widescreen. When California real-estate agent Wendell "Sonny" Lawson (Burt Reynolds) is told that he only has six months to live, he decides to try and beat the grim reaper to the punch with the help of his friend Marion (Dorn Deluise) in this darkly comic film. Directed by Buzzy and unknown film stars Joanne Woodward, Sally Field, and Pat O’Brien.

6572960 THE ADVENTURES OF ICHABOD AND MR. TOAD. Fullscreen. When Mr. J. Thaddeus Toad’s passion for monkey’s blood gets out of hand, he must rely on his faithful friends to clear his name. Then, meet the celebrated Ichabod Crane, whose comic rivalry for the affections of the townspeople and his start-longing race with the Headless Horseman. English SDH. 85 minutes. Disney. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 68 minutes. Disney.

697052X CANNON FOR COROBUA. Widescreen. During the 1912 Mexican Revolution, Capt. Rod Douglas (George Peppard) leads a small group of misfits into Mexican territory to destroy six cannons before General Porfirio Diaz and his bloodthirsty revolutionaries get their hands on them, with the help of Mexican military officer Antonio (Gabrielle Tinti) and the beautiful Leoxora (Giovanna Ralli). 104 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

6961789 THE BOSS. Widescreen. Melissa McCarthy stars as Michelle Darnell, a titan of industry who is sent to prison for insider trading. After doing her time, she emerges, ready to rebrand herself as a flamboyant film director, he casts an aggregation of the world’s best actors for a fake film about a gold theft! 103 minutes. Kino Lorber.

6931456 THE ASSASSIN. Widescreen. Celebrated Taiwanese Master Director Hou Hsiao-hsien’s long awaited return to the screen tells the story of Ye Ninniang (Shu Qi), a General’s daughter, kidnapped as a child and trained by a nun in the deadly skills only to be sent home on a bloody mission of revenge, with her once-betrothed love (Chang Chen) as the target. In Mandarin with English subtitles. 115 minutes. Well Go USA.

6887449 MANHUNTER. Widescreen. Former FBI profiler Will Graham (Michael Mann) reluctantly returns to his old job to track a horrific serial killer known as the ‘Tooth Fairy.’ But in order to get into the mind of the criminal, Graham must face another: Hannibal, the imprisoned psychiatrist whose insanity almost cost Graham his life. Directed by Michael Mann. 120 minutes. 20th Century Fox.
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**Films**. Pub. at $24.95

- **PLATOON**. Widescreen. Winner of four Academy Awards including Best Director and Best Picture. Oliver Stone’s harrowing classic blasts into Blu-ray. Starring Tom Berenger, Willem Dafoe, and Charlie Sheen, it’s a powerful, riveting and starkly brutal tale of an American soldier’s descent into the horrors of the Vietnam War. Rated R. 120 minutes. Olive Films. $11.95

- **THE MONUMENTS MEN**. Widescreen. Fresh and hilarious story of a disco diva trying to get the DJ to play her demo, two undercover disco queens out to show their stuff, a good girl looking for Mr. Right, a gambler whose greatest risks are taking on three men, and a businesswoman whose love for a furtive knows no danger. Four unforgettable characters facing the challenges of their lives when their paths cross. In B&W. 89 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

- **FLYING TIGERS**. Widescreen. Based on true story of the greatest treasure hunt in history. An unlikely WWII platoon is tasked with going into Germany to rescue artistic masterpieces torn from their homes and art galleries by the Nazis. Rated R. 85 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $13.95

- **THE DEVIL'S HONEY**. Widescreen. Lucio Fulci’s erotic thriller and cult classic gorgeously translated to film by director Lucio Fulci himself. Now available for the first time in the U.S. The plot follows a group of young kids devoted to protecting their suburban neighborhood from monsters and ghouls! 82 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95 $13.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/658
**BLU-RAY**

- **6973352 MCLINTOCK!** Widescreen.
  - This broad, boisterous comedy-western is one of John Wayne's most popular films of the '60s, loosely based on the Taming of the Shrew. Wayne stars as two-fisted George Washington McLintock who has his hands full with his estranged wife (Garland), her mother (Preston), his son (Hunt), and his daughter (Natalie Wood).
  - Includes original theatrical (142 minutes) and director's cut (149 minutes). Rated R. In German with English subtitles. English SDH. 101 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $9.95

- **6981649 BLACK AMERICA SINCE MLK: And Still I Rise.** Widescreen.
  - Looks at the last five decades of African American history through the eyes of Henry Louis Gates Jr., exploring the tremendous gains and persistent issues of this time. The series illuminates our recent past, while raising urgent questions about the future of the African American community—and our nation as a whole. English SDH. Four hours. Adult only. Full Moon. Pub. at $19.95. $13.95

- **6982075 COLOSSUS: The Forbin Project.** Widescreen.
  - When electronics genius Charles Forbin creates a massive computer complex that is capable of independently regulating the national defense, he is unaware that the enemy he hopes to prevent is a computer. A group that no enemy will ever be able to penetrate its sovereign borders—until the Russians create the same doomsday machine. 100 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

- **6991611 HITLER: The Last Ten Days.** Widescreen.
  - Leading up to Hitler's suicide, the film recounts the final days of strategizing and infiltrating among the Fuhrer's closest advisors, as well as his relationship with Eva Braun within the confines of their apartment. By the time of their suicides, they face a lethal dilemma: what to do with their lives. English SDH. 94 minutes. Disney. $9.95

- **6991610 HARLOW.** Widescreen.
  - Hollywood in 1928 is a land of milk and honey, magic and fantasy. Jean Harlow's spectacular rise and subsequent fall is one of the most fascinating stories of the '20s. Her career begins with bits in parts in movies and when she's discovered by an agent, Harlow becomes an overnight sensation and sex symbol. This film tells the story from the rise and fall of a true Hollywood legend. English SDH. 96 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. Pub. at $19.95. $13.95

- **6987052 DARK CITY.** Widescreen.
  - Meet Leslie Vernon, a good natured killing machine who invites a documentary film crew to follow him as he reminisces with his murdered mentor, evades his psychiatrist, deconstructs Freudian symbolism, and meticulously plots his upcoming suicide. Rated R. 90 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $9.95. $9.95

- **6860398 FAIRY TALE.** Widescreen.
  - "Scream Queen" Linnea Quigley stars in her first feature role in this erotic musical. Little Bo Peep, Old King Cole, Little Tommy Tucker, Snow White, and other fairy tales have all grown up. They ramp their way through a clothing-optional land of make believe where everything is possible—and roughly things have changed. Rated R. 90 minutes. Adults only. Full Moon. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

- **6729916 DAS BOOT: 2-Disc Collector's Set.**
  - Meet Leslie Vernon, a good natured killing machine who invites a documentary film crew to follow him as he reminisces with his murdered mentor, evades his psychiatrist, deconstructs Freudian symbolism, and meticulously plots his upcoming suicide. Rated R. 90 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $9.95. $9.95

- **6986625 BIRDMAN OF ALCATRAZ.** Widescreen. Director John Frankenheimer's biographical drama stars Burt Lancaster as Robert Stroud, the "Birdman of Alcatraz" who spent 29 years of his life in solitary confinement on Alcatraz. Rated R. 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

- **6991722 CAGED MEN.** Widescreen.
  - Elliott was a loser who robbed a bank only to land in jail. In prison, he encounters homosexuality as every inmate wants to escape. Elliott is a native Canadian gay film. This movie focuses on the shocking circumstances and tragedy that a young man must face in order to survive a corrupt prison. Rated R. 99 minutes. Code Red. $9.95

- **6988315 SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION.** Widescreen.
  - In the mid '50s, a young couple become human guinea pigs for a top secret experiment exposing them to atomic bomb radiation. When the couple dies in an accident, their son grows up to be a man whose rage can cause people to suddenly explode into flames. Starring Brad Dourif and Dick Butkus. Rated R. 89 minutes. Code Red. $11.95

- **6997706 WAGON TRACKS.** Fullscreen. Buckskin Hamilton (William S. Hart) is out for justice and closure on the heels of the outlaws that gunned down his younger brother in cold blood. Set in 1850 with the great Gold Rush as a backdrop, this 1891 silent film takes the viewer on an adventure across the wide open spaces of the untamed west. English SDH. 82 minutes on two Blu-ray discs. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. $21.95

- **6977604 THE STRANGER.** Widescreen. Orson Welles stars in and directs this tautly paced noir. Welles is Franz Kindler, a Nazi on the run who, posing as Professor Charles Rankin, insinuates himself into the town of Harper, Connecticut. Unbeknownst to Kindler, his wife's past is quickly catching up with him. Also stars Edward G. Robinson. In B&W. 95 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

- **6658024 FREQUENCY.** Widescreen. All his life, police officer John Sullivan (Jim Caviezel) has been haunted by one tragic event. Now, the phenomenon of time opens a mysterious channel to the past, John is stunned to discover that he's able to communicate with his father (Dennis Quaid) in the middle of his shaking life. Rated R. 101 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $11.95

- **6981337 RAMBO: FIRST BLOOD PART II.** Wide screen.
  - Trying to make a porno movie decide to raise money from friends and family by telling them it's a religious film. Confused, he sets when a porno is a hit in the comedy. Those Mad Mad Movie Makers. Gosh It's Me! Alice Goodbody (R) is a wild sex comedy following the exploits of a waitress as she leaves her way to stardom only to encounter bad luck along the way. Directed by Hal Holbrook. 93 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

- **6986862 COFFY.** Widescreen. Pam Grier stars as Nurse "Coffy" Coffin in the mother of all Blaxplotion films. She is a one woman vigilante force and she sets about cleaning up the underworld drug dealers, pimps, deviants and society's sin which is kick-butt action movie. Rated R. 90 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

- **6977103 WILD IN THE STREETS.** Widescreen.
  - While performing with his band at a rally for Senate candidate Jim Broyhill (Goldbrook), Max Frost (Christopher Jones), poster boy for the counterculture, seizes the opportunity to spout his own political philosophy but before he can, other things, re-education camps for those over the age of 35, along with a liberal dosing of LSD. Rated R. 97 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

- **6976972 THE VAMPIRE'S GHOST.** Fullscreen. In the African port town of Port Elizabeth, Dr. John Abbott, having fallen under the curse of the vampire, is unable to find eternal peace. With an unquenchable thirst for blood, Fahrenheit does his best to navigate the landscape in search of sustenance and the local missionary Father Gilchrist (Grant Withers) and Julie Vance (Peggy Stewart) who could be next victims. In B&W. 95 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95. $11.95
**Blu-ray**

- **9676891 THE TRAP.** Widescreen. After a ten-year hiatus, lawyer Ralph Anderson (Richard Widmark) returns to his hometown of Tula, California, where his father Lloyd (Cary Grant) and brother Tippy (Earl Holliman) serve as the town's sheriff and deputy. Forced to represent a mob boss, Ralph must now kick the other way while the mob bosses flee the country. 84 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

- **967569 X THE SPACE CHILDREN.** Widescreen. A glowing brain-like creature telepathically drives the children of a top-secret air Force base into madness. 78 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

- **9676417 THE SAVAGE INNOCENTS.** Widescreen. Anthony Quinn stars as an Indian fighter who is captured and tried for the murder of a local priest. With the frozen tundra as a metaphor for the isolation of an indigenous people, where the rules of the white man subvert their traditions, director Nicholas Ray creates the thinking man's adventure film. 110 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

- **9673671 ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW.** Widescreen. Recruited by disgraced cop David Burke (Ed Begley) to help with a bank (Ryan) and Ingram (Harry Belafonte) become bitter allies in their greed and shared rage against the world. But a pivotal moment will send both men toward a cataclysmic outcome that is anything but black and white. In B&W. 106 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

- **967352 MUSCLE BEACH PARTY.** Widescreen. Frankie Avalon and Annette Funicello star as fun-loving surfer Frankie and beach bunny Dee Dee in this cheerful comic tale of the residents of Eagle Rock, a surfer's paradise. 83 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

- **9673426 THE MIRACLE WORKER.** Widescreen. Patty Duke, blind and deaf since infancy as a result of scarlet fever, becomes prone to violent outbursts that grow more frequent as her parents (Helen Westley) and their training (Cloris Leachman) fail to help her. In B&W. 102 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

- **9673550 MUSCLE BEACH PARTY.** Widescreen. Frankie Avalon and Annette Funicello star as fun-loving surfer Frankie and beach bunny Dee Dee in this cheerful comic tale of the residents of Eagle Rock, a surfer's paradise. 83 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

- **9673727 THE MADNESS OF KING GEORGE.** Widescreen. With a cast of British royalty led by Nigel Hawthorne as the "Mad King," this historical drama is based on the true story of the deteriorating mental health of Britain's King George III. Mirren. 111 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

- **9670619 FRANKIE AND JOHNNY.** Widescreen. Johnny (Elvis Presley), is a nightclub singer and dancer. He falls in love with his new neighbor, Frankie (Donna Douglas). Frankie (Donna Douglas) has come to San Francisco to find her fortune. Where Frankie sees Johnny with another woman, she decides that she'll break off her romance with Johnny. 67 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

- **967102X WOLF LAKE.** Widescreen. Rod Steiger plays Charlie, an ex-Marine who lost his only son in the Vietnam War. He and his friends fly to a remote Canadian hunting lodge for their annual outing. There they meet the lodge's new caretaker (David Huffman), who is a deserter. The two men clash as Charlie and his buddies start terrorizing the young man. But when he gets pushed too far, his hunters become the hunted. Rated R. 98 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95

- **9683529 VALENTINO.** Widescreen. A flamboyant film fantasy based on the life of Rudolph Valentino, the sex symbol of silent screen legend and most renowned lover. 83 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

- **9663323 THE DOVEKEEPERS.** Widescreen. In 70 A.D., three strong, sensuous women journey to the city of Masada in a desperate attempt to hold out against the Roman army. They are united by their passionate natures, roles as doveckeepers, and powerful secrets that will tie their destinies together. Based on the bestselling novel by Alice Hoffman. Stars Rachel Brosnahan. English SDH. 172 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

- **9662975 EMANUELLE AND THE LAST CANNIBALS.** Widescreen. When journalist Emanuelle (Laura Gemser) discovers evidence of an extinct cannibal tribe in a Manhattan mental hospital, her investigation will take her to the jungles of Africa for an orgy of carnage. Not Rated. 94 minutes. Adult only. Severin. Pub. at $29.95

- **9680604 OFF PARADISE.** Widescreen. A young English girl (Katja Bieent) was lost in a jungle somewhere on the continent of Africa. Many years later, a treasure hunting expedition has begun searching for her. What the search team couldn't imagine, however, is that the little girl has grown up among the cannibalistic Mabuto tribe. Might she sense some connection before they are all sacrificed and eaten? 83 minutes. WVD Vision. Pub. at $29.95

- **9691734 HURRY SUNDOWN.** Widescreen. Thomas C. Ryan and Horton Foote's epic adaptation of K.B. Gilden's novel about racial prejudice and emotional unrest in 1940s Georgia. Michael Caine stars as an unsuspicious and racist landowner obsessed with buying up all available land in a Georgia farming town. The landowners design for an armed attack on the Air Force against his military's will. He is branded a traitor, setting the stage for the most sensational military trial in U.S. history. Also stars Rod Steiger. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

- **969176X HOME OF THE BRAVE.** Widescreen. This film's theme revolves around a diverse group of soldiers subjected to the horror of war and their individual struggles. Home of the Brave was one of Hollywood's first bold statements about African American service in war. Stars Frank Lovejoy, Lloyd Bridges and James Edwards. In B&W. 86 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

- **9691440 FLYING DISC MAN FROM MARS.** Widescreen. Armed with sinister weapons, a martian invader and a brilliant scientist have an evil plan of ruling Earth. But, Kent Fowler (Warner Anderson) along with his crack team will foil the bad guys at every climactic turn! Includes all twelve episodes. Also stars Gary Gay and Lois Collier. In B&W. 169 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $13.95

- **9691254 LOVE HAPPY.** Fullscreen. In the final Marx Brothers film, Harpo Marxis a true genius of the arts, taking food from the rich to help feed a group of poor actors. But when he steals a tin of sardines—a tin that actually holds the most valuable diamonds—he and Groucho find themselves confronted with a beautiful jewel thief (Ilona Massey). Also stars Marilyn Monroe. In B&W. 91 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $13.95

- **9691076 KISS TOMORROW GOODBYE.** Fullscreen. James Cagney plays career criminal Ralph Cotter, a lowlife maniac who doesn’t care about anyone but himself. After a failed attempt to be a cop, he buys a gun into a very dangerous world. After his gang is killed, he teams with a woman (Virginia O'Brien). Also starring Edmond O'Brien. 90 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $13.95

- **9689215 DENVER & RIO GRANDE.** Fullscreen. Jim Vasser, a former U.S. Army Officer, is now in charge of getting the Denver and Rio Grande tracks across the Rockies first to the right way. Standing in his way is the ruthless McCabe, who’s trying to lay his tracks first. The competition is intense. A film between the two outfits. Stars Sterling Hayden and Barbara Stanwyck. 102 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

- **9689551 THE COURT-MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL.** Widescreen. Gary Cooper is appointed to an Army general in this Otto Preminger's film. By the end of WWII, airplanes have only been used for reconnaissance, but Brigadier General Billy Mitchel makes an armed Air Force against the military’s will. He is involved in a trial, setting the stage for the most sensational military trial in U.S. history. Also stars Rod Steiger. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $13.95

- **9689889 COLD TURKEY.** Widescreen. An evil tobacco company offers 25 million dollars to any city or town that can give up smoking for 30 days. And so begins the conversion of American citizens. The grand finale is climaxed by a high wire act on top of a billboard. Also stars Dick Van Dyke and Bob Newhart. Directed by Norman Lear. 102 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95
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★ 6986846 CITY THAT NEVER SLEEPS. Fullscreen. Film noir veterans John Auer and Steve Fisher directed and wrote this police thriller in the vein of the popular Detective Story of two years earlier. The film juggles around five characters through a particularly bad night in a Chicago police station. Stars Gig Young and Mala Powers. In B&W. 91 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95

★ 6986781 CAULDRON OF BLOOD. Widescreen. Boris Karloff stars as blind artist Franz Baduldasco in this startlingly lifelike status with the help of his protective daughter, Vicaea Lindoffs. Jean-Pierre Aumont co-stars as a neurologist who unravels the horrible secret buried in the core of Baduldasco’s haunting masterpieces. 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95

★ 6868332 THE BELLS OF ST. MARY’S. Fullscreen. When Father O’Malley (Bing Crosby) is sent to revive a financially ailing parochial school he immediately finds himself at odds with Sister Benedict (Ingrid Bergman) on how to educate the kids. But there’s a bigger problem—a shady businessman next door wants the school closed so he can build a parking lot. Only a miracle can save St. Mary’s. In B&W. 126 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95

★ 6986331 ALLAN QUATERMAIN AND THE LAST CITY OF GOLD. Widescreen. Allan (Richard Chamberlain) and Jesse Huston (Sharon Stone) are newly engaged and preparing to leave for Africa where they’ll be married. Or of the belief that Adventurers comes in the form of a mysterious stranger appearing from the jungle who declares that Allan’s presumably missing brother is, in fact, alive and has discovered the Lost City of Gold. 99 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95

★ 6977162 YELLOWBEARD. Widescreen. Having survived a 20-year incarceration for tax evasion, the notorious pirate Yellowbeard (Graham Chapman) escapes to claim his hidden treasure after the Royal Navy imposes a bogus additional prison sentence. Gathering a group of miscreants as his crew, Yellowbeard sets out to locate the find the booty in this comic riff on the swashbuckler. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95

★ 6976611 THE SPIRIT IS WILLING. Widescreen. William Castle directs this wacky horror comedy. A couple (Sid Caesar and Joan Blondell) and their adolescent son (Barry Gordon) move into a quiet New England cottage. But soon after their arrival, they are bombarded by a trio of angry ghosts who want to share their home with no one. 100 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95

★ 6976395 SANDS OF THE KALAHARI. Widescreen. A chartered plane crashes in a remote African desert after colliding with a swarm of locusts. It’s not the harsh surroundings or the vicious baboons that the survivors have to worry about–but a fellow crazed passenger. Stanley Baker, Susannah York, and Nigel Davenport. 120 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95

★ 6974058 RETURN OF THE APE MAN. Fullscreen. Bela Lugosi stars as Professor Dexter, the doctor who put the mad in mad scientist, in the verge of restoring a recently unearthed simian from its frozen state as Professor Dexter, the doctor who put the mad in mad scientist, Davenport. 120 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95

★ 698404X THE RETURN OF DRACULA. Widescreen. Francis Lederer stars as the titular Count Dracula as he travels from his Transylvania home to the United States. Bela Lugosi is everything our guest on vacation. The Count takes up residence at the home of the Mayberry family in sunny California. In B&W. 78 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95

★ 6973006 THE PRIDE AND THE PASSION. Widescreen. Set against the backdrop of the Peninsular War, Cary Grant stars as Captain Anthony Trumbell, a British soldier tasked with securing a large cannon abandoned by the Spanish army when Napoleon’s troops invade and conquer Spain. Frank Sinatra and Sophia Loren also star in this thrilling period epic. 132 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95

★ 6973477 MOONTRAP. Widescreen. When a group of monks happen upon a cave where a woman who warns them that the moon is under the control of a race of alien cyborgs, waiting for the opportunity to invade Earth. Rated R. 96 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95

★ 6921510 YOR: THE HUNTER FROM THE FUTURE. Widescreen. It is before the dawn of time and Yor (Brown Bee) is the mightiest warrior of his era, but his true identity is shrouded in the mists of time. His only clue is a golden medallion around his neck which leads him to a beautiful foreign girl. Yor sets off on a quest, ready to blast anything that gets in his way. English SDH. 89 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. 7.95

★ 6979344 BARBED WIRE DOLLS. Widescreen. From Jess Franco comes one of the most outrageous of all “Women-in-Prison” films. Lina Romay plays Maria, who kills her father (played by Franco) in self-defense. Sentenced to the most depraved women’s penitentiary in Spain, Maria, and her fellow inmates are subjected to endless psychological and sexual abuse. Not Rated. 81 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95

★ 6922627 MOON CHILD. Widescreen. An extraordinary 12 year old boy (Enrique Saldana) is adopted by a treacherous scienctific cult where extraordinary mental powers are common. He begins an archetypal journey across two centuries with Georgina (Lisa Gerrard) to find his destiny as Child of the Moon. In Spanish with English subtitles. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 120 minutes. Cult Epics. Pub. at $13.95. 7.95

★ 6988380 TRIP WITH THE TEACHER. Widescreen. Ms. Tenney (Brenda Fogarty) and a group of summer school students are on a camping trip in the desert. But when they are stranded in the middle of nowhere, a trio of bikers led by the demented Al (Zalman King) kidnap the group for one horrifying night inside an abandoned farmhouse. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 90 minutes. Adults only. Mint Creek. Pub. at $13.95. 7.95

★ 6922866 SINFONIA EROTICA. When an unstable noblewoman (Lina Romay) returns to her lavish estate, she will find herself-along with her libetian husband, his male lover, and a young nun with a craving for violation—trapped in a web of unholy hungers and decadent perversions. Not Rated. English. 84 minutes. Artisan. SDH. Pub. at $29.98. 19.95

★ 5806907 THE EXOTIC DANCES OF BETTIE PAGE. Fullscreen. Irving Klaw, “King of the Pin-ups,” directed these lost short films, the only way to capture a young Bettie Page on celluloid. Transferred from the original 8mm reels in a new high-definition transfer, and joined by the cast and crew of Bettie Page Confidential, this restored version of these classics of burlesque filmmaking are revived in a 25th anniversary celebration. 60 minutes. Adults only. Cult Epics. Pub. at $29.98. 24.95

★ 699153X GUN THE MAN DOWN. Widescreen. Wounded and left for dead by his scheming partners following a bank robbery, Rem Anderson (James Arness) is captured and sent to prison. Following a double-cross, Rem escapes and takes on an old friend for the men who made off with his share of the loot as well as his girlfriend Janice (Angie Dickinson). In B&W. 75 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95

★ 6991505 GREAT BALLS OF FIRE! Widescreen. Dennis Quaid portrays rock n’ roll legend Jerry Lee Lewis in a film that traces his rise to fame and scandalous personal life, including his marriage to his 13-year-old cousin, Myra (Winona Ryder). An inside look into the life of a gifted artist and his Icarus-like rise in the music world. Also stars Alec Baldwin. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95

★ 6980623 SCOUTS GUIDE TO THE ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE. Widescreen. Three scouts and lifelong friends join forces with one badass cocktail waitress to become the world’s most unlikely team of heroes. When their peaceful town is overrun by the undead, they fight for the badge of a lifetime and put their scouting skills to the test to save mankind from the undead. Stars Tye Sheridan and David Koechner. Rated R. English. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95

★ 6981394 FLAT TOP. Fullscreen. Sterling Hayden plays the steel-nerved Commander Dan Collier who trains Navy Carrier Pilots during WWII while battling the John Lieutenent (Joe Rodgers) (Richard Carlson) who is more concerned with being popular with his men than being their actual leader. 85 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95

★ 6897214 EIGHT MEN OUT. Widescreen. The scandal that gave the nation’s favorite pastime a black eye is dramatically rendered in the John Sayles scripted and directed Eight Men Out. The film following conspiring by members of the Chicago White Sox to lose the 1919 World Series in exchange for a huge payday. The stellar cast includes Charlie Sheen, Kevin Costner and David Strathairn. In B&W. 130 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95

★ 6982484 BLUE JASMINE. Widescreen. Jasmine (Cate Blanchett), a former New York socialite, is teetering on an emotional tightening, balancing between her troubled east coast past and a fresh start in Santa Francisco. She ricochets between the turning of her marriage to his 13 year-old cousin, Myra (Winona Ryder). An inside look into the life of a gifted artist and his Icarus-like rise in the music world. Also stars Alec Baldwin. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95


★ 697712X WITHOUT A CLUE. Widescreen. Dr. John Watson (Ben Kingsley) is the world’s most famous criminal detective. He has created a work of fiction in the figure of the crime-solving sleuth, Sherlock Holmes, when in it he himself has set about solving crimes. With the public demanding to see the legendary Holmes, Watson hires an out of work actor (Michael Caine) to assume the role with very mixed and funny results. 107 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. 13.95
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**Blu-ray**

- **6986633 BLOWING WILD.** Widescreen. Gary Cooper plays oil wildcatter Jeff Dawson, who bests a rival to bring in a gusher in Mexico despite continual bandit raids. Dawson asks for help from his ex-employer Ward Conway (Anthony Quinn) who is married to Dawson’s ex-lover (Sandra Dee), who will stop at nothing to get back the only man she ever loved. Also stars Ward Bond. In B&W. 97 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

- **6986447 THE ATOMIC CITY.** Widescreen. Nuclear physicist Frank Addision (Gene Barry) and his wife live in an empty school before nuclear war begins. The Marauders, a group of thieves lead by the Marauder’s leader (Robert Web), plan to steal the plans of a project that will destroy the city. But the Marauders fail to consider the Marauders’ own abilities when they plan their heist. Also stars Marla Baker, Treesha R. Brown, and Keanu Reeves. In B&W. 79 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

- **6897517 TRAPEZE.** An aspiring trapeze artist goes to Paris in search of a former aerialist who has retired after injuring himself in a fall. He finds her on the wrong side of Paris and returns home with her. Also stars Burt Lancaster, Tony Curtis, and Gina Lollobrigida. 106 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

- **6976703 THE RED TONY.** Fullscreen. Young Tom Titlin (Peter Miles) is unable to find the love and guidance he needs from his parents (Myna Loy and Shepperd Strudwick). Frustrated, he turns to easy-going hired hand Billy Buck (Robert Mitchum). After being given a red pony by his father, Tom and Billy’s relationship becomes strained. The film ends with the friendship of Tom and Billy. Also stars Barbara Stanwyck, Don DeFore, and Gladys George. 94 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. $19.95

- **6973809 PENNY SERENADE.** Fullscreen. While listening to a recording of “Penny Serenade,” Julie Gardner Adams (Irene Dunne) begins reflecting on her past. She realizes that her relationship with a reporter (Ralph Bellamy) is not as strong as it once was. The film ends with the newspaperman writing a column about the couple. Also stars Henry Fonda, Walter Pidgeon, and Wendy Hiller. 116 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

- **6974039 ON THE DOUBLE.** Widescreen. Heading this wacky WWII comedy is Danny Kaye as a timid wimp who reluctantly helps his younger brother (Robert Wagner) scale a treacherous mountain slope to the site of a recent plane crash. When the film ends, the character helps the pilot, who is a target of Nazi assassins. Co-stars Dana Wynter and Diana Dors, and Margaret Rutherford. 92 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

- **6976384 THE MOUNTAIN.** Fullscreen. Retired mountain climber Charles Bonser (Robert Mitchum) reluctantly helps his younger brother (Robert Wagner) scale a treacherous mountain slope to the site of a recent plane crash. When the film ends, the character helps the pilot, who is a target of Nazi assassins. Co-stars Dana Wynter and Diana Dors, and Margaret Rutherford. 92 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

- **6964273 DEEP RISING.** Widescreen. A band of ruthless hackers seize the most luxurious cruise in the world, only to find that all the passengers have disappeared. Something is lurking in the ocean that begins to snatch the horrified passengers one by one. Also stars Treat Williams, Janice Rule, and Richard Masur. 92 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

- **6974040 ASSAULT ON PRECINCT 13.** Widescreen. Isolated inside a soon to be closed L.A. police station, a group of police officers and convicts cut off from the city must join forces to defend themselves against the gang called Street Thunder, who have been chased out of the city. The film ends with the gang attacking the police station. Also stars Robert Vaughn, Richard Widmark, and Mary Louise Weller. 91 minutes. Code Red. Pub. at $19.95. $12.99

- **6991831 THE INVISIBLE MAN.** An evil genius has discovered a formula that renders a person invisible and has a plan to create an army of invisible soldiers to rule the planet. In steps investigator Lane Carson (Robert Vaughn), who has been sent to foil the man’s plans with the assistance of detective Carrol Richards (Alone Towne). Includes 12 heart-pounding episodes from the 1951 classic. In B&W. 167 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

- **6974515 NIGHT OF THE DEMONS.** Widescreen. Evan is a high school student who is given a book on the supernatural by a friend. He reads the book and becomes convinced that there is a monster loose in the school. The film ends with Evan and his friends being chased by the monster. Also stars Peter Scolari, Michael McKean, and Roz Ryan. 81 minutes. Fullscreen. The story is widely regarded as one of the best teenage horror films. Also stars Peter Scolari, Michael McKean, and Roz Ryan. 81 minutes. Adults only. Mondo Macabro. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

- **6963950 THE BLIND SIDE.** Widescreen. A group of Confederate soldiers attacks a small town in the New Mexico desert, a group of Confederate soldiers headed by Captain Sam Prescott (Frank Gatliff) and Ramrod Keith Williams (Clint Eastwood) in his first Western) to successfully complete his mission. In B&W. 75 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

- **6803156 ATTACK OF THE KILLER TOMATOES.** Widescreen. The deliciously campy classic gets a newly remastered Collector’s Edition when you thought it was safe to go back in the supermarket, here comes a terror of the pulpy, red, seeded variety! Mason Dixon (David Miller) is a scientist who plans to save the planet by creating an army of alien tomatoes that will dispose of all the people on earth. Also stars Sharon Leal, Greg Evigan, and David Miller. 81 minutes. Featured. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

- **6964273 DEEP RISING.** Widescreen. A band of ruthless hackers seize the most luxurious cruise in the world, only to find that all the passengers have disappeared. Something is lurking in the ocean that begins to snatch the horrified passengers one by one. Also stars Treat Williams, Janice Rule, and Richard Masur. 92 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

- **6964273 DEEP RISING.** Widescreen. A band of ruthless hackers seize the most luxurious cruise in the world, only to find that all the passengers have disappeared. Something is lurking in the ocean that begins to snatch the horrified passengers one by one. Also stars Treat Williams, Janice Rule, and Richard Masur. 92 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

- **6964273 DEEP RISING.** Widescreen. A band of ruthless hackers seize the most luxurious cruise in the world, only to find that all the passengers have disappeared. Something is lurking in the ocean that begins to snatch the horrified passengers one by one. Also stars Treat Williams, Janice Rule, and Richard Masur. 92 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95
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**WHO'S MINDING THE STORE?** Widescreen. Dog walker Norman Philfer (Jerry Lewis) is in love with Barbara Tuttle (Jill St. John) an elevator operator in her parent’s department store. Barbara’s conniving mother (Agnes Macphail) is determined to break up her daughter’s romance with the incomparable boop. 90 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

**DEEP RED.** Directed by Dario Argento, the maestro of the macabre, this ultimate, hallucinatory fever dream of a giallo movie. Musician Marcus finds himself ensnared in a bizarre web of murder and mystery where everything is as it seems after witnessing the brutal axe murder of a woman in her apartment. Not Rated. English SDH. 127 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95

**STOKER'S SHADOWWORLD.** Widescreen. A demon is summoned to take the soul of a young boy, who has the potential to become a saint. If the demon succeeds, it will open a doorway to Hell, blazing a terrifying trail of destruction, possession and mayhem—and the end of humanity. Starring Michael Rooker and Leslie Hope. Rated R. Olive Films. Pub. at $28.95

**WHERE LOVE HAS GONE.** Widescreen. A young woman, Danny (Joey Heatherton), has just murdered a man who was the lover of her mother (Susan Hayward). Danny’s father Luke (Mike Connors), describes the events that led to the tragedy. Belle Davis plays Danny’s dominating grandmother. 111 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

**THE TRIP.** Widescreen. TV commercial director Paul Groves (Peter Fonda) with both his personal and professional life in shambles, attempts to survive a crumbling marriage and stagnating career, begins to experiment with LSD to free himself artistically. Paul’s trip paradigmatically involves a madman, self-destructive and hallucinatory moments worthy of Fellini. 82 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

**THAT TOUCH OF MINK.** Widescreen. Love arrives with a splash when a handsome and eligible tycoon (Cary Grant) and a beautiful working woman (Doris Day) meet over an outside mud puddle. He’s enchanted by her small-town ways; she’s captivated by his romantic, debonair manner. But she wants marriage—and he doesn’t!! 97 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

**SOMETHING TO HIDE.** Widescreen. The he-man contingent are Ward Bond, Gig Young, and Lon Chaney Jr. In B&W. 105 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95


**SHACK OUT ON 101.** Widescreen. An attractive waitress (Terry Moore) at a seaside cafe gets caught in a web of treacherous intrigue when she discovers that her workplace is a secret station for spies. It’s now up to the desperate, washed-up and a network of undercover FBI agents to stop their diabolical scheme. The stellar cast includes Lee Marvin, Frank Lovejoy and Keenan Wynn. In B&W. 73 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

**SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR.** Fullscreen. Joan Bennett stars as a rich, bored heiress who recklessly marries an elusive and mysterious architect (Michael Redgrave) in this masterful atmospheric and a network of undercover FBI agents to stop their diabolical scheme. The stellar cast includes Lee Marvin, Frank Lovejoy and Keenan Wynn. In B&W. 73 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

**IT’S ALIVE TRIOLOGY.** Widescreen. A proud couple’s bundle of joy produces a truly, a newborn terror in this cult hit that tapped into environmental fears. 91 minutes. The horror grows when multiple child monsters rampage in the first sequel It Lives Again. Rated R. 91 minutes. The now global metamorphoses are rounded up and relocated to a far flung island in its third film It Came From Beneath the Waves. Three hour run time. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.95

**THE ONE AND ONLY.** Widescreen. Lester March (Jesse White) is a 25-year-old orphan who dreams of someday becoming a private detective like his friend and role model Pete Flint (Jesse White). His former mentor, to prove that she was and still is a great musician. 117 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

**SHAKK ON 1 101.** Widescreen. A young woman, Danny (Joey Heatherton), has just murdered a man who was the lover of her mother (Susan Hayward). Danny’s father Luke (Mike Connors), describes the events that led to the tragedy. Belle Davis plays Danny’s dominating grandmother. 111 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

**PLUNDER ROAD.** Widescreen. On a dark rainy night, five men stage a well-planned U.S. Mint train robbery and walk away with ten million in gold bullion. To throw the cops off the track, they split up the massive haul into three concealed truckloads and go off in three different directions. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95

Lewis) in Paris. Bernard, the ultimate bachelor, is juggling romances and double-crosses, several red herrings, and the ultimate mission to stop the Nazis from creating a Fourth Reich. Also stars Ernest Borgnine. Over 3 hours. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.95

Lewis (Richard Basehart) and his friend Robert Rawley (Jerry Lewis) in Paris. Bernard, the ultimate bachelor, is juggling romances and double-crosses, several red herrings, and the ultimate mission to stop the Nazis from creating a Fourth Reich. Also stars Ernest Borgnine. Over 3 hours. Olive Films. Pub. at $34.95

* 69730703 NO MAN’S WOMAN. Widescreen. When the scheming, double-crossing Carolyn Ellison-Grant (Marleil Windsor) is found murdered, the list of possible suspects grows long, including her husband (John Archer), and a newspaper columnist and art collector (Patrick Knowles) who believed that Carolyn loved him. Also stars Edward Norris and Richard Crane. In B&W. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973012 THE NIGHT THEY RAIDED MINSKY’S. Widescreen. When an innocent Amish girl (Brid Ekland) with dreams of becoming a dancer leaves her Pennsylvania home for the big city of New York, she could never have imagined where it would lead. Also stars Elliott Gould in his film debut, and the final film performance of Robert Mitchum as a streetburger in an underground meat market. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973056 A NEW LEAF. Widescreen. Henry Graham (Walter Matthau) is a man with a problem: he has run through his entire inherited fortune. He must provide for himself. So Henry devises a plan with the help of his imaginative butler (Carl Reiner). The nifty and fast-talking hands begin working in the fashion industry. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973043 MONEY FROM HOME. Fullscreen. In debt to New York bookie Jimmy “Shoe” Martin (James Cagney), a low-rent gambler Honey Talk Nelson (Dean Martin) finds himself on the losing end of a proposition: fix a race or sleep with the “badger” (Jerry Lewis), an apprentice veterinarian and Honey Talk’s cousin. It’s laugh, love and music all around. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973036 THE MEAN SEASON. Widescreen. Vying for the favor of Miami reporter Malcolm Anderson (Kurt Russell) is rejuvenated after an article detailing the unsolved murder of a local teen brings him notoriety as well as an unexpected admirer: a man who claims he’s the murderer. Rated R. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973040 MR. SATURDAY NIGHT. Widescreen. Betrayed and unwanted fan: a man who becomes the reigning King of Saturday Night Comedy but whose self-destructive behavior jeopardizes his personal life. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973039 100 YEARS TO GO. Widescreen. Ravi (Sohrab Shahid Ali) meets Joan (Ingrid Bergman) and they become involved in a plague. Amid it all are Caris and Merthin, lovers determined to use their people to save Westeros, which has been ravaged by the Black Plague. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973038 UP THE JUNCTION. Widescreen. The tale of a bored, young party girl in swinging sixties London, who decides to cast off her affluent Chelsea lifestyle to move to the industrialized ghetto of Battersea. In Search of reality, Polly (Suzy Kendall) takes a factory job where she befriends solving Lawrence (Tony Beckley). She discovers the seider side of life. 119 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973037 THE NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD. Widescreen. A young scientist (Benjamin S. Corden) and an attractive woman (Duane Jones) escape from a research lab where they have discovered the secret to reversing aging. They are nearly killed by a horde of the undead, but are able to return to the lab and begin work on a cure. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973036 INCIDENT AT LOCH NESS. Widescreen. A hotshot reporter (Robert Mitchum) teams up with a woman (Glenne Headly) to investigate a reported sighting of the monster said to inhabit the lake. They are joined by a group of scientists who are conducting their own investigation. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973035んなむま．Widescreen. The story of kind Western schoolmaster (James Stewart) in the 1860s. The film is filled with double-crosses, several red herrings, and the ultimate mission to stop the Nazis from creating a Fourth Reich. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973034 MR. BARBARA. Widescreen. In the 1930s, an aspiring little stage negotiator trying to provide for herself. He eventually wins the hearts of all three sisters. Frank Sinatra plays Alex (the father). Gig Young plays Alex’s oldest daughter. Tony Bill plays Alex’s youngest of three daughters looking for romance. Directed by Robert Wise. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973033 A NIGHT AT THE ORCHESTRA. Widescreen. The tale of a bored, young party girl in swinging sixties London, who decides to cast off her affluent Chelsea lifestyle to move to the industrialized ghetto of Battersea. In Search of reality, Polly (Suzy Kendall) takes a factory job where she befriends solving Lawrence (Tony Beckley). She discovers the seider side of life. 119 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973032 87109 DEAD PIGEON ON BEETHOVEN STREET. Fullscreen. A detective and a private eye are assigned to investigate the mysterious death of a local Jewish community leader. The investigation leads to a web of corruption and conspiracy. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973031 COME BLOW YOUR HORN. Widescreen. Frank Sinatra plays Alan Baker, a bachelor about town who has all the girls he can handle, a kid brother (Tony Bill) who worships him and a disapproving father (Lee J. Cobb). Based on Neil Simon’s first Broadway hit hit by Norman Lear. Also stars Jill St. John. 112 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973030 CHERISH. Widescreen. A musical comedy set in an American private eye searching for the person who killed his partner. A film filled with double-crosses, several red herrings, and the quintessential femme fatale—treat for any Sam Fuller fan as well as the uninitiated. Also stars Christian Lang. 127 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973029 RETROACTIVE. Karen is a beautiful hostage negotiator trying to escape a tragic past. But her desperate plight leads to an even greater crime when she finds herself stranded on a deserted highway and at the mercy of a violent psychopath. Starring James Belushi and Kyle Travis. Rated R. 91 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

* 6973028 ONCE UPON A CRIME. Widescreen. The story of kind Western schoolmaster (James Stewart) in the 1860s. The film is filled with double-crosses, several red herrings, and the ultimate mission to stop the Nazis from creating a Fourth Reich. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973027 THE KIDNAPPING OF THE WHITE BRIAR. Widescreen. In 1860s America, a young medical student slips out of the asylum in search of his double-ganger. He hatches an elaborate plan to reclaim his identity and win back his former sweetheart. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95


* 6973025 BLOW YOUR HORN. Widescreen. Frank Sinatra plays Alan Baker, a bachelor about town who has all the girls he can handle, a kid brother (Tony Bill) who worships him and a disapproving father (Lee J. Cobb). Based on Neil Simon’s first Broadway hit hit by Norman Lear. Also stars Jill St. John. 112 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973024 8901840 THE FOURTH REICH. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95.

* 6973023 UNDEFEATED. Widescreen. The story of kind Western schoolmaster (James Stewart) in the 1860s. The film is filled with double-crosses, several red herrings, and the ultimate mission to stop the Nazis from creating a Fourth Reich. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973022 THE STRANGER. Widescreen. A young medical student slips out of the asylum in search of his double-ganger. He hatches an elaborate plan to reclaim his identity and win back his former sweetheart. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

* 6973021 COME BLOW YOUR HORN. Widescreen. Frank Sinatra plays Alan Baker, a bachelor about town who has all the girls he can handle, a kid brother (Tony Bill) who worships him and a disapproving father (Lee J. Cobb). Based on Neil Simon’s first Broadway hit hit by Norman Lear. Also stars Jill St. John. 112 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $29.95. $13.95

**Blu-ray**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film</th>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE KLANSMAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td></td>
<td>109 minutes</td>
<td>Olive Films</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESCAPE FROM Zahrain</td>
<td></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td></td>
<td>105 minutes</td>
<td>Olive Films</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHINA GATE</td>
<td></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td></td>
<td>93 minutes</td>
<td>Olive Films</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULLFIGHTER AND THE LADY</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fullscreen</td>
<td></td>
<td>124 minutes</td>
<td>Olive Films</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE AAIRO</td>
<td></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td></td>
<td>97 minutes</td>
<td>Olive Films</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE AMERICANO</td>
<td></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td></td>
<td>127 minutes</td>
<td>Olive Films</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRAZY SIX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>109 minutes</td>
<td>Olive Films</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO'S GOT THE ACTION</td>
<td></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td></td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>Olive Films</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEAR DEAD DELILAH</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fullscreen</td>
<td></td>
<td>87 minutes</td>
<td>Olive Films</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DVD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film</th>
<th>Director</th>
<th>Studio</th>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE ENFORCER</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fullscreen</td>
<td></td>
<td>75 minutes</td>
<td>Olive Films</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULLDOGGER</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fullscreen</td>
<td></td>
<td>93 minutes</td>
<td>Olive Films</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETRAYED</td>
<td></td>
<td>Widescreen</td>
<td></td>
<td>128 minutes</td>
<td>Olive Films</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE KID FROM CLEVELAND</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fullscreen</td>
<td></td>
<td>92 minutes</td>
<td>Olive Films</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEJA VU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>95 minutes</td>
<td>Olive Films</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Other Formats**

- **Ryder.** 104 minutes. MVD Visual. $15.95
- **1970.** 95 minutes. Olive Films. $21.95
- **PAUL BYRD.** 104 minutes. Olive Films. $15.95

**Documentary**

- **IT'S IN THE BAG.** 87 minutes. Olive Films. $29.95
- **THE KIDS FROM CLEVELAND.** 92 minutes. Olive Films. $29.95
- **THE BAMBOO SAUCER.** 104 minutes. Olive Films. $29.95
- **WHO'S GOT THE ACTION?** 90 minutes. Olive Films. $29.95

**Other Formats**

- **Ryder.** 104 minutes. MVD Visual. $15.95
- **1970.** 95 minutes. Olive Films. $21.95
- **PAUL BYRD.** 104 minutes. Olive Films. $15.95

**Other Formats**

- **Ryder.** 104 minutes. MVD Visual. $15.95
- **1970.** 95 minutes. Olive Films. $21.95
- **PAUL BYRD.** 104 minutes. Olive Films. $15.95
LIMITED QUANTITY 6914458 NIGHT TRAIN. Widescreen. When three tourists stop at a roadside diner in Canyonland, they become the unwitting victims of a lethal scientific experiment. A deranged powerbroker has sealed off the town and come prepared with a deadly toxin. Joining forces with the local sheriff, this small band of holdouts wage an explosive battle for survival. Rated R. 96 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $27.99  
SOLD OUT

6965512 DRACULA UNTOLD. Widescreen. Witness the origin story of one of legend’s most captivating figures. In order to save his family and his people, Vlad makes a bargain that gives him the strength of 100 men and the speed of a falling star, but inflicts him with an insatiable thirst for human blood. Starring Luke Evans. English SDH. Includes Blu-Ray and DVD versions. Universal. 138 minutes. Universal  
PRICE CUT to $2.95

6965272 MIRROR MIRROR. Widescreen. One of the world’s most beloved fairy tales gets a fresh and hilariously re-imagining! A scheming queen (Julia Roberts) wants to marry a handsome prince (Amie Hammer). But he is in love with Snow White (Lily Collins), setting the stage for a battle between good and evil. English SDH. 165 minutes. 20th Century Fox.  
PRICE CUT to $1.95

6963311 EXTANT: The First Season. Widescreen. When astronaut Molly Woods (Halle Berry) returns from a 13 month solo mission aboard a space station, she didn’t come back alone–she is pregnant. Science and emotions collide as Molly tries to keep her family and life together. Soon, it becomes clear that her mission is poised to change human history. Includes all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four Blu-rays. Paramount.  
92 minutes. IFC Films.  
PRICE CUT to $3.95

6951112 THE MAKING OF A LADY. During her duties as a lady’s companion Emily meets Lord James Walderhurst. Accepting his practical but unromantic proposal Emily finds solace in the company of Walderhurst’s nephew, Alec Osbom and his wife after James leaves to rejoin his regiment. Emily alone is left to weather the innumerable crises under their control and begins to fear for her life. English SDH. 96 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $29.99  
SOLD OUT

6958559 BODY OF EVIDENCE. Widescreen. When a night of unbridled sexual abandon results in the death of a prominent business man, Rebecca Carlson (Madonna) finds herself on trial for murder. Now it’s up to her attorney (Willam Datoe) to prove her innocence, but when he becomes entangled in her web of erotic games, his road to the truth proves as complicated as his seductive client. Rated R. 101 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $27.99  
SOLD OUT

6917239 FOXBAT. Widescreen. There is an international race to obtain blueprints of a MIG-35 “foxbat” plane which has landed in Japan. An undercover U.S. spy (Henry Silva) has managed to take photos of the jet’s plans with a camera hidden in his left eyeball and now must get the microfilm back to his country. 103 minutes. Code Red.  
PRICE CUT to $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 6958605 THE CURSE OF THE CAT PEOPLE. Fullscreen. This continuation of 1943’s Cat People follows Kent Smith, now remarried and the father of six-year-old Amy. When Amy becomes withdrawn and speaks of consorting with geists off to a secluded cabin, her mother turns to a wealthy friend to overthrive a ruthless dictator. Once there they find themselves caught in a deadly web of deceit and betrayal. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Alliance.  
PRICE CUT to $2.95

6728819 HULK. Widescreen. Marvel’s mean green machine hits the screen with Ang Lee’s thrilling interpretation here in a collectible steelbook edition. After a lab accident unleashes a genetically enhanced, impossibly strong creature, a frenzied world must band against it. Stars Eric Bana and Jennifer Connelly, and Nick Nolte. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Studios.  
SOLD OUT

6930530 THE HUNGER GAMES: Mockingjay, Part 1. Widescreen. Katniss (Jennifer Lawrence) and her fellow refugees are swallowed into the Quell, awakening in the catacombs of District 13. Fearing for her safety, Katniss finally agrees to be the Mockingjay, the reluctant leader of the rebellion. Still uncertain of who she can trust, she must help rise from the ashes. 116 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $27.99  
SOLD OUT

6721281 THE BOURNE ULTIMATUM. Widescreen. Assassin Jason Bourne is on the hunt for the agents who stole his memory and true identity. With a new generation of CIA operatives every move, Bourne spans the globe to unearth the truth. Stars Matt Damon and Julia Stiles. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. Packaged in a collectible steelbook case. 116 minutes. Universal.  
PRICE CUT to $7.95

6809006 A LONG RIDE FROM HELL. Widescreen. When some bad guys rob a shipment of gold from a railroad company, Mike Stuges and his brother are framed for the crime and thrown into the hellish Yuma State Prison. The torture they endure is so intense that Mike’s brother ends up dead. Mike escapes from prison and is out for revenge, but will pave the road for his own redemption. Rated R. 93 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $29.99  
SOLD OUT

6924069 THE EXPENDABLES. Widescreen. Hired by a powerful caption owner, Barney Ross (Sylvester Stallone) and his tight-knit team of skilled combat vets turned mercenaries, suits up for a solo mission in a desperate attempt to overthrow a ruthless dictator. Once there they find themselves caught in a deadly web of deceit and betrayal. Rated R. English SDH. 113 minutes. Alliance.  
PRICE CUT to $2.95

6914470 SUPERBEAST. Widescreen. Dr. Aix (Patrick McGoohan) travels to the Philippines when she hears some people have been attacked by a humanoid creature. The product of Dr. Bill Fleming (Craig Little), these creatures are half-man half-beast with genetically altered brains. Rated R. 93 minutes. Shout Factory. Pub. at $27.99  
SOLD OUT

6859496 THE 33. Widescreen. In 2010, 33 Chilean miners were buried alive following a catastrophic mine collapse. For 69 days, a team worked night and day to rescue the men as their families and the world waited for any sign of hope. Underground, 200 stories down, tensions ran high as the provisions and time began to run out. Stars Antonio Banderas and Juliette Binoche. English SDH. 127 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter.  
SOLD OUT

6959540 ALIEN PREDATORS. Widescreen. Three American teens on a European holiday are about to experience their worst nightmare. They are trapped in a quaint Spanish town infested with a parasitic alien virus that drives the local townspeople to eat their own. The teens must run for their lives, but is there anywhere to hide? Stars Dennis Christopher. Rated R. 90 minutes. MGM.  
PRICE CUT to $14.95

6914500 TROLL/TROLL II. Widescreen. Lock the doors and pull out the weed-wacker for this house party of horror where one family is about to find out about a troublesome troll who starts taking over their building in Troll II (t) that must band against it. Stars Don Post and a hungrier than ever in this gourmet gross-out! Stars Michael Moriarty, Julia Ormond and Michael Tolland. English SDH. 138 minutes. Universal  
PRICE CUT to $2.95

6720921 THE OUTLAW. Fullscreen. The story of the friendship of Billy the Kid (Jack Buckett) and fellow outlaw Doc as they hunt for the agents who stole his memory and true identity. A battle for the soul of human history. Includes all 13 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 9 hours on four Blu-rays. Paramount.  
SOLD OUT

6951295 PAGE EIGHT: The Johnny Worricker Trilogy, Part 1. Johnny Worricker (Bill Nighy) is a long-serving MI5 officer whose life–both personal and professional–has just been turned inside out. When his boss and best friend dies suddenly, Worricker is left on his own to deal with a contentious Top Secret file that threatens the sanctity and stability of the British government. The entire M15 organization stands in his way. English SDH. 105 minutes. PBS. Pub. at $29.99  
SOLD OUT

6958729 NIGHT OF THE LEPUS. Widescreen. A hormone intended to alter the breeding cycle of rabbits overrunning Arkansas head turns them into flesh-eating, 150-pound monsters in this horror classic. Stuart Whitman, Janet Leigh and DeForest Kelley are among the intrepid humans facing off against the behemoth bunnies. 88 minutes. Scream Factory. Pub. at $29.99  
SOLD OUT

6958540 ALIEN PREDATORS. Widescreen. Three American teens on a European holiday are about to experience their worst nightmare. They are trapped in a quaint Spanish town infested with a parasitic alien virus that drives the local townspeople to eat their own. The teens must run for their lives, but is there anywhere to hide? Stars Dennis Christopher. Rated R. 90 minutes. MGM. 
PRICE CUT to $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/658
**Blu-ray**

*692708 THREADS. A graphic and haunting docudrama about the effects of a nuclear attack on the working class city of Sheffield, England as the fabric of society unravels. Stars Reece Dinsdale, David Brierly and Karen Meagher. 117 minutes. Seven TV. Pub. at $26.95. PRICE CUT to $13.95.

*689657X SMASH PALACE. Widescreen. A former race car driver and a nurse meet when she nurses him back to health after a wartime injury. They marry and return to his native New Zealand and have a child. But over time stagnation sets in along with her及相关内容无法阅读。108 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. SOLD OUT.

*687828 TWO THOUSAND MANIACS! Widescreen. When a group of bank thieves take a detour and wind up in the small Southern town of Pleasant Valley, they find themselves welcomed by the eager townfolk as guests of honor at a country carnival. Their capers can only do the Northerners to know that the festivities are to include torture, death and dismemberment. Directed by H.G. Lewis. Unrated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $34.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95. SOLD OUT.

*680965X SPLIT RIDER. Widescreen. Stewart FC. Simpson lives in a magnificent beachfront home and indulges his passion for windsurfing on a daily basis. When FC. meets beautiful rock singer Jade, a love affair begins. As the romantic interlude with the new friend and the upcoming championship become secondary, Will FC. wipe out or sail to victory? Rated R. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $11.95.

*6903673 JAKES AND THE GRIZZLY KILLER. Widescreen. Farm boy Jack (Kennew Mathews) heroically rescues Princess Elaine (Judith Meredith) from sorcerer Pendragon (Toni Thatcher) by saying his blaring trumpet's sound would be the death knell for the evil he uses his evil powers to imprison Elaine in his enchanted forest. Jack must cross the ocean to save his lady love. 185 minutes. English SDH. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

*6925189 FRANK & EVA. Fullscreen. Frank and Eva cannot live with or without each other. In the liberal 1970s, Frank sleeps with every woman he can get. Eva, meanwhile is looking for more security and wants to start a family. Frank's behavior frustrates her so much that she starts an affair with their mutual friend. Not Rated. In Dutch with English subtitles. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 97 minutes. Adults only. Culti. Epics. Pub. at $34.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95.

*684096X THE NAVIGATOR: A Medieval Odyssey. Widescreen. Cumbria, 1348, the year of the Black Death. Griffin, a young boy, is plague-stricken by his neighbors which he believes could save his village. Encouraging a small band of men to tunnel into the earth, they burrow through 1600 New Zealand years and a comprehension, but must complete their quest. English SDH. 90 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95.

*6958575 A BREEZE APART. Widescreen. Deep in the rugged Blue Ridge Mountains of North Carolina (Rulger Hauer), a mysterious and dangerous recluse guards a secret with his life. When an adventurer (Diamond Phillips, and more) who falls in love with the woman he confronts, Malden’s oil flame (Katherine Turner) is the only one that can stop the savage war that is about to rage. Rated R. 95 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $29.99. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

*6922562 THE DEVIL INCARNATE. Widescreen. The Devil comes to earth to live as a mere mortal. Together with a human companion, Tomas, he travels to Don Quixote, through the countryside and has a series of wild encounters with familiar figures. Not Rated. In Spanish with English subtitles. 92 minutes. Adults only. At $29.95. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

*6914357 GRAY LADY DOWN. Widescreen. When a submarine accidentally collides with a freighter, Captain Paul Blanchard (Charlton Heston) and his crew find themselves trapped far below the surfline to save oxygen to sustain his crew for 48 hours, Blanchard must buy enough time for a risky rescue operation via an experimental and untested vessel. Also stars J.J. Evans. 114 minutes! Shout! Factory. Pub. at $22.97. PRICE CUT to $14.95.

*6996456 THE BLOODTHIRSTY TRILOGY. Widescreen. Inspired by the success of the British and American Gothic horror films of the '60s, Toho brought the vampiric tropes of the Dracula legend to Japanese screens with The Supreme Owl of Dracula; Lake of Dracula; and Evil of Dracula. Unrated. In Japanese with English subtitles. Nearly 4 hours on two Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $49.95.

*6906127 JEWEL OF THE NILE. Widescreen. When a British socialite (Geraldine Somerville) and her cat decide on a trip to Egypt, they soon find themselves embroiled in a life-threatening adventure. Their quest is to find the legendary被盗的宝藏。Starring Ronald Colman, Ingrid Bergman, and more. 101 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95.

*6595700 STAR TREK ENTERPRISE: THE CHRONICLES OF TOSHIRO HUH. Widescreen. Jonathan Archer (Scott Bakula) commands the Enterprise NX-01, the first Earth-built vessel capable of breaking the Warp 5 barrier. Joined by his trusted team (Christopher Pike, Hoshi Sato, Trip, Mayweather, and other). Archer is tasked with exploring new, unknown star systems in these 25 Season One episodes. Over 19 hours on six Blu-rays. Arrow. Pub. at $149.95.

*6922767 ZOMBIE 4. When a white scientist's cure for cancer enranges an island voodoo priest, it will unleash the ultimate puzzle of zombies, exploding heads, appalling performance, eye-popping gore, tearing off body parts, and bloody mouthfuls of flesh-chomping havoc. Not Rated. 88 minutes. Adults only. Seven! Pub. at $34.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95.

*6988521 SWEET SWEETBACK'S BAADASSSSS SONG. Widescreen. Sweetback, a black orphan raised in a dummer than the criminals. Stars Hoyt Axton, Corbin Bernsen, Fred Gwynne, Leon Diamond Phillips, and more. Rated R. 99 minutes. Tiberius Video. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95

*6658710 MIDNIGHTERS. Widescreen. On their way home from ringing in the new year, Lindsey and Jeff accidentally run into a man in the middle of the road. Things look bad when they discover that the stranger they hit had sinister intentions involving them and their family. And things go off the rails when a certain psychotic detective comes calling. Dyland McTea. English SDH. 93 minutes. PRICE CUT to $11.95.

*6614173 STREET MOBSTER. Widescreen. Kamenji Okita (Burt Sugawara) re-emerges onto the mean streets of Kawasaki after five years in prison for a string of brutal crimes, and comes face to face with power monk (Mayumi Nagisa) who immediately recognizes him as one of the participants in the brutal sexual assault on her years in Japanese with English subtitles. 88 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95.

*691452 THE GORE GORE GIRLS. Widescreen. A vicious killer with a twisted sense of humor is butchering the girls of a go-go dancing club. As the grim death toll mounts, reporter Nancy Weston teams up with obnoxious but dapper private investigator Abraham Gentry to try and crack the case. Not Rated. English SDH. 92 minutes. Adults only. Arrow. Pub. at $34.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95.

*655069X THE GRADUATE. Widescreen. 20th Century Fox. 1967. PRICE CUT to $19.95.

*652166 THE FAMILY. Widescreen. Season One. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $17.95.

*6625030 SPECTACLE–ELVIS COSTELLO WITH...: Season One. Fullscreen. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $32.98. PRICE CUT to $17.95.

*6995103 LIQUID ASSETS. Widescreen. Mr. Casbox has a money problem—he's got too much of it and runs the risk of being hit with a huge tax bill. On the advice of his tax lawyer, he decides to fund a sure to flop play, but he has no idea it will be in Japanese. Starring Tootsie and Stable girl Suzy, want in on the action. Not Rated. English SDH. Blu-ray versions. 82 minutes. Adults only. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95.

*6551449 LIONHEART. Widescreen. Upon receiving news that his brother in Los Angeles is seriously injured, Lyon Gautier (Van Damme) deserts the French Foreign Legion. Aided by an illegal, bare-knuckles underground fighting circuit to raise the money he needs to help his brother's family. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 104 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $11.95.

*6864311 A MINUTE TO PRAY, A SECOND TO DIE. Widescreen. When Clay McCord (Alex Cord), the fastest draw in the West, gets the shakes in his shooting arm, he decides to hang up his guns for good. But riding the straight and narrow may be more dangerous than he ever imagined—especially when his only hope for lies in his hard-charging, by-the-numbers, laid-back police officer. Rated R. 99 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $19.95.

*692678 DISORGANIZED CRIME. Widescreen. A gang of not-so-professional criminals have everything it takes to turn face on their getaway car and an actual plan. On their tail are two cops, who are actually more dangerous than the criminals, Stars Hoyt Axton, Corbin Bernsen, Fred Gwynne, Leon Diamond Phillips, and more. Rated R. 99 minutes. Tiberius Video. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95.

*664147 SPECTACULAR–ELVIS COSTELLO WITH...: Season One. MVD Visual. PRICE CUT to $19.95.
Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.
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